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1. Op basis van het werk van Fuchs is de geschiktheid van de naar
hem genoemde parameter met betrekking tot de voorspelbaarheid
vandefractalestructuurvandeeltjesgelen, verassend.
• Fuchs,N.A.. ZPhys 89,736(1934)
• ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 2

2. Bos heeft onvoldoende aandacht besteed aan het belang van de
keuze van de grijswaarde-drempel voor de waarde van de fractale
structuurpararneters afgeleid uitconfocale microscopie-plaatjes.
• Bos,M.T.A.:PhD Thesis,WAU (1997)
• Thill,A.etat. J CollInterfSci 204,357 (1998)
• dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3

3. Hoewel de afleidingen van de schalingsrelaties van Shih et al.en
Bremerverschillen,ishetresultaatidentiek.
• Shih,W. H.etal.,PhysRevA 42,4772 (1990)
• Bremer, L.G. B.:PhD Thesis,WAU (1992)
• ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 4

4. Hetstadiumvanverouderingvanmetlebgestremdecaseinegelenis
gerelateerdaandegemiddeldegroottevandecompactebouwstenen
vanhetgel.
• ditproefschrift, hoofdstuk 5

5. Deveelvuldig gebruikte 'verklaring' voorhetaggregeren vanparacaseinemicellen in termen van het opheffen van repulsie, is geen
verklaring.
6. Het gebrek aan algemeen aanvaarde definities van de begrippen
'gelpunt' en 'zwichten' werkt remmend op het ontwikkelen van
reologischeinzichten.
7. De populariteit van het gebruik van fractale modellen voor de
beschrijving van de relatie structuur-reologie van deeltjesgelen
wordtmedeveroorzaaktdoordeafwezigheid vanalternatieven.

8. De interpretatie van grensvlakreologische metingen is moeilijker
dandievanbulkreologische.
9. De dimensionaliteit van de weg die een persoon aflegt in een
drukke winkelstraat, isgerelateerd aanzijn/haar persoonlijkheid en
nietaanfysische wetten.
10.Besturenomtebesturenlevertnietdebestesturing.
11.Een ultieme consequentie van het doel om steeds meer water en
luchtinlevensmiddelenteverwerken,ishet'vluchtigtoetje1.

Abstract
The relation between (colloidal) interactions, structure and rheology
of particle gels is discussed, with emphasis on the properties and the
spontaneousageingbehaviorofrennet-induced casein(ate)orskimmilkgels.
Methods involved were Brownian dynamics simulations, confocal
microscopy, permeametry and rheometry (large- and small deformations). A
categorization of relevant (fractal) scaling models and types of structural
rearrangements (particularly those affecting the rheological properties) for
particle gels has been made, and applied to experimental data of rennetinducedcaseingels.
UsingBrownian dynamics simulations,therelation between colloidal
particle interactions and gel structure was obtained. The simulation model
used, included a repulsive barrier between the particles; the bonds formed
were irreversible. The aggregation was delayed by a long-range repulsive
barrier, and a high fractal dimensionality ofthe gels (2.4-2.5) resulted. This
valuewasindependentofthedetailsoftheinteractionsandvolumefraction of
particles in the range of 3-10 vol% particles. The simulation results agreed
well with experimental results onrennet-induced aggregation and gelation in
skimmilk.
The (fractal) structure of rennet-induced casein gels, as studied by
confocal scanning laser microscopy and permeametry was monitored during
aging, at various pH values (5.3-6.65) and temperatures (20-30°C). At low
pH,agradual coarsening ofthe structure wasobserved; the size ofthepores
andcompactstructures increased.Thiswasreflected inadecrease inapparent
fractal dimensionality (from 2.4 to 1.7), and in an increase in pore size and
lowercut-off lengthofthefractal regime(from 0.5to 1.5urn).
A scaling model was developed for the rheological behaviour of
particlegelsasafunction ofstructureandparticlevolumefraction. Themain
structural parameters are the fractal dimensionality, the size of the compact
building blocks and two parameters describing the number of deformable
links in the strands and the dominating type of deformation of these links.
Application to rheological data (storage modulus, maximum linear strain,
yield stress)asafunction ofvolumefraction (5-9vol%) showed that rennetinducedcaseingelscontainstraight,elasticstrands.
Application of the model to results of measurements of the storage
modulus during ageing, showed that at low pH rearrangements induce a
dramatic increase incompactbuilding block size and early disappearence of
the fractal structure.It isconcluded thatthe main types of rearrangements in
rennet-induced casein gels after gelation, are particle fusion and stretching
andbreakingofstrands.
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Introduction

Chapter 1

1.1Aimofthisstudy
Structure and rheological properties of complex gel systems, which
are found e.g. in foods, paints and sludges, are well described. However, the
understanding ofthe relationship between these two and their changes in time
(ageing), is insufficient. The main complicating factor is that several
parameters, like pH, temperature, and concentration of salts, enzymes and
other agents,affect the structure and rheological properties at a wide range of
length andtime scales.
In the case of food gels, understanding of the relationship between
structural and rheological properties and their changes in time, may help to
control texture. Texture is considered here to include both perceivable
inhomogeneities as well as rheological and fracture properties. It relates
primarily to eating characteristics, and affects manufacture, eating properties
and physical ageing (shelf-life).
In this thesis, relations between structure and rheology of ageing
rennet-induced casein particle gels are discussed. The reason for chosing
casein gels is that they serve as a model example of complex particle gels,
which are important for thefood industry.Thesegelsarestudied as a function
of pH, temperature and volume fraction of casein. Their rheology is
determined by properties of structural elements at a range of length scales,
from the macroscopic length scales down to the internal (molecular) structure
ofthe particles (i.e.the 'casein micelles') themselves.
The structure-rheology relations obtained can in principle help to
improve manufacture and quality of dairy products like cheese and quarg.
Moreover, amajor part ofthe conclusions are ofageneric nature.
The thesis contains four main chapters. Figure 1.1 gives a general
overview of the whole thesis in terms of the main aspects studied (particleparticle interactions, aggregate and gel matrix structure, and macroscopic
rheology) and the main tools to study these aspects as a function of time
(rheometry,confocal microscopy, computer simulations and scalingtheory).
In sections 1.4-1.7an introduction to the subject of each of the above
chapters is given. First a short introduction is given to the experimental
system (1.2) and to the concept of fractal aggregation (1.3), which is often
used inthisthesis.
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Figure 1.1.General overviewofthethesis intermsof itsmain aspects(bold)
andtoolsused.

1.2Caseingels
This section gives an introduction on (the formation of) rennetinducedcaseinparticlegels.
The fact that casein inmilk is notpresent in solution but in micelles
has important consequences for the properties of milk and any products
derived from milk. Foroverviews more specifically centred onthe properties
of casein micelles, see Walstra (1990), Dalgleish (1998), Holt and Home
(1996). Almost all caseinate in fresh uncooled milk is present in
approximately spherical particles of 40-300 nm in diameter (Note: the term
'caseinate' means 'casein inthe ionicform', i.e. including counterions.From
now on, the term 'casein' will be used for both casein and caseinate). On
average,themicellescompriseapproximately 104casein molecules,ofwhich
K-casein mainly resides at the surface. The casein micelles also contain
inorganic matter, mainly micellar or colloidal calcium phosphate (MCP or
CCP). The CCP plays an important part in the internal stability of the
micelles. The micelles are voluminous, holding approximately 60% water.
Thesurface hasanegativecharge.This,combinedwiththehairylayerformed
by the C-terminal parts of the K-casein molecules, makes the micelles
electrostaticallyandstericallyprotectedagainstaggregation.
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In the first stages of cheese making, the main component of the
rennet, chymosin, cuts off the C-terminal part of the K-casein, thereby
removing the protective hairy layer ('brush') on the casein micelles (rennet
activity: stage 1). Casein micelles after renneting are called para-casein
micelles.Asaresult, attractive interactions causethesemicellesto aggregate
(aggregation: stage 2).Asthe aggregates grow,they will ultimately touch,a
network of particles fills all space available and a gel is formed (gelation:
stage3).The structure oftheaggregates and the gel network may change in
time (rearrangements: stage 4), until eventually the gel matrix shrinks and
liquid is expelled (syneresis: stage 5). A schematic representation of the
stagesisshowninfigure1.2.

Rennetenzyme

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Figure 1.2. Model sequenceofeventsduringgelation. (1) Cuttingoff 'hairs'
-> electrostatic and steric repulsion decreases, (2) aggregation, (3) full
gelation as large clusters form a continuous network, (4) microstructural
rearrangements and (5)syneresis.Thehairsarenot drawnto scale: inreality
theyaremuchsmallerandarepresentatamuchhighernumberdensity.
The structural changes as a result of rearrangements (stage 4) are
mostlyunknown.Stage4istheonethisthesiswillmainlydealwith.
The early stages or processes shown in figure 1.2, are illustrated in
figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3. Schemeof eventstaking place duringthe renneting (0.02 vol%)
of an average sample of skim milk at 30°C and pH = 6.65. Shown are the
storagemodulus G', dynamicviscosity tjiand %ofK-casein cut.Taken from
Mellemaetal. (1999).Forexplanation ofnumbers,seefigure 1.2.
With respect to stage 2, van Hooydonk and Walstra (1987) showed
that considerable repulsive forces remain present even after complete cutting
ofthehairs.Thisresultsinslowaggregation.
Besides by cutting the hairs using rennet, aggregation can also be
induced by adding acid (which decreases the electrostatic potential of the
particles, causing a collapse of the hairy layer) or ethanol (which decreases
solvent quality, presumably leading to a collapse of the hairy layer). The
attractive forces during aggregation probably result from calcium (Walstra
(1990)), and casein (Mellema et al. (1999)) mediated bridging, and
hydrophobic interactions.VanderWaalsforces areinsufficient toaccount for
theattractionduringaggregation(Payens(1979)).
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1.3Fractal aggregation
The particle aggregates that are formed during the aggregation of
colloidal particles,can beconsideredfractal ifthe geometry is scale-invariant,
which implies that the structure is similar when viewed at a reasonably large
range of magnifications. Best known are the so-called deterministic fractals,
i.e. fractals that can be described using a constant algorithm. Such very
regular structures are rarily found in real life. Particle gels, like casein gels,
can have stochastic fractal features over a certain range of length scales.
These features are a product of the random Brownian motion involved in the
aggregation. Scaling relations apply to both types of fractals. In the present
case, the 'fractal scaling regime' holds approximately over a length scale
between the size of the particles (a) and the size of the cluster (R). The
following equation applies:

(1.1)
where N is the number of particles in the aggregate and D{ is the fractal
dimensionality.
Fractal aggregation inrelation toparticle gels ingeneral,and to casein
dispersions inparticular, hasbeen thoroughly discussed bye.g. Bremer (1992)
and Bos (1997) and references therein. Bremer et al. (1989) were the first to
point to the formation of fractal (hence tenuous) aggregates, as a prerequisite
for theformation ofa space-spanning network.
The fractal nature of casein particle gels allows application of so
called scaling theory. This thesis discusses the consequences and limitations
of such scalinganalyses.

1.4Simulations
Chapter 2 deals with the results of Brownian dynamics (BD)
simulations of aggregation. The effect of colloidal particle interactions on
aggregate structure during formation of the gels was studied. The simulations
were tuned to give an accurate description of fresh casein particle gels,taking
the fairly high fractal dimensionalities and slow aggregation rates found for
this system into account.
Pioneering work on the subject of fractal aggregation studied by
simulation was performed by Meakin (1988). He fully discussed the
differences between various types of simulation algorithms (ballistic,
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diffusion-limited, reaction-limited, cluster-cluster types of simulations). The
applicability of a combination of fractal concepts and simulations for
engineers was discussed by Dickinson (1990). He also developed a (2D)
Brownian dynamics simulation model to study the effect of interactions on
aggregate structure(see e.g. Dickinson (1994)).A similar simulation model in
three dimensions was tested for various types of interactions by Bijsterbosch
etal. (1995)andBos(1997).
The state-of-the-art in simulating particle gels was recently discussed
by Dickinson (2000). In the near future, most progress on the subject of
(fractal) aggregation and formation of particle gels can be expected from
computer simulations. Scientists are especially looking forward to realistic
simulations of the rheological properties of particle gels and suspensions, of
which those by Whittle and Dickinson (1997) and Lodge and Heyes (1999)
are afirst attempt.

1.5 Microscopy
In Chapter 3 structural changes of rennet-induced casein gels during
aging, as observed by confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM) and
permeametry, are discussed. A fractal approximation was applied to the
results. Parameters varied include pH and temperature. The structural aging
effects as given in this chapter, are related to changes in e.g. storage modulus
and maximum linear strain inchapter 5.
Microscopy isthe most direct and therefore an obvious technique for
studying particle gels. Transmission electron microscopy was applied to
rennet-induced casein gels by Knoop and Peters (1975). The high resolution
of this technique, allowed direct visualization of the (aggregated state) of the
paracasein micelles. Scanning electron microscopy gives a more complete
impression of the 3D structure of a gel matrix. Recent examples include a
study on acid casein gels by Lagoueyte et al. (1994). In these electron
microscopy studies,particle fusion effects have been observed.
At the end ofthe 1980s, confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM)
was introduced. Even though the optical aspects of this technique were
already known for decades, the full development was made possible by
computer-directed laser beams and computer-mediated image analysis. The
first CSLM on casein gelswasperformed by Bremer (1992),who showed that
these gels have a fractal structure with relatively high dimensionality. Bos
(1997) developed a deconvolution scheme to obtain a higher resolution of
confocal images. This is especially important if the fractal structures of
interest are small. Thill et al. (1998) showed that the choice of gray scale
threshold is also very important in determining fractal parameters. Bremer
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(1992) and Auty et al. (1999) were among the first to study the ageing of
caseingelstructuresusingCSLM.

1.6Scalingtheory
In chapter 4 a simplified version of existing scaling models is
presented which relates the structure of particle gelstotheir rheology. Inthe
model, the gels contain stress-carrying strands with a certain flexibility and
curvature. A variety of possible scaling exponents is categorized. During
aging of a gel, the appropriate scaling exponent can change. In this way, a
scalingmodel can beahelpful tool indetermining structural rearrangements,
whichisdoneinchapter5.
Scaling modeling of the rheological properties of particle gels isnot
widelyusedamongfood engineers.Onereasonforthisisthehighcomplexity
ofthegelstructuresfound ine.g.foods andpaints.Theotherreason hastodo
withtherelativelyhighcomplexityofthemodelspresented intheliterature.
Oneofthefirstscalingmodelssuitablefordescribingtherheologyof
particle gels was given by Kantor and Webman (1984). They identified a
relation betweenthestructureofarandomchain ofelementsand itselasticity
and conductivity. Later, Shih etal. (1990) showed that practical systemscan
be found that obey the scaling laws incorporating two extreme values of the
scaling exponents. At this point, fractal scaling was explicitly incorporated
into the Kantor and Webman model. Recent applications of this model to
complexproteingelsincludethosebyIkedaetal. (1999).
At about the same time, Bremer (1989, 1992) developed an
alternative fractal scaling model, that showed the existence of two
intermediatescalingexponentsthatwereconsideredrelevantforcaseingels.
1.7 Rheometry
In Chapter 5the results ofrheometry are presented. By combination
of the experimental data with structural data from chapter 3 and the scaling
model of chapter 4, information can be obtained on rearrangements taking
place during aging of rennet-induced casein gels. A systematic overview or
categorization of types of rearrangements is made, which accounts for the
large diversity of rearrangements involved in the aging of particle gels in
general.Emphasisisplacedonrearrangementsafter gelation.
Although the importance of the dynamic nature of the structure of
particle gels has fully been recognized for decades now, quantitative studies
of the non-equilibrium or transient structure of particle gels are still rather
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difficult. This is mainly because of the large number of parameters that are
involved.
'Transient' (see a review by Poon (1998)) is a term mainly used for
gel structures that are (temporarily) formed by reversible aggregation. The
same thermodynamical considerations cannot be used to describe the
breakdown of gels formed by irreversible aggregation. These gels do not
change their structure by reversibility of particle-particle junctions, but by
flexibility of thesejunctions or by deformation of the particles themselves.
Weusetheterm 'rearrangements' foralltypesofchangesthat leadtodistinct
changes inthe structure and rheology of aging particle gels, including those
formed byirreversibleaggregation.
For most particle gels, the final consequence of (coarsening)
rearrangements is endogenous syneresis, i.e. the spontaneous separation of
liquid duetoshrinkageofthegelmatrix.Forcasein gels,relationshavebeen
identified between changes in pore size (van Dijk and Walstra (1986)) and
rheological properties like tan S (van Vliet et al. (1991)) with the rate of
syneresis.
An interesting theoretical approach to the transient behavior or
'collapse' of particle (or emulsion) gels is given by Tanaka (1999). He
introduces a simple mathematical desciption of the lifetime of agel interms
ofthecompetition betweenclustergrowthandphaseseparation.
Knowledge obtained on the exact nature of the rearrangements will
allowamoredirect 'tuning'oftherearrangements.Forcaseingels,tuningcan
be achieved e.g. by adding certain agents to the milk, like carrageenan,
calcium, formic acid, EDTA etc. A recent example of such tuning is the
addition of crosslinking enzymes to milk prior to yogurt formation, by
Lorenzen et al. (1999). Action of microbial transglutaminase was shown to
increase gel firmness and reduce syneresis. Another option is a special
pretreatment of the milk. High pressure- or heat-treatment of milk prior to
rennetaddition,increasesgelfirmness.
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Relating colloidal particle interactions togel structure
using Brownian dynamics simulations
and theFuchs stability ratio*

2.1Summary
Brownian dynamics simulations of aggregation of hard-sphere
dispersions at intermediate volume fractions (<p ~3-10 vol%) have been
performed. A long-range activation energy for aggregation was incorporated.
The bonds formed were irreversible and flexible. Cluster growth rate and
fractal properties of the gel matrix could be related to particle interactions by
using a Fuchs stability ratio W?. Although this approach is expected to apply
only to the very early stages of gelation, W?was shown to be a useful
parameter, especially for predicting gel matrix parameters like the fractal
dimensionality D{ (which is a measure of the 'compactness' of the clusters in
the intermediate or fractal length scale regime) and the correlation length £
(which is a measure of the average gel pore size). The number of aggregates,
A'agg, was found to bea convenient measure ofthe stage of aggregation for the
range of volume fractions and interactions studied. For high values of WF, the
value ofDfwas more generic (i.e. lessdependent on Wf or <p). In addition, the
fractal parameters were less dependent on W¥ at higher q>. These observations
can be explained by the limited formation of (diffusion-kinetics type)
depletion zones in the presence of repulsive barriers compared to purely
attractive systems.

"JChemPhys 111, 13,6129(1999)
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2.2Introduction
In recent years, several Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulation studies
have been published on the formation and properties of particle gels [1-8].
The various studies differ with respect to the interaction potential used, the
freedom for rearrangement, volume fraction etc. Here we present a study on
aggregation and gelation of spherical particles at intermediate volume
fractions (around 3-10 vol%), using a BD simulation model with short-range
irreversible bonding and intermediate-range repulsive pair-interactions. We
will focus on the effect of delayed aggregation due to an incorporated
repulsive barrier for aggregation on the evolution of the fractal structure [3,9]
of the aggregates and gel matrix, at different volume fractions. Even though in
practical systems, e.g. casein gels, often a repulsive barrier at intermediate
distances is present during aggregation, this aspect has not been thoroughly
studied before.
The simulation results are compared to rennet-induced gelation of
skim milk. In milk, casein particles are present which are protected against
aggregation by a hairy layer comprising of the C-terminal ends of K-casein
molecules.The hairs can be 'removed' by rennet enzymes [10],and attractive
forces become operative.
A gel is only obtained if the aggregation is irreversible or above a
certain percolation threshold volume fraction [11]. For casein micelle gelation
no threshold value can be found [12], hence the aggregation is probably
largely irreversible. Aggregation rates found in casein dispersions and milk
are low, probably because a 'hairy layer' remains even after renneting [1315]. Subsequently the gel fractal dimensionalities are relatively high [16,9,17]
(even higher than expected for reaction-limited aggregation [18]). It may thus
be illustrative to incorporate (high)repulsive barriers inthe simulations.
We will show that the Fuchs stability ratio [19] can be a useful
parameter in predicting the fractal characteristics of the simulated gels. The
relevant characteristics oftheparticle interactions canbeapproximated bythis
'stickiness' parameter if only limited rearrangements are allowed.
Furthermore, by pointing out some differences between results from the
simulations and from experiments on milk gels, we will show the importance
of gelmatrix rearrangements.
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2.3 Theory
2.3.1 Brownian dynamics model
TheBDmodel isbasedonaLangevin-type equation ofmotion for each
of the macroscopic particles with a fluctuating random force added to account
for thethermal collisions ofthe solvent molecules with the particle.The solvent
isconsidered as a continuum. We keep track of N hard-core spheres in a cubic
box with edges set equal to R, using periodic boundary conditions. All
parameters corresponding to sizes or distances are normalised to the radius of
one spherical particle and all parameters corresponding to energies are
normalisedtounitsof kT.
The resulting force on a particle /, Fres, is given by the Langevin
equation [20]

F =m

™ h r > =^F^

+R +H

. -

(2-D

wheretisthetime,Fyisthenetforce ofinteraction between thepairof particles
i andy,Rjistherandom (Brownian) force,Htisthe Stokes friction force acting
on particle i and r, isthe position of particle / and ryisthe relative position of
particle itoparticley.
The particle pair-interactions (represented byFy)are described using a
potential u(r). The force Fy is taken to be constant over a centre-to-centre
distance 2.1 <r<D
0
u(r) =

FtJ(r-D)
0

r>D
Db0Bi<r<D

(2.2)

2<r<Dbond

whereA,ondisthe bonding distance (always set to 2.1) and D isthe maximum
interaction distance (ranging from 2.1 to 3.3). In this study, the parameter Fy
ranges from 0to-25,implyingthe interactions arerepulsive.Notethatthe hard
corerepulsion impliesu(r)=oothatforr<2.
Once a bond isformed it is irreversible. The points at which the bonds
are attached to the particle surfaces are fixed and the angles between all bond
attach-points on the same particle are fixed too. The relative particle motion is
restricted such that the surface-to-surface bond length does not exceed the
maximum specified bond lengthAwing= 0-Ubut itcan be lessalso,which gives
acertain bond 'flexibility' (seeref. [8]ortheappendix).
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The liquiddragforce,Ht,isproportional totheparticle velocity

H

dr

>-tr

(23)

wherey (= bit 70) isthe Stokesdragand rj0 isthe solvent shear viscosity. Note
that the particle radius a = 1. Many-body hydrodynamic interactions are
neglected.
Equation (2.1) is solved numerically to extract the movement of the
particles, using a constant timestep At. We chose this Brownian timestep much
larger than the relaxation time of the particle velocity, but small enough to
ensure that the interaction forces do not change significantly during one
timestep. Using the Euler forward method [20] to solve the remaining firstorderdifferential equation,wearriveat
(
A r ( / + A/) = —

\
2 > j ,(') + * , ( ' )

(2.4)

r V7
Theeffect ofthe random force /?,isatranslational displacement which,
on the average,obeys Einstein's law for an isolated particle. For instance inthe
^-directionthisgivesus
Ax,R(/ + At) = Nsyl6DcAt

(2.5)

where Dc (=\/y) is the diffusion coefficient, which is normalised to 1. The
parameterNsisa uniform random number on (-1,1), so itsvariance is 1/3. The
dimensionless root-mean-square displacement in the absence of interactions is
<|Ax,R|>= V(2AA/ ). For all simulations we fixed V(2£>CA/)at 0.004, which is
small enough also for the steeper potentials. If the number of particles isN, in
one timestep 3iV numbers corresponding to all three directions (x,y,z), are
drawn. This means that we have uncorrelated distributions (i.e. no
hydrodynamic interactions between the particles) for Fy = 0. The number of
steps which the simulation has passed, is given by N&.The parameter A^ is a
directmeasure oftime.
Apart from the translational diffusion the individual particles also
undergo rotational diffusion. The rotational motion is governed by a diffusion
coefficient DR. (particleradiusa= 1,kT= 1)
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DR=~r

(2-6)

The implementation of the rotational diffusion is quite similar to that of
translational diffusion, with small uniformly random rotations of each particle
asto satisfy equation (2.6).Rotational diffusion ofthe clusters isgenerated by
the different translations of the individual particles combined with the
constraints. These constraints, both the hard core repulsion and the finite
length strings, which may be violated by the particle displacements, are
satisfied by a SHAKE-like procedure [20], iteratively running over all
violated constraints, and removing these by moving and rotating the involved
particles.

2.3.2Aggregation kinetics*
Meakin [21]defined twotypesofaggregation which differ with respect
to the 'probability of bonding' due to different particle interactions. In
Diffusion-Limited Cluster Aggregation [22] (DLCA) each particle (or cluster)
encounter leads to bonding. For Reaction-Limited Cluster Aggregation [18]
(RLCA), there is a low chance of bonding (upon particle encounter) so on
averagea largenumberofparticleencountersareneeded for bonding.
Ahigher degreeofreaction-limitation causesadelay inthe aggregation
process and the structures formed are usually more compact, i.e. have higher
fractal dimensionality [23]. In order to quantify the relation between particle
interactions and fractal gel structure, we introduce the Smoluchowski [24] and
Fuchs [19]concept ofthe stabilityratioW, which measures the effectiveness of
a potential barrier in preventing colloidal particles from aggregating. The basic
definition of Wisgiven bySmoluchowski (for repulsive hard spheres)
average time for bonding with repulsion
average time for bonding without repulsion
The reciprocal of W (= MW) is the sticking probability of the
encountering particles.For our simulations,this theory can only be expected to
applytothefirstfew aggregation steps or, equivalently, to a few times the time
required for the number of separate particlesto be reduced to half ofthe initial
value. After this 'Smoluchowski-regime' the shape and dimensions of the
aggregatesformed willinfluence therateoftheongoing aggregation.

"seealsotheappendix
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According to Smoluchowski [24,25],the particle flux for dimerisation
ofasinglepairofidentical hard spheresequals
J0=2aDe<p

(2.8)

where <p is the particle bulk volume fraction. According to Fuchs [19,25], the
particle flux for a single pair of identical sphereswith a potential force between
theparticles equals
D

c<P

J=

(2 9)

-

°° - „ /
«('•)/
2a

e

/kT

dr

where r is the particle distance. The probability of bonding, which Fuchs
originally called K, equals JIJ0. We now introduce a Fuchs stability ratio

WF=2a[-Te"r/krdr
r

(2.10)

l

The integral can be approximated numerically for any shape of the repulsive
barrier u(r),defined bythe value oftheparametersFyand D (see ref. [8] orthe
appendix). Inour case (equation (2.2))the interaction force (Fy)and range (D)
are the important parameters, the bond length (A,ond) has only minor
influence. This 'theoretical' Wf will be related to 'experimental' fractal
parameters obtained from the simulations.

2.3.3Power-law behavior
For an ideal fractal aggregate, the following scaling relation can be
written [26,16]

(2- 11 )

Pc=\-\

where <pc isthe density or volume fraction insidethe aggregate of size./?and D{
is the fractal dimensionality. A 3D homogeneous object would give D(= 3,
which meansthat <pc isindependent ofcluster size.For D{<3the density drops
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with increasingclustersize.Atthe 'gel point't%e\weassume cp^= <panddefine R
=/?gei.Rewritingequation (2.11)leadsto
1
D 3

* ge . = "e«<P '~

(2-12)

whereaeffisaprefactor equaltoaneffective particleradius[12].
In experimentstge\ isroughly defined atthe point at which the storage
modulus G' is systematically larger than the loss modulus G". The change of
the actual Rge\ with the bulk volume fraction <pisa central subject in the fractal
analysisofrheologicalandpermeabilitydata [16,27].
The mass distribution of an object or an image of the object can be
probed by evaluating a pair correlation function g2(r).In computer simulations
all particle positions are known, so g2(r) is exactly defined. For estimating an
effective Df from the simulations, it is convenient to smooth out short-range
oscillations ing2(r) byintegration, leadingto [3,9]
r V *
n ccn, „
.2aJ

2a<r<£

(2.13)

wheren istheaveragenumberofparticleswithin rangerofanother particleand
£ is the correlation length. The correlation length £ is an important parameter
because at t^\, it should equal /?ge|. The prefactor « is defined as the effective
average number of particles at r = 2a. The procedure of the linear fitting
according to equation (2.13) is shown in figure 2.3, which is a plot of log(n)
versus log(r)and showshowDf, hand £are derived.
The gel matrix isonly fractal over a limited range of length scales.The
parameter £istheuppercut-off lengthofthefractal regime(orthe lower cut-off
lengthofthehomogeneousregimeat large length scales;D{=3).Ina dispersion
of separateparticleclusters £correspondstothe average cluster separation. In a
gel matrix £corresponds totheaverage radius ofthe gel pores. The values ofn
gives information onthecompactness ofthegelmatrixat small length scales.
Scaling laws can also be applied to quantify the kinetics ofthe cluster
growth. The kinetics of aggregation can be described by a simple scaling
relation between theaverageradiusofgyration Rs andthetime/ [4]
Rg*ta

(2.14)

where a isaconstant depending on stickingprobabilityand volume fraction. In
theories on droplet coalescence, the value of a is predicted to be 1/3 (Lifshitz-
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Slyozov) or 0.2 (Binder-Stauffer). Generally the exponent is in the range~0.20.4. For diffusion-limited growth a equals \/D{and for reaction-limited growth
Rgoc sP\ where/? isaconstant[28].
Assuming that £ is proportional to i?g, we should be able to relate the
parameter a to the Fuchs stability ratio Wf. In addition, if we define t;(t^ =
/?gei, we can derive how R^ relates to W? or the volume fraction and compare
this to experimental results. Especially the relation between J?gei and <p is
important in the fractal analysis (see equation (2.12)) of permeability or
rheology data.

2.4Resultsanddiscussion
Simulations have been performed for various values of D and Fy.For
each combination ofD andFy,avalue of W? was calculated.Notethat several
combinations ofD andFycan leadtothe samevalueofW¥.
A value for Wcan be derived from the evolution of the total number
of bonds in the system, A'bonds* with the number of timesteps N& (N& is
proportional to the time), according to the method described earlier (see ref.
[8] or the appendix). In that paper, we have also shown that W? and Ware
equivalent. This supports the validity of the approach, at least in the early
stagesof aggregation.
Atthe start ofasimulation,thetotal number ofaggregatesNaeg=1000
and A'bonds = 0- During a simulation, A'bonds increases, iVagg decreases and
subsequently the number of free (non-bonded) particles decreases (figure 2.1)
and theaverage number ofparticles peraggregate increases (figure 2.2). From
figure 2.1 we see that at iVagg = 10 the number of free particles is
approximately zero. So any bonds formed after A^gg= 10, can be assumed to
be inter- or intracluster. The figure also illustrates the generic behavior of the
aggregation process, since the results of simulations of a variety of
combinations of <p, Fyand D (<p= 0.034 or 0.065, W¥= 1, 20 or 40) nearly
coincide on a straight 'mastercurve' on adouble log-scale.
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Figure 2.1. Number of free (non-bonded) particles as a function of the
number of aggregates,iVagg, for several combinations ofFyand D.

700
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mN-agg=340
• N-agg=40

500

Aggregate size category
Figure 2.2. Size distribution of the average total number of particles in
aggregates attwo stagesduringaggregation (atN&u= 340 and40).
We clearly see from figure 2.2 that already at a stage at which Nagg=
340, most of the particles are in small aggregates of a size 3 to 5. This
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presence of a limited amount of single particles during the aggregation
process iscertainly not unusual for cluster-cluster aggregation. Figure 2.2 is
an average oftheresults of four simulations, namely <p= 0.034(Wf= 1 and
20) and <p = 0.065 (W? = 1and 40); surprisingly, there was no systematic
difference betweenthesesimulation results.Anydifference inR%e\ at different
#>orWr isprobablyduetotheformation ofmoretenuousordenseaggregates,
and not to a different distribution of the particles over the aggregates (see
below). Both figures 2.1 and 2.2 suggest that the parameter A^ggis a good
measure ofthe stage of aggregation for the full range of values of <pand Wf
studied.
In figure 2.3 we give an example of the number density correlation
function n(r),toindicatehowthefractal parameterswerederived.Usuallythe
simulatedgelstructureshaveafractalregimeoverroughlyhalfadecade.The
size of the fractal regime decreases as <p increases, because the clusters are
smalleratthemomentagelisformed.

log(r)
Figure 23. Example of a determined number correlation function n(r),
indicating how thefractalparameters are derived. Volume fraction q> =3.4
vol%.
Anexample ofthedevelopment oftheparametersD{,nand £during
asimulation(onesimulationdataset;Wf= 1,<p=0.034)isgiveninfigure2.4.
We see that Df gradually decreases with the decrease in Nam, while n
increases. The parameter ft can be smaller than 2, because it is derived by
extrapolationfromthefractalregime.
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1000
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N agg
Figure2.4.Evolution ofD{, nand £at Wv=1 and (p= 0.034.
The evolution of £withN&is shown in figure 2.5 on a log-log scale.
It is clear that £increases with time. A value for a can be derived from each
line (see below, figure 2.6), assuming that £ = R. We found that a
semilogarithmicplot (log(/?gei)as a function of /, not shown) of figure 2.5 did
not give a linear behavior. So the aggregate radius does not grow
exponentially, asexpected for pureRLCA [18].

3.4vol%;
W-F=1
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W-F=20

log(£ )

6.5vol%;
W-F=1

2.5
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W-F=20

4.5
\og(N timesteps)

Figure2.5. Log(# as afunction of log(A'At)at p = 0.034 ( 0 F = 1 and 20) and <p
=0.065 (WY=\ and 20).The slope isequalto a.
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The relation between a and WF (for several combinations of Fyand
D) is shown in figure 2.6, for three different values of the volume fraction.
Thevalues obtained for a do not systematically depend on <p and are inthe
samerange asgenerally found. Theparameters Wv and a are expected tobe
related,becausethe(early-stage)growth oftheclustersasafunction oftime,
should depend on an effective stickiness of the particles. However,fromthe
figure this isnot clear. Maybe,there is a leveling off of a at high values of
Wf. Thelimitof W?-> 1 correspondstodiffusion-limited behavior, sowecan
calculateavalueofA accordingto a= l/Df[21].Thisleadsto irrealistically
large values for D{, indicating that our situation is more complicated.
Interestingly, weseefromfigure 2.6that a isindependent of W?, athigh(9.8
vol%)valuesof <p. Thereason forthismayhavetodowith limited formation
ofdepletionzonesathigh <p, whichwewilldiscusslater.
0.4

S
0.3

•
D

a

0.2

*
• 3.4 vol%

0.1

D 6.7 vol%

a
a

x 9.8 vol%

+

10

100

Figure 2.6. The cluster growth exponent a as a function of W?, at different
volume fractions. Each data point corresponds to one simulation. Several
combinationsofFyandDweretested.
In figures 2.7a and 2.7b we show projected images of the resulting
structureofsimulationsperformed atrespectively W?= 1 andW¥-20.Inboth
casesJVagg= 10.Usually morethan90%ofallparticlesarepart ofthelargest
aggregate atthis stageoftheaggregation process, sowe speak of a gel.The
imagesareprojections alongthez-axis. Shadingisused asdepth cueing.For
more clear visualization, the particles are depicted at half their original size
and a link is shown where a bond is present. The most clear difference
betweenthe imagesisthattheporesinthe gelseem largeratWf=20,which
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is confirmed by a higher value of £ The two systems also have distinctly
different Df,butthisislessclearfrom theimage,probablybecausethe fractal
regimeisrelativelysmall.
(a)

(b)

Figure2.7.Projected imagesofsimulatedgels:(a)Wf= l;D{= 1.7; £= 11.5
and(b)WT=20;Df=2.1, 4=22.3.
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In figure 2.8, the value of D{ at A^g= 10 is plotted against Wf for
three different volume fractions. Each data point corresponds to one
simulation with a certain value for D and Fy.As we saw before [8],D{ is
related to Wv. At high WF, D{ is systematically larger. At WF> 5 we see a
leveling off of the curve. Important to note is that in the interaction range
studied, no systematicrelation wasfound between the shapeoftherepulsive
barrierandD{.Thefractal dimensionalityD{wasnot systematically higheror
lower than the average behavior shown in figure 2.8, for e.g. short-range
repulsion.
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Figure2.8.Thefractal dimensionality Dt atA^g= 10asafunction of Wr, at
different volume fractions. Each data point corresponds to one simulation.
SeveralcombinationsofFyandDweretested.
Infigure 2.9,thevalueof £atAragg= 10(oc /?gel)isplotted against W?
for threevolume fractions. Thecorrelation length £,andconsequently R&\, is
largeratlow<p, becausegelationisreachedatalaterstageandtheclustersare
allowed to grow longer before they touch. In figure 2.9, we see a similar
leveling off behavior as in figure 2.8.Not shown in the figure is that £ is
slightly higher for short-range repulsive barriers; i.e. most ofthe data points
that are higher than the averages presented in figure 2.9, correspond to
similationsincorporatingarelativesmallvaluefortheinteractionrangeD.
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Figure2.9.Theclusterradiusatgelation,i?gei,asafunction ofW¥, at different
volume fractions. Each data point corresponds to one simulation. Several
combinationsofFyandDweretested.
The levelling-off behavior of figures 2.8 and 2.9 and the decreased
dependency ofDfand £on Wf athighvaluesofWF (and high <p) may bedue
to a.) larger fractal regimes at high WF (and high (p), and therefore more
justified or accurate determination of these fractal parameters, or b.) the
limitedformation of 'depletion zones' aroundtheclusterscompared topurely
attractive systems.Maybe athigh Wf (and high cp) such depletion zones can
hardlydevelop.
We do not mean depletion zones due to an (entropic) volume
exclusion effect, but due to a (kinetic) diffusion gradient effect. We expect
that above a certain level of aggregation delay, there would be no depletion
zonesanymore.Similarly,fractal theory ismean-field andmaytherefore only
work properly ifnostrongdensity gradients are present atthe surface ofthe
clustersduetoareactiontakingawayparticles(e.g.byaggregation)which is
faster thanthe supply bydiffusion. However,wehavenotchecked explicitly
for the existence of this type of depletion zones around clusters. Note that
n{r),which gives the average density distribution around fractal clusters, is
always below the average bulk volume fraction <p near £ without showing
cleardepletionzones.
Thedecreaseddependencyofthefractal parameterson W?athigh WF,
meansthat ifwewanttosimulate,for instance,casein gelsthat areformed at
amuchslowerratethanaccordingtofast Smoluchowskikineticsweprobably
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do not have to incorporate the correct (very high) value for W? to obtain
reliableresults,atleastforthestructuralparametersdiscussedabove.
AthighWf,theclustersformed andtheporesinthegelarelarger,but
n only increases slightly (implying that D{ is larger). Consequently, we find
that the fractal scalingregion is larger. In fact, ndecreases byabout 10%for
W¥ (1 ->•20), and is especially low at high D. The latter observation is in
accordance with resultsofMeakin [29].Thedecrease with increasing #>(e.g.
0.034 -> 0.098) is larger, namely by about 25% (data not shown). With
increasing W¥, the structures are more tenuous at small length scales, and
relativelyhomogeneousatintermediate(fractal) andlargelengthscales.
Wenowdefine/?geiastheplateauvalue(i.e.athigh Wf) of£,atiVagg=
10.Infigure 2.10,weplottedthisRge\asafunction of <p. Alsoplotted arethe
valuesof £from CSLMexperimentsonacidcasein gels [9], andaprediction
usingthefractal theoryonR%e\ accordingtoequation (2.12),incorporatingaefr
= 1.Weclearly seethat the simulation and experimental results both havea
scaling behavior predicted by incorporating D{ = 2.1, which is a realistic
value.Inaddition,thefigure showsthat £at JVagg= 10issmallerthan maybe
expected,butrouglyproportional to 4determined inafully developed gel.In
addition, a larger value for ae«,which is more realistic for casein systems
[30,31], leads to a much better agreement between theoretical and
experimentaldata.
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Figure2.10.SimulatedRge\asafunction of q>. Alsoshownarelinesaccording
toequation(2.12)andexperiments[9].
In the simulations, rearrangements can only take place to a limited
extent. This may account for differences in results between the simulations
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and experiments on practical systems. In our simulations (and other studies
[23]), rearrangements such as rolling or bending are accompanied by an
increase in short-range compactness. Rheological and confocal experiments
on rennet casein gels [17,31] show that extensive rearrangements induce
syneresis and makethe structures non-fractal, andthis can not happen inthe
simulations. These aging effects occur especially at low pH and high T(i.e.
high particle affinity) and to simulate it, we probably have to incorporate
particlefusion andbreakageofstrands[32,33,31].

2.5Conclusions
Theclustergrowthrateandthefractal propertiesofthegelmatrixcan
be related to the particle interactions, by approximating the simulation
activationenergiesbyaFuchsstabilityratioW¥.
Although the Fuchs approach would only apply to the very early
stagesofgelation, W?wasshowntobeauseful parametertoobtaingelmatrix
parameterslikethefractaldimensionalityDfandthecorrelation length £ The
fractal parametersDfand£systematically increasewithW¥.
Interestingly,forhighvaluesfor W?, thevalueofA wasmoregeneric
(i.e. less dependent of W¥ or <p), possibly due to the limited formation of
(kinetic) depletion or density gradient zones, compared to purely attractive
systems. This is confirmed by the observation that also 4 and the cluster
growthtimescalingexponent a,arelessdependentof W?athigher q>.
The distribution of the particles over the aggregates for the range of
volumefractionsand interactions studied was found to depend only on the
numberofaggregates,JVagg. Wetherefore concludethattheparameterJV^isa
good measure of the stage of aggregation, if we compare results of
simulationsatthesamenumberofparticles.
The results obtained cannot fully explain the behavior of rennetinduced casein gels and similar systems, probably because in this case other
rearrangementsthanallowed inthisstudy,likeparticlefusion andbreakingof
strands,areimportantindeterminingthefinal (fractal) structure.
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2.6Appendix:Aggregation kinetics*
In reaction-limited aggregation (RLA) a parameter Pbondis introduced
that determines the propability that a bond is formed upon contact of the hard
spheres. Only for very small Aond o n e has real RLA. The parameter Pbond is
always set to 1in our simulations. Instead of a bonding probability we used a
repulsive force offinite extent which has asimilar but subtlydifferent effect. In
that sensethe simulations areofRLAtype,albeit with still rather high effective
bonding probability. The interactions are schematically presented in figure
2.Ala. We show hard sphere particles diffusing translationally and rotationally.
Interesting to notice is the difference between the effect of P/^ and u at the
level of particle encounters, which is shown in figure 2.Alb. If one particle
encounters adoublet,theeffects of uwill add up.The effect ofPbondis separate
for both particles in the doublet. At the same 'bonding probability' a high u is
expected toleadtomorestringy structuresthanalow/"bond-

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.A1.(a) Schematic representation ofthe close encounter (left) and the
resulting bonding (right) of two colloidal particles, (b) Representation of the
close encounter of a doublet and a single particle. Arrows illustrate the
difference intheeffect of/"bond and u(r).
Different bonding probabilities as a result of a repulsive barrier u(r),
lead to different stability ratios of the dispersion. In an actual simulation'experiment',thestabilityratiocanbedefined as:

*partofFood emulsionsandfoams:interfaces, interactionsandstability,pages176191,RoyalSocietyofChemistry,Cambridge(1999)
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f $Nbonds

where <WA,isthe'time'elapsedsincethezeropointrandomconfiguration.The
reciprocal Ws (=UWS) is a measure of the stickiness of the particles. For our
simulations,thetheoryonlyappliestothefirstfew aggregation stepsora few
timesthetimerequiredforthenumberofaggregates,A ^ tobereducedtohalf
oftheinitialvalue.Inthisapproach,asingleparticleisconsideredanaggregate
ofradius 1. After this'Smoluchowski-regime' theshapeanddimensionsofthe
aggregates formed influence therateoftheongoingaggregation.Actually,the
Smoluchowski theory deals with coalescence rather than aggregation. Hence
theinapplicabilityofthetheorytolaterstagesinaggregation.
Fuchsmodified Smoluchovski's theoriesfor diffusion inaforcefield.
TheFuchsratio Wfor asinglepairofparticles,havingan interaction potential
u(f), is given by equation (2.10). Rewriting this integral incorporating the
potentialsweused,leadstothetheoreticalFuchsratioofoursystem,Wf:

W¥ =2 J exp H
D^a

D-r

V 2

, + —+1
r2 D

(2.A2)
D^

whereH=Fy(r=Axmd)- Thisintegralcanbeapproximatednumericallyforany
given H and D and one can use this 'theoretical' Wr to compare to the
'experimental' W$.
The Fuchs approach is one concept which describes the aggregation
ratefor hardcorespheresinsuspension.Itisspecifically onlyapplicabletothe
early aggregation stage.There maybe other parameters describingthe rate at
different stagesduringtheaggregation process.Asacomparison, we included
theBoltzmann factor ewandthequantity(D- 2A)AH(thesurface areaofthe
potential) asa measureofthe aggregation retardation inthe discussion ofour
results.Notethatquantitieslike(D- 2.1)A#,Wv, andeHarenotequivalent.For
instance,thismeansthat two simulations can be done at the same ratio (D 2.1)A#,whilel/W?isdifferent andviceversa.
InasimulationthenumberofbondsNbonds increasesandthenumberof
aggregates Nagg decreases with N&. For several simulations this is shown in
figure 2.A2.Itisclearthatincorporation oflargerepulsiveforces decreasesthe
initialrateofbonding.Intheveryearlystage,thebondingrateisinfluenced by
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the specific initial random configuration. After A^IOOO the shape and
dimensionsoftheaggregates formed starttoinfluence thebondingrate.

1000

10000

N agg

10

100 1000

10000100000

Figure 2.A2. The quantities A ^ and JVbonds as a function of N& for three
simulated systems.(1)Nm; W¥=\, (2)Nm; WF=2.4,D =3,H= 2.7,(3) A ^ ;
~r =2.4,D = 2.4,H = 3.9,-'•-'5
(4)A^
J ; Wf= 1,(5)AW,*;WT=2.4,D =3,H =
m
"r ¥ f-r, *^ +..,,++
v^/nds
'Donas» " t
2.7,(6)AUds; ^ F = 2.4,Z)=2.4,H= 3.9.
From the increase in A'bondswith N^ (up to A'^IOOO), we derived a
value for the Smoluchowski stability ratio W$,using equation (2.A1). Each
value of Ws isderived from one simulation at u* 0and one usingthe same set
of parameters except that u = 0 (for normalisation). We can approximate W¥,
incorporating u in equation (2.A2). We performed simulations at four chosen
values of Wf, but at a different slope of the potential. A weak, long range
potential can have the same value for WF as a strong, short range potential.
Hence (D-2)/H may serve as a distinction beween different barriers with equal
effective repulsion. The reciprocal of both Ws is plotted in figure 2.A3, along
with the ratio (D - 2)/H. From this figure we see that Wf predicts the
aggregation rateasgiven byWs, verywell.ForD<2.2,Ws wasusually smaller
than expected from the value of Wf. This is due to the short time spent by the
particle in the interaction range. This simulation artefact can be corrected by
using smaller timesteps, but this increases the total simulation time
significantly.
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Figure 2.A3. The quantity Ws as a function of fFF and (D-2)IH for various
simulated systems.
We also studied the influence of the interaction properties eH and (D2A)AH on the value of JVS. We found that especially eH is very poor in
predicting the actual bonding rate as given by Ws. Also for (D-2.1)A//there is
poorcorrelation withWs(seefigure 2.A3).
Figure 2.A4a and 2.A4b show the influence of respectively (D-2A)AH
andeHonthevalueofDf and £derived for several simulations atNagg= 10. We
can see clearly that these parameters have no predictive value for both fractal
parameters.
There isa general importance ofthe net bonding rate on the properties
of the structures formes. In this appendix, we have shown that the theoretical
Fuchs stability ratio W? calculated from the interactions «(/•), can be used to
predict the early bonding rate of the aggregates. The predictive value of Wf is
considerably higher than the Boltzmann factor eH or the integral over the
potentialcurve.
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Chapter 3

Structure and scaling behavior ofaging rennet-induced
casein gels examined byconfocal microscopy
and permeametry*

3.1Summary
A study is presented on the structure of rennet(-induced) casein or
skim milk gels atthree pH values (5.3,6.0 and 6.65) and temperatures (20, 25
and 30°C). The structure was examined by confocal scanning laser
microscopy and permeametry. Deconvolution was applied to the microscopic
images. A fractal scaling analysis has been applied to the images and
permeametry results. In this analysis, the fractal dimensionality (Df), lower
cut-off length (RQ) and apparent pore size (P) of the linear scaling regime
were calculated from the microscopical data. The D{ and apparent pore size
were also calculated from the permeametry data. During aging of the gels, a
coarsening of the structure was observed; the pore size increased and the
clusters became more compact. This was reflected in the fractal parameters:
Ro and P increased during gel aging. Their values are generally high (0.5-1.5
and 5.0-15 p.m, respectively) compared to data obtained by computer
simulations. The D(value is also high (~2.2-2.6), which is an indication of
slow aggregation or rearrangements during aggregation. The gel aging effects
are probably mainly due to rearrangements like particle fusion and strand
fracture, which rates increase with increasing temperature, and even more
pronouncedly, with decreasingpH.

*Langmuir 16, 17,6847 (2000)
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3.2Introduction
Aging of rennet-induced casein gels is accompanied by specific
changes in the (fractal) structure. The nature and the rate of these changes is
quantified using confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM) and
permeametry. The structure is determined by the properties of the caseinate
particles or casein 'micelles', which have been varied by changing pH and
temperature. Knowledge obtained inthe relation between the properties ofthe
casein and the structure of the gel matrix can help to improve dairy products
oraddnew fundamental physical insight.
Casein gels, or more correctly, caseinate gels can be formed by
adding rennet enzyme to milk, as occurs in the early stages of cheesemaking.
The gel matrix of rennet(-induced) casein gels is built of aggregates of
caseinate particles or para-casein micelles. A casein micelle (radius ~25-125
nm) isa roughly spherical particle formed by association of casein molecules.
The main casein proteins are a sl -, as2-, P- and K-casein. The outer layer of a
casein micelle mainly consists of the hydrophilic parts of the K-casein
protruding in the solution like 'hairs'. The rennet enzyme specifically splits
off the K-casein hairs and para-casein micelles are formed. This reduces the
(steric and electrostatic) repulsion between the micelles and the suspension
mostly becomes unstable.
The structural and rheological properties of rennet-induced casein
gels depend on the behavior of the (para-)casein micelles of which they are
built. The micelles are probably held together by a combination of
hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. From this it can be expected that
both pH and temperature can influence properties of the micelles. For
instance, a lowering of the pH from the physiological level (-6.65) to 5.3
increases the relative importance of hydrophobic interactions (because the
system is closer to the pi). Moreover, calcium phosphate goes into solution,
which causes the micelles to swell. The temperature also influences the
voluminosity of the micelles. An overview on the behavior of casein micelles
ise.g. given byHome [1]and references therein.
The rate of aggregation of the micelles increases with decreasing pH
and increasing temperature [2]. In addition, the rate of rearrangement in the
aggregates and gel matrix is probably also increased. Occurrence of
rearrangements is an important phenomenon in particle gels, because the
rearrangements determine the changes in the rheology and some other
properties ofthe system.
In this paper only rearrangements of the system at rest (not induced
by external forces) are discussed. Rearrangements in rennet-induced casein
aggregates or gels have been studied by permeametry [3,4] light scattering
[5], electron microscopy [6,4] and rheology [7].Gel aging processes in acid(-
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induced) casein gels have also been studied [8-11]. All types of
rearrangements are expected to give rise to local matrix compactifications,
and the formation of larger gel pores. Eventually the solvent (whey) may be
expelled due to contraction of the gel matrix; this process is called syneresis
[12].
The structure of particle gels at volume fractions in the range of
approximately 1 to 10 vol%, can be characterized using a fractal scaling
approximation. This type of structural description, based on the density
variation in a gel at various length scales, has proven to be a useful tool for
relating structure to rheology of casein(ate) gels [13] and for describing food
structure in general [14]. The scaling behavior can be described by a fractal
dimensionality (A) and a lower cut-off length (RQ) of the fractal regime, and
an apparent (maximum) pore size(P). Gel aging gives rise to changes in these
fractal parameters.

3.3Theory
3.3.1 Confocal microscopy
Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy (CSLM) has a number of
advantages over conventional light microscopy techniques for studying foods
[15] and colloids in general [16]. With such a microscope one can obtain an
image of the structure of a region internal to a sample without having to slice
it. To obtain an image with enhanced resolution, a three-dimensional volume
is scanned by moving the sample relative to the microscope, and the resulting
stack of images is subjected to a deconvolution procedure. In this way, the
distortion of the images due to the finite lens aperture can be reduced. It
enhances the resolution of the images, most importantly the axial resolution
(perpendicular tothe optical plane of the lens), and will lead to more realistic
values for the fractal parameters. The main aspects of the image analysis
procedure used are discussed by Bos and van Opheusden [17,18].
ACSLM experiment involvesthefollowing: laser light of wavelength
/lexemanates from a pinhole. The light is focused onto a point in the sample
where it excites fluorescent molecules (rhodamine). These then re-emit the
light at a wavelength km- This light is focused by the same lens onto a
pinhole-detector. Because of the finite lens aperture (NA) the focal 'point'
actually constitutes a intensity distribution, both for the incident and emitted
light. The combined effect is described by a three-dimensional point spread
function (PSF). This is a systematic effect. It can be removed from the raw
data, a digital 3-D matrix of intensities over a 3-D block in the sample, using
Fourier techniques. In practice we measure a512 x 512 x 16block of voxels
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(the3-Dequivalent ofapixel),ofwhichafter deconvolution onlythemiddle
planeisusedforfurtheranalysis.
Apart from the systematic optical distortion ofthe image,which can
beremoved bydeconvolution, there isalsoarandom noise component inthe
signal, which can be suppressed by smoothing. The extent of the noise
suppression inthedeconvolution, isgiven byaparameter K.Larger valuesof
ATgivethedeconvolved imageasmootherappearance,whereas smallervalues
giveitamoregrainyappearance.Avalueof Kbetween 1 and 10wasfoundto
beoptimalforfractal analysis[17].
Inaddition tothedeconvolution procedure,abackground signal(e.g.
resulting from rhodamine in the whey liquid) is removed by choosing a
threshold grayscalevaluept. All gray scale information below pt isomitted
before the density correlation analysis.The choice of pt is briefly discussed
byBos[17].Thechoiceofathresholdgrayscaleisnotstraightforward; itwill
influence the values of the resulting fractal parameters (see ref.[19] and
ResultsandDiscussionsectionofthisstudy).
3.3.2Scalingbehavior
Forclusters formed byfractal aggregation,the scalingofthedensity,
<pc,withtheradiusRe isdescribedby[20,21]
<Pe*RcD'~3

(3.1)

whereD( isthefractal dimensionality, which can beseen asameasure ofthe
compactnessoftheaggregatesatfractal lengthscales.
At the gel point /gei, the following approximations are made: ^t = <p
(where <pisthetotalvolumefraction ofcasein inthebulk)andR^- Reei. This
approximation assumesthatthegel isformed from growingfractal clustersof
size /?gei, when they reach a density identical to that of the suspension. In
addition, an effective building block size,aeff, of the matrix is introduced as
prefactor [17,9].Note that aeJrneed not be identical to the (average) micelle
size.Rewritingrelation(3.1)andincorporationofthisassumptions,leadsto

*gel=*eff^f~3

(3-2)

Thisrelation isusedlaterfortheanalysisofthepermeametryexperiments.
For the analysis of the percolating gel structures, as observed in
microscopical images, we need the assumption that the structure is a
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homogeneousfractaloveraregimeaefftoRgel. Forafractal structure onehas
[22]
c(r)ocrD'-3

(3.3)

where A* isadistance between onepixel andtheother,and c(r)istheDensity
Auto-Correlation Function(DACF)
(p(r')p(r' + r)),
c(r) =Xyy lHK , "r

(3.4)

Here p (rr) is the casein density at the position r', and <...>y denotes an
average over all positions r' in the image. The quantity <p (r^^v is the
average density. It is assumed that the density of fluorochrome is simply
proportional to the density of casein. Our experimental setup distinguishes
256grayscaleunits.
Inadoublelogarithmicplotofc(r)astructureasdescribedabovewill
givea linear regime between oeffand R$el, with slopeD{-3. Inthe correlation
analysis,for the lowercut-off ofthe linearregime a parameter Ro isused.A
parameter P, associated with the average pore size in the gel, can also be
obtained from the DACF. The procedure for obtaining these parameters is
givenintheResultsandDiscussion.
3.3.3Permeametry
A pressure difference, AP, over a gel in a tube gives rise to a
superficial liquidvelocityv(ms"1) givenbyDarcy[23]
Q B AP
v =^ =
O
rjI

(3.5)

where Q is the volume flow of liquid per unit time, Oand / are the crosssectional areaandthe length ofthe gel inthetube,respectively.B(m2) isthe
permeabilitycoefficient and 77(Pas)istheliquidviscosity.
The tube method for measuring gel permeability was originally
developedbyvanDijkandWalstra [3]. Inthismethod,gelsareformed inside
glasstubesthatareopenatbothends(coveredwithperforated parafilm). The
tubesareplacedvertically inathermostattedvessel filled withwhey,withthe
top of the gel below the whey surface. The pressure difference over the gel
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will give rise to an increasing whey liquid height h(t) on top of the gel
(relative tothe final height h(<x>)that can potentially be obtained).The level of
the whey on top of each gel was read at regular time intervals by means of a
cathetometer. The liquid velocity can be calculated from experimental data,
using

At
where t isthetime.The pressure difference AP is

Ai>=- A S ( M 0 - ^ ) )

(3-7)

wheref\ isthe liquid density. The permeability B can be obtained by inserting
equations (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.5) (At, g, p\, TJ and / are known and A(h(tx) h(t)) isexperimentally accessible),assumingBtobeconstant during At.
If Opis the average cross-sectional area of a single pore and D is its
diameter: Opoc£?, Q <xD4 (assuming Poiseuille flow), D oc Rget; assuming
equation (3.2)to hold, equation (3.5)can berewritten as
2

2

15

B =KD =K(aeRf(p ^

(3.8)

where K is a prefactor that can be associated with the reciprocal of the
apparent tortuosity factor in the Kozeriy-Carman equation [24,25]. It should
be noted, however, that K is not only determined by the tortuosity of the
percolating pore, but also by the distribution of the pore sizes and their
connections,etc.Byperforming experiments over a sufficiently wide range of
volume fractions, D{can be calculated using equation (3.8). Moreover, it is
possible to determine the apparent tortuosity, assuming that D = P (as
determined in the confocal microscopy experiments). For a proper scaling
analysis,aeffshould be independent of(p.
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3.4MaterialsandMethods
3.4.1 Skim milk preparation
Standard reconstituted skim milk was made by dissolving 12 g low
heat skim milk powder (Krause, Heino; 100 g powder contains 0.6 g fat and
33.8gcasein) in 100gdemineralized water. Toretard bacterial and enzymatic
degradation, 200 u.1 of 10wt%thiomersal(BDHChemicals Ltd.)and 27 u.1 of
a solution of 3.7 mg ml"1(-0.9 TIU/100 ml) aprotinin (Sigma, A-1153, Lot #
46H7145) were added. To allow equilibration, the dispersion was stirred for
about 10 (pH = 6.65), 16 (pH = 6.0) or 24 (pH = 5.3) hours at 25°C. After
this, the pH was corrected again (usually necessary at low pH). Cold storage
can influence gelproperties liketheelasticmodulus[26].
The desired pH was reached by adding appropriate amounts of a 0.5
molar HC1 solution. To assure a constant ionic strength and casein volume
fraction, appropriate amounts of a 1molar NaCl solution and demineralized
water were added. The total volume of solution added was always 21 ml.
Assuming a voluminosity of 3 ml g"1 [27] and a milk density of 1.036 kg l"1,
the casein micelle volume fraction, <p, equalsabout 0.089.
For the microscopic experiments we added about one droplet per 100
ml of a solution of 4 mg ml"1Lissamine Rhodamine B (Molecular Probes, L20),givinga slightly pink colortothe skim milk.
Commercial calf rennet (10.800 SU, Leeuwarder Kaasstremsel) was
added tothemilk. The additions inthemilk were 0.02 (pH = 6.65), 0.004 (pH
= 6.0) and 0.002 (pH = 5.3) vol%, to obtain an approximately constant time
lapse between rennet addition and gelation of 4-5 ks. It should be noted that
all results arepresented asafunction oftimeafter rennet addition and not as a
function of time after gelation. The gelation time, which is used in the
calculation of the fractal parameters from the permeametry, is defined as the
moment atwhich G' surpasses G". [28]
For the permeability experiments the milk was diluted. This was done
by adding appropriate amounts of whey, obtained by gelation of skim milk
and subsequent cutting and filtering off of the curd. Standard skim milk
dispersions studied had volume fractions (<p) of casein of 0.054, 0.063, 0.076
and 0.089.
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3.4.2 Confocal microscopy
The microscope used was a Biorad MRC 600 with an ILT
Argon/Krypton laser asa light source.Atthedetector side a Biorad YHS filter
block was used. ANikon Plan-Apo60x 1.4 N.A. oil-immersion objective was
used for imaging.
In a confocal microscopy experiment, laser light isfocused in a given
plane. A focal point scans the whole plane as 512 x 512 pixels, which takes
(in 'slow' mode) about a second per plane. Each plane was scanned 16times.
The resulting image is an average of these 16. Next, the sample is moved
downwards over a distance of 100 nm and another image is taken. This is
repeated untila stackof 16raw images is obtained.
The whole stack of planes is used for the deconvolution. The
deconvolution involves incorporation of the following standard parameters:
^ex= 755 nm, A^m = 831 nm, N.A. = 1.4, z =90 nm (value corrected for the
refractive index difference between solvent and immersion oil) and K = 1.
Note that the wavelengths are those obtained in water; not in air. Also
incorporated arethe pixel sizep and thethreshold gray scalep ,,which varied
from image to image. All calculations of fractal parameters were made on
deconvolved data.There are systematic changes ofthe fractal parameters with
changes in all input parameters. However, apart from the influence of/?,, the
effects are very small. For instance; atenfold increase of Kor a 30% decrease
of ^ and Xem did change the fractal parameters at most by one percent. The
effect of/?, will bediscussed later.
The preparation of the samples was as follows: After addition of the
rennet to a larger amount of milk, a small amount was placed in a hollow
object glass. Next, a cover slide was placed over it and it was sealed to the
objective glass by using nail polish to assure no contact of the gel with air.
Samples were stored at the appropriate temperature, T (20, 25 or 30°C), and
taken out for measuring at 25°C as briefly as possible (maximally 10
minutes). Several samples were prepared to ensure that each one was not
taken out of the thermostatted environment more than three times during an
experiment.
Sometimes syneresis effects wereobserved: thegel showed very large
pores or had lost contact with the glass surface. If this happened, the images
were discarded.
Inthe (fractal) analysis, use ismade ofgray scale images where white
indicatesthe highest casein concentrations. However, for visual inspection the
black and white confocal micrographs are tranformed to color images
(white/blue/red).
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3.4.3Permeametry
Forafull description ofthetechnique,seeref. [3].Gelsweremadein
glass tubes, that were open at both ends (inner diameter 3.7 mm, length 25
cm). After gelation, the tubes were placed in a thermostatted vat filled with
the appropriate whey liquid. The level of the percolating liquid was then
measured in time, relative to the level in an empty glass tube. For flow
through casein gel pores, the Reynolds number is maximally 10"5,which is
small enough to ensure laminar flow [4].Occasionally, insufficient adhesion
of the gel to the glass tube or 'syneresis' was observed. These results were
discarded. The same samples (at the same conditions) were used for
permeametryandmicroscopy.

3.5.ResultsandDiscussion
3.5.1Visualcharacteristicsfrommicrographs
Figures 3.1a-c, 3.2a-c and 3.3a-c give a number of confocal
micrographs, considered representative for some important time stages,
temperatures and pH values studied. In table 3.1 the values of the storage
modulus G' at the corresponding conditions, taken from refs.[29,28] are
shown.Alltimesareinksafter rennetaddition.
Figure

/(ks)*

G'
(Pa)*

pH

T
(°C)

3.1a
3.1b
3.1c
3.2a
3.2b
3.2c
3.3a
3.3b
3.3c

10
20
80
10
20
80
10
20
60

70
100
150
80
100
100
45
50
50

6.65
6.65
6.65
6.65
6.65
6.65

25
25
25
30
30
30
25
25
25

5.3
5.3
5.3

Table3.1.Conditionsofthegelspresented infigure 2.1-3.StoragemoduliG'
takenfrom refs.[29,28].*Approximatevalues.
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Figure 3.1: Confocal micrographs
of rennet-induced casein gels at
varioustimesafter rennet addition.
pH=6.6, T=25°C
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of rennet-induced casein gels at
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In the microscopic images, black indicates the highest, gray
intermediate levelsofrhodamine(i.e.casein)present.Theimagerepresentsa
'slice' of maximally 90 nm thickness, rather than a projection of a 3D
network. A 'cloudy' network of material is observed, very similar to images
of simulated aggregates [30]. The picture frames are ~90 x 90 p.m,
corresponding to pixel sizesp of approximately 180 nm. Fractal parameters
were alsocalculatedfrommicrographs withp ~ 80nm,but this did not give
systematic differences.
Fromtheimagesitisclearthatgelagingisaccompaniedbyagradual
formation of larger gel pores, 'smooth' and compact gel matrix or clusters,
and thin, straight strands. According to a nice series of confocal images by
Autyetal.[11],verysimilarprocessestakeplaceduringacid caseingelation.
The strands are randomly distributed through the matrix and the chance to
findthelengthofathin,straightstrandfully inafocal plane isnotverylarge.
Presumably, the gels contain a much greater concentration of these strands
than seen inthe images.Straight strandsare mainly present in fresh gels(pH
=5.3)andoldergels(pH=6.0and6.65).Thisissupported bytheanalysisof
rheological data [29,28].Formation of straight strands can also be observed
for acid-induced casein gels [13,11]. However, for GDL-induced (acid)
gelation changesinstructureduetoagingcannotbeseparated from thosedue
tothedecreaseinpH.
Broadly speaking; lowering pH or increasing temperature speeds up
the gel aging or rearrangement process. Especially in figure 3.3c (high age,
lowpH)therearrangements havereached avery advanced stage,becausethe
matrixhas 'collapsed' tothick strandsconnecting compact aggregates,which
cannot be considered fractal. At this point the system has a very short
(rheological) linearity and is about to show extensive syneresis [28]. The
effect ofpHandtemperature ontheagingofthestructureisfurther discussed
inthenextsection.
3.5.2Fractalcharacteristicsfrommicrographs
Infigure 3.4twoexamplesarepresentedofthedensity(orgrayscale)
autocorrelation function (i.e.log(c)asa function of log(r)), corresponding to
the images of figures 3.2c and 3.3a. Both curves show a relaxation of the
DACFat intermediate length scales(towhicha linearfitisapplied toobtain
fractal parameters).
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Figure 3.4. Density correlation functions for the images of figures 3.2c and
3.3a. Dashed lines are given to indicate the procedure to derive fractal
parameters.
The parameter R0 isthe length scale at which the extrapolation of the
fractal regime crosses the extrapolation of the 'horizontal' regime at small
length scales. In our experience, variations in the procedure of fitting the
DACFcurves byeye, leadto minorvariations inD{ (~5 %) andi?0(~5 %), but
to largervariations inP(~15 %).
The parameter P is the intercept of the linear fit with c = 1, or (if the
curve crossed the x-axis near this intercept) the intersection value was taken,
i.e.the intercept ofthe DACF curve with c = 1was taken. In the former case,
Pwould beatruefractal parameter, i.e.the correlation length £[30,29]. In the
latter case(~25%ofthe images),P is merely a characteristic ofthe 'outer tail'
of the DACF. The presence of such a tail to the DACF may be due to
rearrangements at large length scales, although we did not find a relation
between ageofthegel,pH ortemperature andthepresence ofatail.
Infigures 3.5,3.6 and 3.7the full time evolution ofthe parameters D(,
RQand P2 ispresented, at the temperatures and pH values given in the legend.
All results are plotted as a function oftime after rennet addition. Especially at
low pH and high T,the data series stop at an earlier time than at high pH and
low T, due to syneresis occurring. If macrosyneresis (i.e. contraction of the
matrix and expulsion of whey) occurs, very compact aggregates are formed
andthe system cannot beconsidered fractal anymore.
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Figure 3.5. Fractal dimensionality, Df, as a function of time after rennet
addition. Calculated from confocal microscopical data.

pH5.3/
T25°C
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Figure 3.6. Lower cut-off length, R0, as a function of time after rennet
addition. Calculated from confocal microscopical data.
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Figure 3.7. Squared pore size,P2, as a function of time after rennet addition.
Calculated from confocal microscopical data.
For a large number of images the value ofD{ isthe same,whereas the
structures are notably different. This indicates that the value of D[ is
insufficient tocharacterize gel structures.
Figure 3.5 shows that Dfequals about 2.5 for all gels for short aging
times. This is in accordance with values for D{ obtained from computer
simulations for irreversible and delayed aggregation due to arepulsive barrier
(i.e. high Fuchs ratio [30]). Light scattering experiments on polystyrene
particles have also shown that the value of Df is higher if aggregation takes
place inthepresence of surfactant molecules that constitute arepulsive barrier
[31].Considering thetypically high value ofDffrom the confocal microscopy
(this study), is reproduced at the latest time stages in the simulations, there is
probably an overlap intime stage between the end of the simulations, and the
beginning of casein gel aging. Possibly, at high T (30 °C), Df is somewhat
smaller. Rearrangements during the aggregation stage decrease the size of the
aggregates already formed, hence the size of the fractal regime. With R<,
constant oreven increasing, this leadsto an increase in Dfduring aggregation.
Upon gel aging, D{ decreases, especially at low pH. In general,
rearrangements of the gel matrix after the gel is formed, appear to go along
with a decrease in Df. This can be understood from the DACF. Local
compactification during gel aging will lead to an increase of c(0), an increase
of Rf, and (on a log-scale) only minor systematic changes in £ This would
result inadecrease inDf.
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Theoverallvalueofthefractal dimensionality(2.4-2.5)ishigherthan
thevaluescalculated from themicrographs ofacidcasein gels:2.3S [21]and
2.2 [17].Asdiscussed below,thepermeability datagiveDf ~2.2-2.3.Soour
values ofDfcalculated from the microscopical data may be (systematically)
toohigh.Thisproblemisdiscussed inthenextsection.
Theaveragesizeofthecompactbuildingblocksofthegelmatrix,Ro,
gradually increases intimeand becomesespecially high at lowpH.Thiscan
be seen infigure 3.6.Duringthe wholeagingprocess,the value ofRo seems
tobeintherightorderofmagnitudetobeameasureoftheradiusofthemost
compact parts of the gel matrix (see figures 3.1-3.3). The value of Roat
gelation (taking place at approximately log(f) = 3.7), is already a few times
the average casein micelle radius, confirming that some rearrangement does
take place before gelation [5,9].Before gelation, trimersof particles can, for
instance,rearrange intotriangles.After gelation,formation ofmorebondsper
junction (ajunction comprises all bonds between two particles), will slow
down this process [17]. Because figure 3.6 shows that Ro keeps increasing,
thisislikelyduetoparticlefusion orbreakageofstrands.
Infigure 3.7 it isshownthatP2 increases with time at high pH; it is
also clear that the uncertainty in P is considerable. This is related to the
arbitrarinessindeterminingthisparameter.
The reason why P2 and not P is plotted, is to facilitate comparison
with the permeametry results. The parameter P can be interpreted as the
length scale at which the density correlations have become zero, i.e. the
structures at larger length scalesare 'homogeneous'. The values ofP appear
ofthe sameorder ofmagnitude asthe radii ofthe gel poresatan early stage
(seefigures 3.1-3.3).Inthe laterstagesofgelaging(especially atlowpH), P
is too small to be a measure of the visual pore size and the apparent value
derived from permeametry, because the parameter isa combined measureof
the sizeoftheporesandtheclusters.Inaddition,thepermeability is affected
bythetortuosity,whichwouldchangeuponaging.Forinstance,theremaybe
achangein(effective) tortuosityduetostraighteningofstrands.
The values of P (and Ro) calculated from the confocal microscopic
data are much larger than those obtained from computer simulations [30],
presumably because the simulations do not allow such extensive
rearrangements as occur in the casein gels. The correlation length £can be
two-third times P (not shown). In addition, £ 2 decreases after / « 30 ks,
whereas P2 stays constant or keeps increasing. Note that the error in large
length scaleparameters like £andP isconsiderable. Thecorrelation length £
steeply depends on Df. Hence, if D{ is slightly wrong, £may be off by an
orderofmagnitude.
Summarizing: during aging, Ro increases, D( decreases and P
increases(slightly),especiallyatlowpH(5.3)andhigh 7(30 °C).Thevisual
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appearance is affected accordingly (larger compact clusters and pores).
Duringaging,strandsconnectingtheclusters arestretched, becomeverythin
andeventually break.This isespeciallytrue for rennet-induced casein gelsat
pH=5.3.
3.5.3Effect ofgrayscalethreshold on D{
An important observation from figure 3.5 is that values for D{ are
relatively high. Even though this may be expected for delayed aggregation
[30], the values are too high as compared to those obtained from the
permeability measurements (see next section).The cause ofthis discrepancy
maybeasfollows. Animportant factor determiningtheestimate of Df, isthe
choiceofthegrayscalethresholdvaluept. Ifahighervalueofpt waschosen
(i.e. lesser pixelstaken intothe analysis),the value for Dfwas smaller. This
observation isprobablyduetopartoftherhodaminenotbeingassociatedwith
the casein network (i.e. remaining in solution or being attached to whey
protein), resulting in a background fluorescence. It is known by the
manufacturers [32]thatLissaminerhodamineB canhavealowreactionyield.
To remove the background, for each image an appropriate threshold gray
value had to be chosen. This was done before the DACF analysis was
performed. Itschoiceisexplained infigure3.8.
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Figure3.8.Exampleofanintensity-weighted histogram(pH=6.0, T=30°C)
of a confocal micrograph of a rennet-induced casein gel. Add-in is the
correspondingmicrograph,thresholdedat pt.
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In figure 3.8 a typical example of a density-weighted histogram
(numberofpixelsxintensity) isplotted.Alargefraction ofthetotalintensity
stemsfromthelowerintensityvoxels.However,attheright-hand sidethereis
a 'shoulder', which we assume to be due to a second peak in the signal
associated withthe casein network [17]. Thethreshold value pt waschosen
here to be 1.1 x 1012, and any slightly higher choice on the basis of this
procedure, would leadto a decrease inDfby almost 0.1.If only 10%ofthe
brightest pixels were taken into account, A approximately decreased an
additional0.4,leadingtoirrealisticvaluesforDf(notshown).
Infigure3.9 the values of Df resultingfromthe DACF analysis,are
plottedasafunction ofthethresholdvaluechoiceforthreerandomly selected
images.ThevaluesforDfaresystematically larger ifsmallerthreshold values
arechosen.Theseresultsareinaccordancewithaconfocal microscopy study
onfractalaggregatesoflatexparticles[19].
2.8
2.4
Df/- 2
1.6
1.2
20

40

60

80

100

threshold grayscalep t /-

Figure3.9.FractaldimensionalityA obtainedfromcorrelation analysis,asa
function of threshold intensity p t, for three randomly chosen microscopical
images.
Sothechoiceofpt iscrucial,dueto itseffect onDf. Toatleastkeep
thecorrecttrends inD{,itisessentialthatthe samethreshold valueshouldbe
selectedfor allofthe images.TheparametersRt> andParealsoinfluenced by
thechoiceof/?,, thoughmuch lessthanD(.Bothparametersareonlyslightly
smalleratlowerpt (resultsnotshown).
The technique used by Hassan et al.[33] differs from the one used
here. Their approach involves reflectance confocal microscopy on unstained
samples.Inprinciple,thisallowslessarbitrarygrayscalethresholdselection.
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3.5.4Permeametry
Thepermeability is plottedasafunction oftimeinfigure 3.10forthe
same conditions (T, pH)asinfigures3.5,3.6and3.7.Anincrease ofthe
permeability is generally observed, which is indicative for rearrangements
takingplaceinthegels,thatcausegelporestobecomelarger.Theincrease in
pore size may beduetolocal compactification ofcasein into larger clusters
and,inlaterstages,duetobreakingstrands.ForalowerpHandforahigherT
theBvalues aremuch larger atallgelages, confirming that rearrangements
proceed atafaster rate under thesecircumstances. Intherange ofpHand T
valuesstudied,theeffect ofthepHis larger.
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Figure 3.10. Permeability, B,as a function of time, t, at 8.9 vol%casein.
Conditions(pHand7)asindicated inthelegend.
Usingequation(3.8),theorderofmagnitudeofATandaeffcanroughly
beestimatedforthesystemshowingtheleastrearrangement(i.e.pH=6.65, T
=25°C,6ks).TheparameterscorrespondingtothissystemareD2«P2«2.0
x 10-"m2(figure 3.7),B« 1.4x 10-13m2(figure 3.10),D{« 2.45(figure3.5)
and <p« 0.089. This leadstoK« 0.007andae«« 55nm.Theapparent pore
tortuosity would then equal about 140,and the effective particle size be
similar tothe size of a para-casein micelle (but smaller than Ro).For the
system at pH = 5.3, T =30 °Cand 20 ks,the same calculations canbe
performed incorporating P2* 8.0x 10'11 m2,B* 6x 10'13m2,D{* 1.7 and
<p»0.089.Thiswould leadtoK*0.0075andaeff* 1.5nm. So theapparent
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tortuosity wouldbethe same(-130)andaiS ismuch larger, andvery similar
to Ro, namely « 1.4 u.m.Note that for polystyrene latex gels Bremer [13]
foundK«0.01.
Alinearfittotheexperimental dataofBasafunction oftime(linear
scales), is used to obtain B asa function of time after rennet addition (/)•In
thisway,ateachtimescaleafractal analysiscanbeperformed. Infigure 3.11,
logfideterminedbyinterpolationatacertaint,isplottedasafunction of\o%<p
for arandom selection ofgelconditions(pH, Tand tgiven inthelegend).A
linear fit to this data works reasonably well, which does corroborate fractal
behavior.AtlowpH,theerror inthelinearfitswaslargest.Fromtheslopeof
thelinesafractal dimensionalityDfisderivedusingequation(3.8).Notallthe
raw data used to calculate D{ are presented. For each set of pH and T,we
performed at least five measurements of B as a function of time, at four
different volume fractions.
o
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Figure3.11. Permeability,B,asafunction ofvolume fraction, q>. Shownare
some typical results indicating the procedure to derive the fractal
dimensionality.Conditions(time,pHand7)asindicatedinthelegend.
Thevalues of D{ calculated from the permeability data are given in
table3.2.Mostofthevaluesareintherange2.2-2.3 andthey didnotchange
much intime.Thetrendsoftheresultsfromthepermeability experimentsare
similar to those from confocal microscopy; e.g. Dt is fairly constant in time
withatendencytodecreasewithgelaging,morestronglysoatlowpH.
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PH

T

6.65
6.65
6.0
5.3
5.3

25
30
25
20
25

microscopy
(~6ks) MOks)
2.4
2.5
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.2
2.6
2.0*
2.5
1.8*

permeametry
(~6ks)
(-40ks)
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.1
2.0
2.3
2.0*
2.3
2.2*

Table 3.2. Fractal dimensionalities A of gels at given temperature and pH.
Data calculated from microscopy and permeametry data. *Up to the
maximumageatwhichthestructurestillappearstobefractal,i.e. 13-20ks.
3.5.5Effect ofpHandtemperatureonmicelles
The strong effects of pH and T can be explained in terms of the
properties of the micelles (see e.g. refs. [6,7,12,1,29,28] and references
therein).The first aspect isthe interactions between the micelles.At lowpH
the para-casein micelles are lessrepulsive becausethe system is approaching
the average pi of the casein proteins. At low T, more of the P-casein will
resideinthehairylayer,whichhasastabilizing effect.
Thesecondaspectisthe 'viscousbehavior' (tendencytobe deformed
permanently) of the micelles or the lifetime of protein-protein bonds in the
micelles [34]. Evidencefortheeffect ofincreasedviscousparticlebehavioris
mainly obtained from electron microscopy (particle fusion), and the
correlation between the loss tangent (tan 8) obtained in dynamic
measurements of the complex modulus, and the rate of gel aging. This is
especially true for rennet-induced casein gelsat lowpH(5.3)and high 7(30
°C)probably because near-absence of the hairy layer and dissolution of the
colloidal calcium phosphate (CCP) from the micelles, renders them more
subject to fusion. CCP is essential in keeping the casein proteins in the
micellestogether.
At high T in general, tan S is higher. This may be because the
mobility of all entities is higher at high T. Therefore, the rate of
rearrangements like particle fusion would be slightly enhanced. However, at
high7"also,internalhydrophobicinteractionsarestrongerandthemicellesare
smaller. The increased hydrophobic interactions could be a driving force for
rearrangements. However, the decreased voluminosity would make the
micelles lessdeformable anddecreasethetendencytoexhibit particle fusion.
These counteracting effects may explain why the effect of T on the
rearrangementrateisnotverystrong.Eventhoughrheologicalproperties[28]
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are affected, the fractal structure seems not affected by changing T in this
range,apartfrom anunexpected increaseinD{atintermediatetimestages.
Using electron microscopy and at a different range of temperatures
(26-40°C), some minor structural differences of rennet-induced casein gels
wereobservedbyothers[35].Especiallyparticlefusion seemstobeenhanced
attemperatures like40°C.
Thebreakdownofthematrix,orcoarseningofthegel,canbeseenas
an early stage of (macro)syneresis. Syneresis is known to be promoted by a
lowpHandahigh T[34,12].
An additional point of interest is the continued activity of rennet
[4,36]. Continued rennet action is partly responsible for the softening of
cheesetexture.Detailed information onthehydrolysishasbeenestablishedin
solutions of various caseins at physiological pH. It is observed that rennet
doesnot onlyactivate hydrolysisofthePhe-Met bond inK-casein, butthat it
can also hydrolyse several types of casein molecules at several places, the
more so at a lower pH. In the timescales of this study, non-specific rennet
activity may possibly contribute to the instability of the micelles; thereby
enhancingrearrangement.However,thisfield islargelyunexplored.
Theeffect ofrearrangementsonstructureandrheology(inrelationto
the effect of pH and T on the properties of (para-)casein micelles) will be
discussed inmoredetailinref.[28]and[29].

3.6Conclusions
Confocal micrographs canbeusedtoprobethecoarseningofrennetinducedcasein gelsintime.Thegelporesbecome larger,theclustersbecome
morecompact (i.e.non-fractal) andthin straight strands between clusters are
formed (atlowpHwithin~20ks;athighpHfrom~20ksonwards).
This is also expressed in thefractalparameters calculated from the
(deconvolved) micrograph images:P, and especially Ro increase intimeand
D{ decreases in time. The scaling analysis of both microscopic and
permeability datashowsthatthefractaldimensionality,Df,ishigh(~2.2-2.6),
which would indicate slow aggregation and rearrangements during
aggregation.TheparameterRo isasuitablemeasureofthesizeofthecompact
building blocks. Especially at low pH,the parameter P is too small to be a
measure ofthe size ofthe gel pores inthe late stages of gel aging. It can be
concluded that sole knowledge of the value of Z)f is not sufficient to
characterizegelstructure.
All aging effects proceed faster at higher Tand lower pH (down to
5.3)andareprobablyduetogelmatrixrearrangements,likeparticle fusion.
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The fractal parameters obtained from the micrographs are highly
dependent onthegray scalethreshold value chosen.
The fractal scaling relations for the permeability work surprisingly
well for the prediction of the apparent tortuosity and compact building block
sizes.
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Categorization ofrheological scalingmodels
forparticlegelsappliedtocaseingels*

4.1 Summary
Rennet-induced casein gels made from skim milk have been studied
Theologically. A scaling model constituting a framework for describing the
rheological behavior of gels is discussed and used for classification of the
structure of the casein gels. There are two main parameters in the model,
describingthenumber ofdeformable linksina strand andthe link bendability.
Inthemodel at leastfive types ofgel structure canbe distinguished.
Application of the model to experimental data on rennet-induced
casein gels at pH 6.0-6.65 and 25°C, shows that these contain straight strands
with a high number of deformable links. Analysis of experimental data of the
storage modulus, maximum linear strain and yield stress as a function of
volume fraction, results inthe same information aboutthegel structure.
"articlesubmitted
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4.2.Introduction
In literature various models describing rheological properties of gels
formed by fractal aggregation can be found. In this paper a scaling model is
described, that reproduces the main models. The model is used to analyze the
scaling of small- and large-deformation rheological parameters with the
volume fraction, of rennet(-induced) skim milk gels. These types of casein
gels are intermediate products in cheese production and therefore of industrial
importance.
The elastic behavior ofa particle gel can inprinciple be related tothat
of the elements that build up the structure and their mutual interactions. The
effect of the suspending fluid can usually be neglected. The problem is that
neither the precise structure, nor the detailed microelastic behavior of the
elements is known for the specific sample under consideration. Here we
present scaling laws, in terms of the volume fraction of particles, for the
elastic behavior of certain generic types of structures, based on a simple
microelastic model.The scaling exponent appears to depend rather sensitively
on the type of structure assumed, allowing direct assessment of gel structure
through rheological experiments.
In the classical model by Flory [1],a gel is described as a collection
of cross-linked macromolecular chains. Only entropic contributions to the
resistance against deformation aretaken intoaccount, which makes the model
inapplicable to particle gels like casein(ate) gels.One of the first gel network
models relating colloidal interactions and gel structure to rheology of particle
gelswas developed byvan den Tempel [2].This early model was based on an
equal contribution of the particles in the gel to its stiffness, and could not
describe the experimentally observed scaling of the moduli of particle gels
with the volume fraction. The stress-carrying strands were assumed to be
straight. Kantor and Webman [3] were the first to develop a model, in which
the stress-carrying strands take the form of a random walk. This model was
combined with percolation theories. Soon after, making use of the fractal
concept developed by Mandelbrot (see e.g. [4]), models were developed
wherethe strands have a chemical dimensionality. The fractal character ofthe
aggregation preceding the gelation, was shown [5] to result in a systematic
relation between the storage modulus and the volume fraction of particles. At
about the same time, it was shown [6] that fractal structures can be found in
computer simulations of particle gels formed by fractal cluster-cluster
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aggregation. Later, Shih etal.[7]showedthatthe existing 'fractal strand' or
'stronglink' modelcouldbeextendedtoasocalled 'weak link' categoryand
could successfully be used to analyze experimental results. Recent
applicationsorextensionsinthespiritofKantorandWebmanandShihet al,
arerefs.[8-13].
Bremeretal.[14-16]independently developed a modelthat resulted
intwoadditionalcategoriesofgelmodels;thesocalled 'straight strands'and
'hinged strands' models.Thesemodelswerebasedonavery useful butmore
intuitive perception of the gel structure (see [17]). The outcome of these
models was shown to correlate better with experimental data obtained for
casein particle gels,than existing models based on the Kantor and Webman
approach. According to Vreeker et al. [18], for heat-induced whey protein
gelsbothapproachescouldbeapplicable.
Inthispaperitisshownthatthestraightandhinged strandmodelsby
BremercanalsobederivedusingtheframeworkofKantorand Webman.For
this purpose,the Kantor and Webman model isgeneralized by introducinga
scaling parameter S (as a measure of the number of deformable links in a
strand)andaparameter e(asameasureofthelinkbendability).Theresultsof
thegeneralized modeleffectively categorize gel structure intofive types.The
modelconstitutesatoolfor engineersforrelatinggelstructuretorheology for
awidelyvaryingrangeofparticlegels.
The model is applied to rennet-induced casein gels. The model
requiresknowledgeofthefractaldimensionalityD{. Wehaveobtainedthisby
confocal microscopy and permeametry [19].Rennet-induced casein gels are
softandvisco-elasticmaterials,producedintheearlystagesofcheesemaking
byaddingrennet enzymeto(skimmed) milk.Therennet enzyme cutsoff the
outer hairy layer of the casein particles, or casein micelles. This induces
aggregationofthemicellesintotenuousclustersthatwillfinally formaspacespanningnetwork.Foranoverviewoncaseinmicellesandrelatedsubjectssee
e.g.[20]andreferencestherein.

4.3.Modelsandtheory
4.3.1Thefractalaggregationmodel
Fractalmodelspredictapowerlawbehaviorofthevolumefraction of
particlesinacluster,<pc,withtheclusterradiusR^, accordingto(seee.g. [14])

f R„ Y'-d
^ c *

(4.1)

Vfleff
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where D{ isthe fractal dimensionality (generally a non-integer number <, 3),
aeff isacharacteristicsizeofthecompactbuildingblocksoftheaggregateand
d istheEuclidean dimensionality(=3).Atthegel-pointtheaverageparticle
volumefraction intheclustersequalstheoverallbulkvolumefraction, i.e. <&
=<p. Combinedwithrelation(4.1),thisyields
I

Dl

Rcccaeff<p -\

(4.2)

Weassumethat atthe gel point a gel can bedescribed asaclose packingof
fractal clusters.Accordingtoe.g. ref. [4],theirclustersizeRecanbe identified
with the blob size or correlation length £of a percolating network. Wemay
rewriterelation(4.2)as
4 = aeff<pD'-i.

(4.3)

4.3.2Themicroelasticmodel
The model described inthis paper assumes that the particles form a
homogeneous network with a hierarchy of structural elements, each at a
different length scale. Figure 4.1 shows the framework of the model
concerning the gel structure. Four length scales of structure are considered:
particles, (rigid) strand segments, clustersand the wholegel. This figure
illustrates that the primary particles (e.g. para-casein micelles or caseinate
particles) may build up mechanically stiff structures called rigid segments.
Therigid segmentsareidentified withthecompactbuildingblocksofsizeaeff
mentioned in the previous section. These segments build up the stresscarrying strands within a (fractal) cluster, and a close packed stacking of
clusters finally builds up the macroscopic gel. A cluster can be seen as
consisting of more or less tortuous strands, of which only a few are stresscarrying upon deformation. The clusters are linked by the stress-carrying
strands crossing the periphery ofthe clusters. The number of stress-carrying
strands per cluster is independent of cluster size,which is a consequence of
the assumed scale invariance of the structure of the clusters [14]. Each
consecutive levelhasalengthscaleassociated with it,indicatedtotherightin
figure 4.1,andtheselevelsincrease, a<D£g<,g.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the various structural levels in a
particlegel,asusedinthescalingmodel.Onlyaselectionofclustersisdrawn
to represent the gel. In the modeling, the deforming link has no actual size.
Theexactstructureandshapeoftherigidsegmentsischosenarbitrarily.
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Inthemodeling,theelasticconstantofeachlevel islinkedtotheone
below,usingtheproperscalingrelation.Thescalingrelationsarebasedupon
thewayadeformation atoneleveltranslates intothatofthenext level.Thus,
a macroscopic deformation isrelatedtoamicroscopic deformation. Foreach
length scale P an elastic (scalar) constant KPcan be defined. It relates the
force involved to the pertaining change in length AP of the structure
considered alongtheforceFP. Weassumelinearity betweenthedisplacement
andtheassociatedforce(Hookeanspring)
Fp =KP AP.

(4.4)

TheappropriatelengthscalePcanbeanyofa,D, £org.
Not all relations are of the form of equation 4.4 (stretching of a
spring). Depending on the type of structure of the stress-carrying strand
(straight/curved), the deformation at the interlinks between the smallest
structural level,mayalsobebending:supposeweconsiderboththeindividual
particlesatlevelaandthesegmentsatlevelDasrigidobjects(KD = oo, Ka =
QO), but the interlinks or junctions between them may be deformed. We
distinguish two types of deformations at this lowest level, with elastic
constants K* and Kp. These deformations form our microelastic model. The
parameterKprepresents anelastic constant ofbending(N m).The parameter
Kgrepresentsanelasticconstantofextensionorstretching(Nm'1).
K =

M

,

bending

(4.5a)

stretching

(4.5b)

and
F
Ke= — ,
Ae

whereApisthe(very small)change inangleasaresult ofbending,M isthe
torque, Fe is the force (component) of stretching and Ae is the resulting
(small) displacement. If the network can deform without stretching of the
individual links, bending will be the dominant mode. If the network is (/)
inter-multiply connected and (if) the strands are straight, stretching of the
linksbecomesnecessaryfordeformation, andthiswillbethedominantmode.
Figure 4.2 shows a situation of arod attached to a wall.This can be
usedtorepresent asegmentofparticlesconnected tothegelmatrix.Withthe
help of this figure, we will write the appropriate scaling relations for an
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apparentelasticconstantfor bending(Kh) andanapparentelasticconstant for
stretching(Ks).

D

Figure 4.2. Explanation of the effect of forces acting on a strand or strand
segment, resulting in (a) bending,(b) stretching.Parameters are explained in
thetext.
In figure 4.2 a force F isapplied atthe end of arigid segment.Note
that the sizes of the springs are highly exaggerated. The theoretical (very
small) bending deformation as a result of the transversal component of the
force (Fp)isAb= DAp,thetorqueM=D±- F,andthe lever DL =D • smO,
where the angle between the direction of the segment and the direction of
displacementis6. Wecanwrite

Ab=

FD2 sinfl

bending

(4.6a)

The same structure of figure 4.2 can also be considered in an
experiment dominated by stretch. The lateral component of the force (Fe)
stretchestheendofthesegmentovera(verysmall)distanceAeaccordingto
Ae =

F cos#

stretching

(4.6b)

Suppose the rheology of the system is only determined by the
effective elastic constant of bending (Kt,). No stretching is assumed to take
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place. Using equations (4.6a) and (4.6b), we can write the energy of the
system.Tofindthecaseofbendingonly,wecanconvenientlywrite
y2F2cos20

v

J2F2D2sin20

which isidentical toequation (4.6) inthepaperbyKantor and Webman[3],
for one segment. Next we let Ke -» oo.If we then use U= 54F21 Kb,the
apparent elastic stretch constant of the displacement resulting from the
bending,Kb(Nm"1),isasfollows
K

» = n 2 .P20

=T T •

D sin 0

bendin

(48>

8

D±

Alternatively, the rheology of the system may be only determined by the
effective elastic constant of stretching (Ks). The energy of the system can
convenientlybewrittenasfollows
y2As2Kosin20
U = y2As Ke cos 0+%
2

2

(4.9)

where As is the displacement of the end of the segment (As=AelcosO =
Ab/sinff). Inthecaseofstretchonly,thebendingenergy isassumedtobezero
and wetakeKp-> 0. If wenext use U= !4As2Ks,the effective or apparent
elasticconstantduringstretch(Ks)equals:
Ks = Ke cos20,

stretching

(4.10)

An important assumption in our model is that the macroscopic
characteristicsaresupposedtobedetermined byKsandKh, dependingonthe
type of microscopic deformation (respectively stretching or bending). The
corresponding microscopicdeformations areconsidered small {i.e. Ab,Ae «
D).
Extensive reorganization or rearrangement within the segments,may
include particle fusion or similar processes of the individual particles
([21,22]),whichrigidifiesthe originally inter-multiple connected network of
springs.This onthe one hand leadsto an increase ofKD, which wasalready
assumed infinite, butmore importantly can leadto an increase of D, thesize
oftherigidsegments.
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433 ThemodelofKantorandWebman
In this section the relationship between the elastic constants of the
structural levels is determined. As discussed above, the smallest relevant
structural level arethe rigid segments (sizeD),because these arethe largest
rigidentities(i.e.theelasticconstantKD isinfinite). Atthe level ofthe links
between these segments, deformation is allowed to take place. The relevant
elastic constantsfor bendingand stretch atthis level,arerespectively K* and
Thenextlevelisthatoftheclustersizeorcorrelation length £ Within
the clusters of size £ the rigid segments form a cluster spanning strand of
contour length L. Giving the size of the segments (£>), there are N = LID
segments per strand. Adeformation ofthe strand will bedistributed over all
linksbetween therigidsegments.Upon stretching ofa straight strand of size
4, the stretch energy is distributed equally over the links between the
segments.Theelasticconstantofthestrandis

„

Kecos2 e

K4 =—

.

stretching

(4.11a)

Becausethe strandsarestraight,thefactor cos2(9isthe samefor all segments
andcanbeleft outoftheequation(accordingtoequation4.10).
Upon deformation of a curved strand of (end-to-end) size £ the
dominanteffect isthatthelinksbetweenthesegmentsarebent.Eachbending
junction will give a contribution according to equation (4.7), with the
provision that nowthe lever effect differs between segments. It appears [3],
that one may treat alljunctions independently. Instead of D one should take
the leverofaspecificjunction tobethe vectorbetween thatjunction andthe
end of the strand, the application point of the force. The combined effect is
givenbyther.m.s.averageL±oftheprojected lengthsofallthesevectors,one
for each oftheN segments.Concluding: duringbendingthere isacombined
effect ofWandZa[3]
K4 =

p
EL
.

N(Lj

bending

(4.11b)

Furthermore, Kantor and Webman mentioned that particularly if AT is large
andifthestrandisinacurvedconfiguration, bendingwilldominatestretching
effects.
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43.4 Scalingofthestoragemodulus
Inthis section wepresent ascaling lawforthe storage modulus.The
derivation is given for clusters with size £ The largest length scale is the
whole gel with size g. The gel with size g is dealt with as a collection of
clusterswithsize£,. Weassumeaffine deformation atlength scalesbeyond £
Thismeansthatthestructureoflength £isdeformedjustasthewholesample
is, but below £ this is not necessarily the case. We assume the storage
modulus,G', isgivenby(usingequation(4.4))
a F
K£A%
G ' = - =— = — e — .
y Ay
Ay

(4.12)

where A is the surface area to which the shear force F is applied. The
parameter y is the resulting macroscopic deformation. It can be written in
termsofthedeformation atthe levelof £(assumingaffine deformation atthe
levelof£)

r=^f,

(4.i3)

while
Aazg2.

(4.14)

Thescalingofthestoragemodulus,G', becomes[7]
G'oc-f,

(4.15)

Intheappendix itisshownthataprefactor for the scalingrelation (4.IS)can
be calculated, based on theory starting with a stress tensor expression [23].
Incorporated in this prefactor is the 'structural connectivity' of the clusters.
From the prefactor follows that if we use equation (4.15), we effectively
assume a constant 'connectivity' per cluster. This connectivity is also an
important determinant for the type of network. Straight strands and high
connectivity results inan inter-multiply connected network with stretchingas
the dominant deformation. Straight strands and lowconnectivity allows the
networktorelaxwithoutstretching(justasforbendingstrands).
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4.3.5Scalingatlargedeformations
Inthissectionthescalingrelationsbetweentheelasticconstant ofthe
clusters, K$ and the rheological parameters at large deformations will be
presented.
First, we will deal with the maximum linear strain (i.e. strain at the
limit of linearity), YQ. Atthe maximum linear strain we assume there is still
affine deformation down to cluster level. Rewriting equation (4.13) and
incorporatingequation(4.4)givesrespectively

0

4

&<€

Next we assume the critical force in the cluster at the (macroscopic)
maximum linear strain (F^o), tobe independent ofthesizeofthatcluster(£).
Thisisjustified bythefactthatonlyone'weakjunction'hastostartbehaving
non-linearly (e.g. fracture) due to the stress concentration at that spot.
Incorporatingthisassumptionintoequation(4.16b)gives[8]
Y^-^T-

(4-17)

Ofcoursethescalingoftheelasticconstantitself isgivenbyequation(4.1lb)
forbendingand(4.1la)forstretching.
Next, we deal with yielding. The yield stress is somewhat more
complicated, because we cannot usethe scaling relations above. These were
derived undertheassumptionthatthemicroelastic constantsKpandK,, would
notchange,andthesystembehaveslinearly,butatyieldingdeformations this
cannot be maintained. It appears we do not need them. Again affine
deformation assumes the stress at the cluster level is the same as at sample
level

o- y oc-f

(4.18)

whereFyisthetensionforcewithinthestrandatthefracture point,which isa
constant independent of the size of £org. At thistension force the weakest
spotinthechainwillgiveway,because itisstretched beyondthelimitwhere
it will relax reversibly. Also, this tension force will be independent of the
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cluster size. So it appears that the detailed structure of the clusters is
unimportantforthescalingoftheyieldstresswithclustersize
C7yoc—

(4.19)

Notethatthevalueoftheyieldstressatagivenclustersize,maydependupon
theclusterstructure.However,inviewofthemicroscopiccharacterofFy, we
donotexpectthistobethecaseeither.
Following different arguments the scaling of a, may become more
complicated. One may for instance assume that microscopic fracture during
yielding results from microscopic bending, instead of stretching [8].In such
cases the parameters e or S (see next section) may enter scaling relation
(4.19), leading to different predictions of the scaling behavior for some
categoriesofgelstructures.
4.3.6Definition ofstructuralscalingexponents
In the previous sections it was stressed that several parameters are
independent ofthecluster size, £ andhencethevolume fraction, <p. Wenow
discuss the scaling oftwo remaining parameters:N (in equations (4.1la, b))
and Lx(inequation(4.1lb)).
Others[24,8]haveintroducedanexponent£todescribethescalingof
Z,xwiththeclustersize:
(4.20)

L±K?,

where0<e< 1.Forbendingthelever(£|_)playsaroleand for stretchingL±
plays no role, which can formally be identified with e being equal to,
respectively, 1and 0. Important to note is that one cannot interpret £as a
parameter that can vary between 0and 1,depending onthe degree of strand
curvature. Actually, e=\ and e=0 only means that the dominating
microscopic deformation is, respectively, bending and stretching. We will
keeptheexponentinourmodelasacriterionformakingthisdistinction.
Next, we will deal with N. A scaling exponent S is introduced as
follows
N*%s,

(4.21)
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where0<d<2.Threesituationsaredistinguished: 8=0, 1 and2.Onecaseis
N= constant{i.e. independentof £)and £=0. Thiscanoccuriftheoriginally
fractal clustershaverearranged such,thatD=£ Thismeansthatthestrandis
rigid.Anothercaseis<5"= 1. ThenthenumberofrigidsegmentsA^oc£andthe
strandcanbeconsideredelasticor'flexible'. Aseparatecasementioned inthe
literature [6,25]isthe caseof 1.0 < S< 1.3.The 8then equalsthe chemical
dimensionality of the stress-carrying strand in the cluster. In the case of a
random walk, 8=2. Sincethis implies ideal chains,this situation isnotvery
realistic. The excluded volume effects cannot be neglected, like in some
polymergels.
Tofurther simplify matters,Ke andKpareassumedtobeindependent
of <p and therefore of £ There is no obvious rationale to assume that the
junction forces between two segments are volume-fraction or strand size
dependent.Also,theexactinteractionsareusuallyunknown inpractice.Thus,
theseelasticconstantsareconsideredconstant,andhencecanbeomitted from
scalingequations(4.15)and(4.17)and(4.19).
Summarizing,the elastic constant for different configurations can be
writtenintermsofequation(4.1lb),incorporatingrelations(4.20)and(4.21)
K

<4-22>

t«T7727
s

4?

Incorporatingrelation(4.22)into(4.15)forG'and(4.17)forftgives
G'oc£~(1+2£+<5),

(4.23)

Y,*?e*S-\

(4-24)

CTy<x<T2.

(4.25)

Relations 4.23-25are applicable toany kind of particle gel.For particle gels
formed by fractal aggregation, one mayuse relation (4.3)between £and the
volumefraction, <p,whichparametercanreadilybevariedinanexperiment.
4.3.7Definition offivecategoriesofgeltypes
In this section, five categories of gels with specific strand types
(specific values of s and 8)are named and summarized. Figure 4.3 can be
usedintheexplanationofthefivecategories,followingnext.
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Category I
Random

Category II
Curved

Category III
Hinged

Category IV
Straight

CategoryV
Rigid
Figure 4.3. Schematic representation of the five categories of gel structures
that aredistinguished inthe scalingmodel.
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Thefirst categoryofgelscontains 'random-walk strands'.Arandom
walkbehaviorcorrespondsto8=2.Inaddition,arandomwalkisverycurved
andbendingdominates,soe= 1. Thismodelwasdescribedbyref.[3].
Thesecondcategorycontains 'curved strands'.Again,bendingisthe
dominantdeformation atthemicroscopic level(especially for largeN), so e=
1.In addition, the structure is such that the number of segments in a stresscarrying strand increases linearly with the cluster size, which means 8 =1.
This category may describe very large and tenuous clusters formed at
relatively lowvolumefractions. Shihetal.[7]considerthe internal structure
ofsuch clusterstobeweak,relativetothelinksbetween theclusters.Thisis
whytheyrefer tothiscategoryas'strong-link'. Arefinement ofthiscategory
for 'fractal strands' involvesthechemicaldimensionx [6].Inthiscase 8 =x,
where 1.0<*< 1.3.
Thethirdcategorycontains 'hinged strands'.Thiscategoryassumese
= 1 and £=0. Thiscategory ofgelsmaybeformed asaresult of rigidifying
ofcurvedstrands,e.g. duetorearrangements.Furthermoreweassumethatthe
clusters are still so loosely interconnected that bending will dominate. For
bending LL reduces to D±.Since we will always deal with a collection of
strands with different angles between the force and the strand, the effective
elasticconstant isinthecaseofbending:Kt, = KP<\ID^>, and for stretch: Ks
=Ke<cos20>. Thebracketsindicatetheaverageofthecollection.SinceDx °c
£ for bending, e = 1 for the collection. The scaling corresponding to this
categorywasfirst calculatedbyBremeretal. [IS]usingadifferent model.
The fourth category contains 'straight strands' where a series of
segmentsofconstant sizeare linked toeach other inaperfectly straight line,
or the stress-carrying structures are highly interconnected. Stretch is the
dominatingdeformation. Thismeanse=0and 8= 1.Bremeretal.[14]were
thefirsttoacknowledgethescalingcorrespondingtothiscategory,calculated
usingasomewhatintuitivemodel.Later [16],theyexplainedthemathematics
ofthiscategorymorethoroughly.
Thefifthand last category contains 'rigid strands'. Like incategory
III,thereisoneweaklinkinarigidstrand,i.e. 8=0.Stretchwilldominatethe
microscopic deformation, so e=0.Thistype of gel ismost likely formed at
relativelyhighvolumefractions incombination withextensivecrosslinkingin
the clusters. In this case, the clusters are more rigid. Multiple connections
between the nodes may also lead to more rigid structures, and multiple
connections in combination with straight strands will lead to a deformation
dominated by stretch. The scaling ofthe rheological parameters that follows
from thiscategoryisthesameaspredictedbytheweak-linkcategory[7].
Finally, someminorremarksonassumptionsofthe categories III,IV
and V remain. In principle, for the given structure of category III also
stretching can occur (e.g. if the clusters are highly interconnected). In this
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case <cos20 >is a constant determined by the distribution of 0 and is
considered independent of £ thus e= 0. This situation isthen equivalent to
categoryV.
4.3.8Applicationtoparticlegelsformed byfractal aggregation
In this section, the link between the cluster size £ and the volume
fraction of particles, <p, isgiven using fractal theory. Thisallows usto write
the relations as a function of a parameter that is directly experimentally
accessible.The applicability of fractal theory isclear for categories I and II.
Rearrangements,bothbeforeandafter gelation,mayleadtolocallymorerigid
or straight structuresgenericfor categoriesIII-V.The scalingbetween fractal
cluster size and volume fraction should be preserved during later
rearrangements. This is the case if the strands become mechanically more
rigid (e.g. due to partial particle fusion), while the overall structure remains
fractal. Itissufficient iftherearrangementsoccurbelow £,insidetheclusters.
Clustersmaythen losetheirfractal structure,butthe scalingbetween £,and <p
remains.
For particle gels formed by fractal aggregation, the scaling of the
storage modulus, the maximum linear strain and the yield stress with the
volumefraction canbederived,byincorporating equation (4.3) intorelations
(4.23-25)
G'oc(aeff ) ' a q>3_Df, wherea=2e+S+ 1

(4.26)

P
x

fi

Yo («eff Y <P

3_Df

> w h e r e P=-2e-S+\

(4.27)

ay oc (fleff )"> 3 " D f , where v=2.

(4.28)

We assume that the parameter aeff,the size of the compact building
blocks, is independent of the volume fraction. Such a dependence would
prevent a direct calculation of the scaling exponents a, /? and v from
experiment.
Finally, we incorporate the definitions of the five categories intothe
scalinglawsofthestoragemodulus(relation4.26),themaximum linearstrain
(relation 4.27)andtheyield stress(relation 4.28).Thefivecategoriesofgels
each havetheir specific values for theexponents a,fiand v,associated with
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the scaling behavior of the particular rheological parameter with the volume
fraction. Theresultsaresummarized intable4.1.
Category
I.Random
II.Curved
III.Hinged
IV.Straight
V.Rigid

Typeofstrand
randomlycurved; flexible
curved;flexible
rigid
straight;flexible
rigid

Deformation
Bending
Bending
Bending
Stretch
Stretch

a
5
4
3
2
1

P

-3
-2
-1
0
1

Table 4.1.Values of a,fiand vresulting from the choice of s and 8for the
fivecategoriesofgeltypes.Forexplanation ofsymbolsseemaintext.
Notethattheexponent visdetermined bythe value of ethat applies
tothe structureatyield.Thismeansthattheoutcome after application ofthe
model may be that e=0 (no bending -» straight strands), even though the
structureatrestcontainedcurvedstrands.Inthisspecialcase,thestrandshave
straightenedasaresultofthe deformation.
Theadded value ofthe model isthat, ifthe values of D{are known,
e.g.from microscopy and permeability [19]orcomputer simulations [26], a,
P and v can be calculated from experimental data (if Df is not known,
knowledgeoftherelation between £and <psuffices). After gel formation, the
gel structure may change due to rearrangements (see e.g. [21]). These
rearrangements may cause a change in gel category with time. In addition,
information about aeff and ft (for the latter parameter, see Appendix) could
contributetoanexactcalculationoftheelasticconstants.
Finally:the exact relation between G'and aeff may actually be more
complicated, because the interactions (written as elastic constants KpandKe
orbyanenergyfactor d2FIdx2bye.g.[14])betweentheparticles(whichalso
contributeioG1)caninprinciplealsodependonthesizeaeff-Therearescopes
forfurther refinement ofthemodelatthispoint.
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4.4Materialsandmethods
4.4.1Skimmilkpreparation
Standard reconstituted skim milk was prepared by dissolving 12 g
skimmilkpowder(Krause,Heino; 100gpowdercontains0.6gfat and33.8g
casein protein) in 100 g demineralised water. To retard bacterial and
enzymatic degradation, 200 jo.1 of 10wt%thiomersal (BDH Chemicals Ltd.)
and27ulofasolutionof3.7mgml"1 (~0.9TIU/100ml)aprotinin(Sigma,A1153, Lot #46H7145) were added. Wealso added 7ml of a 0.5molarNaCl
solution (pH = 6.65) or 3.27ml 0.5molar HC1 and 3.73 ml 0.5molarNaCl
solution (pH = 6.0). To reach equilibrium the dispersion was stirred for at
least 16 hours at 25°C. In this way, reproducible results could be obtained
from thismilkforatleast4 days.
Wheywasaddedtothemilktomakeskimmilkwitha lowermassor
volume fraction of casein. This whey was prepared by allowing milk to gel
(by adding doubled concentrations of rennet) and subsequently cutting and
filtering it.Next, thiomersal wasadded andthewheywaskepta few daysat
room temperature prior to using it,to allowthe rennet action inthe whey to
become negligible.It should benoted that milk was diluted with wheymade
from milk of the same composition. Standard casein mass fractions studied
were approximately 0.054, 0.063,0.076 and 0.089 (assuming a voluminosity
of3mlg"1 [27],andamilkdensityof 1.036 kgl1).
Commercial calf rennet (10.800 SU, Leeuwarder kaasstremsel) was
added to the milk, to reach a final concentration in the milk of 0.02 (pH =
6.65)or0.004(pH=6.0)vol%.
4.4.2Rheometry
During gel aging, dynamic moduli were measured in a straincontrolled (VOR) rheometer (Bohlin Rheology, UK). Aconcentric stainless
steel cylinder geometry (CI4) was used, with an inner and outer cylinder
radiusof 14.0and 15.4mm,respectively, and acontent of2ml.A3.60 gfx
cmtorsionbarwasused.Asinusoidaloscillating lowamplitudestrain(0.01),
wasapplied.Forthestrain sweepsastrainfrom0.0002 upto(maximally)0.1
wasapplied.Thedeformationfrequencywas0.1 Hz.
The yield stresses were measured using a stress-controlled (CVO)
rheometer (Bohlin Rheology, UK). A concentric stainless steel cylinder
geometry (C25)was used.Theyield stress OJ,(Pa) isdefined asthe stressat
which the apparent viscosity 77^= aI y, where y isthe shear rate)passes
through amaximum.Thestresswasincreased (gradually; nosteps)from1 to
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50 Pa in 300 sec. Every 6 seconds the stress and the strain rate were
determinedandtheapparentviscositycalculated.
Directlyafterrennetaddition,themilkwasbroughtintothegapofthe
concentriccylinder;gelswerethusformed intheapparatusitself,at25°C.To
preventevaporationgelswerecoveredwithoilduringaging.

4.5Resultsanddiscussion
Below, the results of the rheological experiments with rennetinduced)caseingelsarepresented.Inaddition,thescalingmodel isappliedto
thedataobtained.
After havingaddedtherennet,thestoragemodulusorshearmodulus,
G', became systematically higher than G"in approximately 3 to 5 ks. This
timewastakenasthegeltime,/gei.At/gei,t= 0,i.e. allresultsareplottedasa
function ofgelage(timeafter fgei).
In figure 4.4 four typical curves of G' as a function of time, /, are
shown. The parameter G'gradually increases in time and is lower for lower
volume fractions. Figure 4.5 gives four examples of G'as a function of the
applied strain. Dashed lines are plotted to guide the eye in determining the
linear(i.e. horizontal)regimeandthereby y0-Threeexamplesofcurvesof 77^
versus shear stress are shown in figure 4.6. The stress corresponding to the
maximumintheviscosity,wastakenastheyieldstress Oy.
pH=6.6, <p =0.089

S. 150
**•'

e>

= 6.0, q> =0.089
100
pH=6.6,cp =0.054
prT^~6.0,<p =0.054
20

40

60

Time (ks)
Figure4.4.Typicalexamplesofstoragemoduli,G', ofrennet-induced casein
gelsasafunction oftime.Volumefractions andpHasindicated.
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Figure 4.5. Typical examples of strain sweepsof rennet-induced casein gels
at volume fractions and pH values as indicated. At the point at which the
curves deviate from the dashed lines, the maximum linear strain, y0, is
determined.
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Figure 4.6. Typical examples of 77^ versus shear stress curves calculated
from successive 'creep' measurements on rennet-induced casein gels at
volume fractions and pH values indicated. At the point at which the curve
reachesamaximum,theyieldstressc>y isdetermined.
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The values of G', fa, and ^ as a function of volume fraction are
compared at a fixed time after gelation, /. These values are plotted in figures
4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. From these figures, the scaling exponents
accordingtorelations(4.26-28) are calculated.
2.5
pH=6.6,t = 80ks
pH=6.0,t = 80ks

pH=6.6,t = 6 k s

log ( C ) 1.5

pH=6.0,t = 6 k s

0.5

-1.3

-1.2

-1.1
log (<p)

Figure 4.7. Four examples of (linear) log(C)-log(#) relations for rennetinduced casein gels,atthegel agingtimesand pH indicated.

-0.8

• 8.9vol%, pH= 6.6
o 8.9 vol%, pH= 6.0
• 7.6 vol%, pH= 6.6
D 7.6 vol%, pH= 6.0
A6.3vol%, pH= 6.6
A6.3vol%, pH= 6.0
x5.4vol%, pH= 6.6
+ 5.4 vol%, pH= 6.0
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Figure 4.8. The maximum linear strain, ^>,as a function of time for rennetinduced casein gels.Volume fraction and pHas indicated.
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-1.2

-1.1
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log(p )
Figure4.9.Twotypical examplesoftheyield stress, a,, asa function of <pfor
rennet-induced casein gels.Gel agingtimes(/,ks)and pHas indicated.
Figures 4.7 and 4.9 show that reasonable linear fits of the parameters
are obtained as a function of volume fraction. This is in accordance with the
predicted scaling behavior, and values for a and v can be determined with
acceptable accuracy. This corroborates the (silent) assumption that no
'critical' q>[7]iscrossed, inthe range of <pstudied. To calculate a and vfrom
the slopes of the linear fits in figure 4.7 and 4.9, we use the fractal
dimensionality D{ obtained from confocal and permeability data [19].
According to the experimental results, the values of D{ probably slightly
decrease in time. In this study, we used a single constant value of 2.3 for all
data.
From figure 4.8,we conclude that for all pH values and gel ages / 0 is
approximately the same, so independent of <p. This means that (relation 4.27)
P ~ 0. The reproducibility of the results does not allow a more detailed
analysis. The error in determining ^ is especially high at low G' (see figure
4.5).
In table 4.2 we present the final results: the resulting average values
of a,p and vat pH = 6.65 and 6.0 are given.Not all data used to calculate a
and v in table 4.2 are presented in figures 4.7 or 4.9. Actually, G' was
determined for four volume fractions and several different ageing times at
each pH value studied. For the yield stress data we only determined the
scalingof systemsaged for 20ks.
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PH
6.65
6.0

a
1.9
2.0

P

V

~0
~0

1.8
1.9

Table 4.2. Scaling parameters a, /3and vcalculated from experimental data,
making use of relations (4.26-28),with Df= 2.3 ([19]).Temperature =25 °C
All scaling exponents presented, indicate that the relevant scaling
category for casein gels at or around physiological pH and room temperature
is of category IV ('straight strands'). The fact that all different types of
measurements point in this direction, validates the applicability of the model
and corroborates that there is fractal aggregation. The presence of straight
strands, especially at long aging times, has been confirmed by confocal
microscopy experiments [28,19].
In addition, this study shows that it is impossible to determine a
fractal dimensionality of a particle gel directly from rheological
measurements withoutanyknowledgeaboutthestructure ofthe strands.
Our results are similar to the findings of Bremer [28],who identified
acid casein gels by rheometry, confocal microscopy and permeability as a
category in between III and IV and consequently found D{ ~ 2.3 from
combined measurements of the storage modulus, permeability and confocal
images. Others have also presented studies that combine results on D{ and
scaling of rheological parameters with the volume fraction. As an example,
we will try to identify the type of gel from the results by Verheul et al. [29],
who studied whey protein gels. They determined D{ = 2.4 (from
measurements of permeability) and a scaling exponent a / (3- D{) = 5 from
measurements ofthe storage modulus.This gives a= 3,which corresponds to
category III ('hinged strands').
At lower pH (5.3) and higher temperatures (30 °C) application of the
model is more complicated [30]. This is due to a higher rate of gel matrix
rearrangements and a subsequently strong increase of aeff during aging under
these circumstances. Inthispaper, we have assumed D(and aeff to be constant
duringgel aging,which isnotcorrect at lowpH.

4.6Conclusions
A categorization of types of gels is presented, based on two main
parameters (thenumber of deformable links in a strand and the dominant type
of microscopic deformation). The scaling of at least three rheological
parameters,for awiderangeofgeltypes,can bedescribed usingthe model.
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The model leads to similar conclusions regarding the structure of
rennet-induced casein or skim milk gels based on data for the storage
modulus, the yield stress and the maximum linear strain as a function of
volume fraction: Casein gels at pH = 6.0-6.65 and 7 = 25 °C,are particle gels
formed by fractal aggregation and consist of straight and elastic strands.
Interestingly, clusters may then lose their fractal structure, but the scaling
between £and ^remains.

4.7 Appendix I: List of symbols
a
aeff
A
D
Ds_
D{
Ab
Ae
As
F
FP
F^0
Fy
g
G'
KP
L
LL
M
N
^?c
JC
a
P
8

radius of primary particle
radius ofcompact building block
surface area onwhich the applied macroscopic force acts
length of rigid segment ina strand
length oflever with respect tothe direction of the force acting on the
end ofa rigid segment
fractal dimensionality
displacement asa result of bending
displacement asa result of stretch
displacement asa result ofa deformation dominated by stretch
force
force acting ona structure of length P (which can beany of a, D, £ or
g)
force ona cluster atmaximum linear strain
force atmacroscopic yield
size ofgel system
storage modulus
elastic constant atlength P (which can beany of a, D, £,or g)
length ofa strand of segments
projection radius of gyration of all links inthe strand with respect to
the direction of the force acting onthe end of the strand (measure of
lever effect ina cluster)
torque during microscopic bending
(= LID) number ofsegments perstrand
aggregate radius
chemical dimensionality of a strand
scaling exponent inrelation between G' and <p
scaling exponent inrelation between y0 and <p
scalingexponent in relation between N and £ measure of strand
flexibility
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s
y
/o
<p
<pc
v
9
Ap
a
ay
£

scalingexponentindicating(microscopic)bendingversusstretching
macroscopicstrain
maximum linearstrain;limitoflinearity
volumefraction ofparticlesinwholesystem
(local)volumefraction ofparticlesinaggegate
scalingexponentinrelationbetween a^and <p
anglebetweenforce(actingonendofsegm.orstrand)andsegment
orstrand
changeinangleofstrandasaresultofbending
macroscopicstress
macroscopicyieldstress
averageclusterradius;radiusofaverageaggregateatgel-point

4.8 Appendix II: Calculation of prefactor
This section briefly deals with the calculation of the prefactor to
relation (4.15). Van der Vorst [23] gave an expression for the static shear
modulus of a closely packed crystal of latex spheres, assuming that only
nearest-neighborinteractionsareimportant:
<Pco" (

4[/'^

5nr V

r )

(4.A1)

where <pCf isacharacteristicvolumefraction atclosepacking,risthedistance
between the latex particles in close packing, h is the 'connectivity' or
coordination number at the level of the particles and U(r)is the interaction
potential between the spheres (U' and U"are derivatives with respect to r).
The nature of the interactions is not specified so the electrostatic pair
interaction energy between the latex particles in the crystal can readily be
replacedbythedeformation energybetweenclusters.Therefore rand U(r)are
replacedwith £and £/(<£),andGn=G':
G'=

V

(

5x£ V

4(7'A

(4.A2)
£J

Next,from equation(4.4)thedeformation energy U(E)=0.5K^AQ2, the first
(Kf A£) and second (K^) order derivatives can be calculated. Incorporating
theseinequation(4.A2) andassumingA£isverysmallcomparedto£,, gives:
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G'=^
L.
5n £

(4.A3)

4.9Appendix III:The model ofBremer etal.
Themodel presented inthispaper issimilar tothemodel presented by
Bremer [14,15,16,28]. The framework of their model is given by the
following equation:

G=N,C

U2E^

(4.A4)

de2.

where Nt is the number of stress carrying strands per unit area in a crosssection perpendicular to e, dE is the change in Gibbs energy when the
particles in the strands are moved apart over a distance e and C is a
characteristic length, determined by the geometry of the network, which
relates the distance over which a bond between two particles is extended or
compressed tothemacroscopic shear strain.
Note that N and N{ have different meanings. The parameter N,always
scaleswith l/A, and therefore with g2. The parameter C scaleswith A£/ (Nf).
For stretch, the term d2E/de2 is equal to Ks.For bending, d2G/ de2 isequal to
K-pl(L±f. This eventually results in the same scaling relation for G' as given
inrelation (4.26).
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Chapter 5

Effects ofstructural rearrangements
on the rheology of rennet-induced casein particle gels4

5.1Summary
During ageing of casein gels or skim milk gels, structural changes
takeplacethat affect gel parameters like pore size and storage modulus. These
changes can be explained in terms of rearrangements of the gel network at
various length scales.
In this chapter, rheological experiments on rennet-induced casein
gels, and a general model on rearrangement are presented. The results of the
experiments,the model, and recent literature on casein gels and other types of
particle gels (e.g. computer simulations, microscopy and permeametry) are
compared toeach other.
Experiments presented include measurements of storage and loss
moduli and maximum linear strain of the casein gels. Parameters varied
include pH (5.3 and 6.65) and temperature (25 and 30 °C). In addition, the
casein volume fraction (5-9 vol%) was varied, which enables application of
fractal scaling models.
For rennet-induced casein gels, it is demonstrated that at the lower
pH, all types of rearrangements proceed significantly faster. The
rearrangements include: the increase in the size of compact building blocks
(and subsequent disappearance of fractal structure) and the formation of
(straightened) strands which eventually tend to break. These rearrangements
are most likely aconsequence ofparticle fusion.
*articleinpreparation
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5.2Introduction
The finite lifetime of bonds in particle gels can cause such bonds to
fluctuate, relax and reform during the observation time. These phenomena
result in viscoelastic behaviour, which is often found for gels. However, it is
less realized that the dynamic character ofthe bonds may also lead to gradual
changes in the structure that, in turn, change the rheological properties. This
'ageing' can be found in particle gels in e.g. foods, paints and soils, and it is
spontaneous in the sense that it does not result from mechanical disturbance
(i.e. shear-induced bond breaking). The ageing may involve a gradual
coarsening of the structure and a change in firmness. The specific structural
'rearrangements' that occur are found at various length and/or time scales.
Identification and description oftheserearrangements can enhance the general
understanding of particle gels and can be of practical importance, e.g. to
control rheological properties.
In this study, we discuss what types of rearrangements occur in
rennet-induced skim milk orcasein gelsthat affect the rheology ofthe system.
By analyzing results of rheological measurements as a function of pH and
temperature, we determine what specific types of rearrangements occur, and
are affected by these parameters. Use is made of a scaling model and a
categorization of types of rearrangements, that are expected to be applicable
to a wide range of particle gels. In casein gels,an ultimate effect of structural
rearrangement is syneresis (expulsion of liquid). Syneresis can be either
desired (manufacture ofcheese)or not(manufacture ofyogurt)[1].
Casein gels can be made by adding rennet enzyme (first stage in the
manufacture ofcheese)or lacticacid bacteria(manufacture ofyogurt).In both
cases the stability of the dispersion of casein particles ('casein micelles',
radius ~25-125 nm) is lost. As a result, aggregation takes place, eventually
leadingtotheformation ofaspace-spanning structure.The particles in rennetinduced casein gels are para-casein micelles. Para-casein micelles are casein
micelles that have been submitted to rennet action. A casein micelle is a
roughly spherical particle formed by association ofcasein molecules, possibly
with one structural level called sub-micelles between them. The main casein
proteins are a s r , aS2-, P- and K-casein. At the surface of casein micelles, a
hairy layer ofthe hydrophilic parts ofK-casein accounts for a (predominantly)
steric stabilization of the casein dispersion. The main active component in
rennet (chymosin) induces aggregation, and consequently gelation, by cutting
this hairy layer. For recent overviews on casein micelles see refs. [2-4] and
references therein.
The interest in rearrangements in particle gels has been stimulated by
the results of computer simulations. In simulations, structural rearrangements
were especially reported for gels formed by reversible aggregation [5,6].
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Rearrangement in gels formed by reversible aggregation or being subject to
bond-breaking shear, leads to a finite lifetime of the gels, which are therefore
called 'transient' gels [7,8]. In other simulation models, rearrangements can
take place in gels formed by irreversible aggregation by allowing bond
flexibility without bond breakage [9-12].
Most experimental results inthe studies on rearrangements have been
obtained for casein gels, mostly making use of rheometry, permeability and
microscopy. The occurrence of rearrangements is literally mentioned in
experimental studies on acid casein gels [13] and rennet-induced casein gels
[14,15,16] madefrom skim milk.
There are several papers that have focused on rearrangements like
those occurring in casein gels. Here we mention papers on syneresis [17] and
sintering [18]ofsilica particlegels.
There are a number of models available to describe aggregation and
gel formation, e.g. adhesive sphere, percolation, and fractal scaling models.
Not all of these are suitable to study rearrangements. The adhesive sphere
model is useful to study the very early stages of aggregation. Theories for
transient gels are usually based on percolation or on thermodynamic
considerations and assume reversible aggregation. In principle no structural
information can be obtained. Gels formed by irreversible aggregation and not
disturbed by bond-breaking shear strains, appear to be best described by
fractal models. In addition, the fractal model is the only model that can
describe the geometric structure of the particle network. In this study, we use
a fractal scaling model [19] in the study of rearrangements in rennet-induced
casein gels.
Apart from measurements of the storage modulus (G% to which we
will apply the fractal scaling model, also results will be presented of
rheological measurements ofthe maximum linear strain (y0)and tan S(G"/Gr),
as a function of pH and temperature. These rheological parameters are useful
tothe food industry. According tovan Vliet etal. [16],the magnitude oftan 8
is a measure of the Miquid'-like behaviour of the casein gel, and is thereby
related to the rate of rearrangements and eventually syneresis. Arshad et al.
[20] argued that the parameter y0 and the permeability coefficient [21] are
useful parameters in describing the tendency of a gel structure to break down
during processing. Finally, a decrease in G' may be an indication of
spontaneous breakdown ofthe gel (i.e.syneresis).
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5.3Modelsandtheory
5.3.1 Scaling behaviour
During fractal aggregation, the clusters formed are self-similar: the
volume fraction of particles (<p) inside the clusters decreases with increasing
cluster radius(R)according to
(

<p =

R

>Dt-3

(5.1)

Vaeff J

where aegisthe (effective) particle radius and D{isthe fractal dimensionality.
The process of fractal aggregation causes that the clusters formed become
sufficiently tenuous for the packing of such clusters to result in a spacespanning network. The structure of the network can be approximated as
fractal over a range of length scales from the compact building blocks aeff
(lower cut-off length) to the correlation length or blob size £ (upper cut-off
length).
Several experimental studieshave specifically considered the effect of
rearrangements in the context of a fractal description of aggregate or gel
structure. These include microscopical [21] and rheological [22] studies on
casein gels, an X-ray study on silica particle gels [18], and optical studies on
aggregated polystyrene spheres [23], aerosols [24,25], and bovine serum
albumin (BSA)particles[26].
Infractal aggregation theory, thethree main fractal parameters are the
fractal dimensionality (A) and the upper and lower cut-off lengths of the
fractal regime. In casein gels [22,21] and BSA aggregates [26], typically a
relatively high value of D{(-2.3-2.4) is reported shortly after gelation. There
are two main mechanisms that can lead to a high value ofDf. rearrangements
during aggregation [9,10] and irreversible aggregation being delayed by a
considerable repulsive barrier [12].Various other simulation and experimental
studies have considered the behaviour of D{ of particle gels or aggregates
during ageing. In these studies, both increase [24,25] and decrease [27,6,21]
ofDfhave been reported. In rennet-induced casein gels,the apparent D{ value
becomes very small (<1.7) after long ageing times, which suggests that the
structure has lost its fractal character [22,21]. In some types of gels, A is
affected byparticle fusion. Depending ontheextent ofparticle fusion, thiscan
result in a decrease (silica particle gels [18]), an increase (aerosol particle
aggregates [24,25])orno substantial change (simulated aggregates [28]) in D{.
In the case of aerosol particles, particle fusion leads to coalescence. This may
result in the observed increase of Df. In conclusion: the effect of
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rearrangements onthevalue of Df, is complicated because it is highly
dependent on the time- and length scales atwhich the rearrangements occur.
Also: information on changes in D{ alone is usually not sufficient to describe
the (dynamic) relation between structure and rheology. For instance, in ref.
[19] (see next section) itisargued that the relation between structure and
rheology also depends on other (fractal) scaling parameters andon the
properties ofthe stress-carrying strands.
Besides D{, another fractal parameter of importance is the lower cutoff length ofthe fractal regime.The lower cut-off length is comparable to the
size of the compact building blocks. Recent confocal microscopy and
permeability studies of casein gels (Chapter 3,ref. [21]) have given evidence
that ageing is accompanied byan increase in lower cut-off length ofthe
fractal regime. Such an increase is also observed in other particle aggregates
andgels[9,18,6,24].

5.3.2 Incorporation ofcasein after gelation
In this study, a discussion is included onthe initial increase in G'
during gel ageing. This can result from rearrangements, but can also result
from ongoing incorporation of extra casein material into the gel matrix [29].
This has been done experimentally (using a 'free casein detection method',
see Materials and Methods) and by applying a 'time scaling' model for gel
dynamics by Home [29]. This model assumes that all bonds formed areof
equal strength and that nointernal reorganisation of the geltakes place.
Consequently, the type of structure of the gel would not change with time.It
can only change by addition of new particles and small clusters of particles.
Within the model, G' increases with the number of particles incorporatedin
thegel matrixduringgelageing.The equation used isas follows
G'=G'xf(t/tgel)

(5.2)

where G'«, isthe storage modulus at maximum incorporation of casein in the
gel matrix and / describes the dynamics of gel growth in terms ofa
dimensionless time.The scalefactor or 'gel time'fgelisthe time at which G'>
G". As aggregation isthe only relevant physical process, the function / is
assumed tobeuniversal. This then implies that if G'/G"x is plotted asa
function of tlt%e\ for e.g. different volume fractions of milk, all curves should
coincidetoonemastercurve.
Finally, a minor aspect ofthe relation between structure and rheology
of casein gels isconsidered: it is investigated whether the decrease of G' after
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some ageing can be due to continued rennet activity (i.e. enzymatic breakdown ofthecasein)[30].

5.3.3 Scaling modelling and categorization of structures
In this study we use a fractal scaling model as a tool in studying
rearrangements in rennet-induced casein gels.The mathematics of the scaling
model is described elsewhere (Chapter 4, ref. [19]) and makes use of (and
effectively combines) refs. [31] and [22].The model constitutes a useful tool
for relating gel structure to rheology for a widely varying range of particle
gels.
Inthe model four levels of structure are considered, which in the next
section arealso usedtodefine thetypesofstructural rearrangements:
(A) The elementary building blocks. These are the individual particles (i.e.
paracasein micelles inthepresent case)
(B) The rigid segments or secondary, compact, building blocks, often
containing several elementary building blocks.
(C)The fractal clusterscontaining (stress-carrying) strandsofrigid segments.
(D)The macroscopic gel;aclose packed stackingofthe fractal clusters.
The length scale increases with each consecutive structural level.
Note thataeff from equation (5.1) isassociated with structural level B,the size
of the compact building blocks. The clusters of size £are linked at the stresscarrying strandscrossingthe periphery oftheclusters.The average number of
these strands per cluster is independent of the cluster size, which is a direct
consequence ofthescale invariant (i.e.fractal) structure ofthe clusters[32].
In the scaling model, two different scaling exponents describe the
strand structure as a function of cluster size. One is related to the number of
'junctions' (or Minks') per strand (S), the second depends on the dominant
type of microscopic deformation: bending or stretching (s). The types of gels
that resultfromthe model vary with respect tothese parameters.
Finally, fractal aggregation theory is applied. Incorporation of
equation (5.1) intothe scaling relation for the storage modulus G', leads to
G'<x(a e f f )"> 3 - D f ,

(5.3)

where a- 2e+ S+l, and sand Sure the exponents mentioned above. Similar
expressions can bederived for the maximum linear strain andtheyield stress.
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Incorporating the definitions of the four types of gels (based on
limiting values ofthe parameters incorporated) into the scaling relation, leads
to specific predictions for the four categories of the parameter a. The results
of this categorization are summarized intable 1.We have not included a fifth
category (category I, a = 5), because this is the so-called 'random walk'
category, which assumes that excluded volume effects can be neglected. This
is very unlikely for particle gels. We will use the scaling relation for G'
together with information on the volume fraction and estimates for the fractal
dimensionality Df obtained by confocal microscopy and permeametry [21],to
yield information about the type of stress-carrying strands and the size of
compact building blocks of the gel, within the context of that model.
Consequently, we can quantify the coarsening of the gel structure and the
stretching of strands asaresult ofthe rearrangements duringgel ageing.
Category
II
III
IV
V

Type of strands
Curved, flexible
Hinged, rigid
Straight, flexible
Rigid

Micr. deformation
bending
bending
stretching
stretching

a
4
3
2
1

Table 5.1. Model types of gels. Exponent a for the various types of gel
structures that are distinguished by the fractal scaling model given by the
scaling relation (5.3).Taken from ref. [19].

5.3.4 Categorization of rearrangements
In this section we categorize the main types of rearrangements
affecting the structure and hence the rheology of particle gels formed through
fractal aggregation. Bos [33] distinguished two types of processes affecting
the (fractal) structure of a particle gel: (j) local compactification: i.e.
reorganisation of a connected network leading to transport of particles to
structures of a length scale below aeff (and hence to a decrease in fractal
dimensionality and increase of aeS) and (if) global compactification: i.e.
aggregation, cluster overlap or connection of long sidechains to the gel
backbone, leading to transport of particles from the long-range homogeneous
regimetothefractal regime;a length scale between aeffand £ This leadstoan
increase infractal dimensionality andan increase of£,.
In the categorization of rearrangements given here, processes of type
(i) are included because this is the main process during ageing. Of type (if),
only the process of dangling side chains connecting to the gel backbone will
be considered. The other processes (aggregation, cluster interpenetration) are
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expected to take place mainly during formation of the gel. In addition, we
have included some forms ofparticle fusion.
In a simplified approach of the ageing process, rearrangements occur
at four length scales. This is shown schematically in figure 5.1 and table 5.2.
In terms of these length scales, four main types of rearrangements are
distinguished. In this model approach, 'junction' isdefined as an ensemble or
collective ofbondsthat constitute aconnection between two particles[4].

A.

sub-particle
rearrangements

^

B . — "N/--^ :

v..

A

y

C. Q
••^

.~^(

particle
rearrangements

KJ

cluster
' rearrangements

1 <&

')

c
D.

syneresis

liquid

gel

Figure 5.1. Four types of rearrangements that can be distinguished at various
levels: (A) the molecules or 'sub-particles', (B) the particles and (C) the
strandsof particles and (D)the whole gel.
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Type
Name
Other
names
Lengthscale
Timescale
Probed
by (e.g.)

A
Intraparticle
rearrangement
Particle fusion

B
Interparticle
rearrangement
Reorganisation

Sub-particle

Particles to
small clusters
Mainly during
aggregation
-computer
simulations
-light scattering
-confocal
microscopy

Mainly during
gel ageing
-electron
microscopy
-tan 8at low
frequency

C
Intercluster
rearrangement
Coarsening/
microsyneresis
Clusters
/strands/pores
Only during
gel ageing
-confocal
microscopy
-permeametry
-largedeformation
rheometry

D
Syneresis
Shrinkage
Gel
After some
gel ageing
-Eye and
other
(semi-)
empirical
methods

Table 5.2. Model types of rearrangements. Summary of the characteristics of
the four main types of rearrangements given in figure 5.1. Size level: (A)
molecules or sub-particles,(B)particles,(C)strandsand (D)the whole gel.
(A) Subparticle or intraparticle rearrangements (size level in casein
gels < approx. 0.2 urn). At this level, the particle contact area or number of
bonds per particle-particle junction can be increased by particle fusion.
Particle fusion of primary particles can occur, for instance, by sintering of fat
crystal particles. (Partial) particle fusion as a result of the viscous or liquidlike behaviour of the primary particles, is a well-known phenomenon in
rennet-induced casein gels.The lattercan beobserved by electron microscopy
(for arecent example, see ref. [14]).
Walstra [4] has presented evidence, also deduced from electron
microscopy [34,35,14], that micellar fusion in casein gels is not a result of
mobility of molecules, but of casein 'sub-'micelles. Note that in another
equally accepted model [36],sub-micelles are not incorporated and fusion can
onlytake place ifrearrangements occur atthe level ofthe molecules.
In principle, there are two subtypes: fusion due to particle
deformation and due to diffusion of parts of the micelles. The former occurs
due to slow liquid-like flow processes inside the micelles. The latter can only
occur if sub-micelles or molecules go into solution, and re-enter in the casein
matrix at the junctions between the micelles. In the case of mobility at the
molecular level, we are dealing with a kind of Ostwald ripening. In our
approach, wecan not really distinguish between subtypes;the effect is always
particle fusion.
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(B) Interparticle rearrangements (size level in casein gels ~0.2 - 1
urn). Rearrangements at this level involve changes in the mutual positions of
the particles. These can occur due to rolling of the particles over each other.
The density of aggregates is increased because the number of particle-particle
junctions is increased. After gelation, itwill virtually be limited to particles in
dangling endsof strands.
Again, two main subtypes can be distinguished: rearrangements due
to reversibility of bonds and ofjunctions.This distinction only makes sense if
one junction consists of more than one bond, which is generally true for
casein gels. Interparticle rearrangements due to reversibility of bonds
probably occurs in casein gels (see e.g.ref. [13]).Rearrangements ofthe latter
type account for the collapse of so-called 'transient gels', and have been
investigated in various computer simulation studies (see above) and by light
scattering ofvarious systems [26,23].
It is hard to distinguish between the rearrangement types A and B,
both in analyzing experimental data (e.g. microscopy) and in terms of the
model (if complete particle fusion occurs, the length scale of the compact
building blocks shifts from level A to B). There is a parameter that can be
used to predict the rate of both: tan S. Van Vliet et al. [16], showed an
empirical positive correlation between tan S (at small strain and low
frequency, e.g. 10"3 Hz) and the rate of rearrangements of type D. This
correlation is most likely due to the relation between tan 8 and the rate of
rearrangements of type A, B (and C) that induce rearrangements of type D.
The parameter tan <?>isa measure ofthe proportion of bonds with a relaxation
time about equal to the reciprocal of the applied frequency, and thereby a
measure of the dynamics of the system at length scales from molecules to
particles
(C) Rearrangements taking place at the level of the size of the
clusters, gel pores or strands (in casein gels~1 - 40 um). During the whole
ageing process particle rearrangements will lead to denser aggregates and
larger pores. This process, together with particle fusion, can lead to tensile
stresses nearby in strands.Thereby, strands will be stretched and may become
thinner [16,21]. Especially at long ageing times, this can cause strands to
break.
The above process can be seen as microsyneresis, because liquid is
forced out of parts of the gel that become more dense and moves to growing
pores. In the case of casein gels, this liquid is whey. It is often a prelude to
rearrangement oftype D,because extensive strand breakage inthe system will
induce syneresis. It can therefore be argued that a distinction between
rearrangements of type C and D can not really be made in the present case.
Also, rearrangements at level C should be extended to sub-subtypes such as
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stretchingof strands, breaking of strands and growth ofthe average pores size
inthegel (leadingto increased permeability).
(D) Syneresis at the level of the gel (i.e. macrosyneresis). If many
strands break or if macroscopic compactification or contraction sets in due to
detachment of the gel matrix from the vessel, liquid is forced out of the
(shrinking) gel.This process iscalled syneresis.Thetype of syneresis we deal
with is due to endogenous forces. The strand breakage is caused by
contractional forces inside the gel. At a stage before endogenous syneresis,
the gel may have become so sensitive that external forces can readily induce
syneresis.
Already inthe 1920's itwasobserved that an increase in the apparent
particle size in CeC>2 gels is accompanied by syneresis [37].Moreover, it was
recognized that syneresis is promoted by all conditions that promote
aggregation. Even though this is generally true, the relation is more complex
for casein micelles, because the rheological properties of the particles
themselves also change with changes in these conditions. Moreover, the rate
of syneresis isrelated tothe size ofthe gel pores.Pores should be sufficiently
large for flow of liquid out of the gel network to occur during syneresis. So
syneresis is determined by the stress that acts on the gel and the permeability
of the network. It thereby indirectly depends on rearangements of type B and
C, that increase permeability. As a result of the syneresis, the average pore
size, and hence the permeability eventually decreases (for a recent example,
seeref. [17]).
Because of the generalized character of the categorization of types of
rearrangements presented above, it is expected to apply to a wide range of
particle gels(especially those formed through fractal aggregation).

5.4Materialsandmethods
5.4.1 Skim milk Preparation
Standard reconstituted skim milk was made by dissolving 12 g skim
milk powder (Krause, Heino; 100 g powder contains 0.6 g fat and 33.8 g
casein protein) in 100 g demineralised water. To retard bacterial and
enzymatic degradation, 200 fj.1 of 10 wt% thiomersal (BDH Chemicals Ltd.)
and 27)alof a solution of3.7 mgml"1(-0.9 TIU/100ml)aprotinin (Sigma, A1153, Lot #46H7145) were added. An amount of 7 ml of a 0.5 molar NaCl
solution (pH = 6.65) or 7 ml 0.5 molar HC1 (pH = 5.3) was also added, to
reach the same ionic strength. To reach equilibrium the dispersion was stirred
for at least 10 (pH = 6.65) or 24 (pH = 5.3) hours at 25°C. From trial
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experiments we found that poor reproducibility is obtained if we stirred for
shortertimes.SmallamountsofHC1 wereadded duringequilibration atpH=
5.3,to keepthe correct pH.Reproducible results could beobtained from this
milkforatleast3(pH=6.65)or5 (pH=5.3)days.
Commercial calf rennet (10.800 SU, Leeuwarder kaasstremsel) was
added to the milk, to reach a final concentration in the milk of 0.02 (pH =
6.65) or 0.002 (pH= 5.3) vol%.Rennet was always freshly diluted (xlOOat
pH=5.3,x50atpH=6.65)priortoaddition,topreventlossofrennetactivity
after dilution.Importanttonoteisthattheamountofrennetaddedwaslessat
lowpH.Theamountswerechosensuchthatt^ wasreached inapproximately
thesametime(~4ks).
Skim milk with a lower concentration of casein was prepared by
wheyadditiontomaintain standard solventconditionsforthecaseinmicelles.
The whey was prepared by allowing skim milk to gel at a high rennet
concentration, and subsequent cutting and filtering. Then, thiomersal was
addedandthewheywaskeptafew dayspriortousing it,toallowtherennet
action in the whey to become negligible. Skim milk was diluted with whey
made from skim milk of the same composition. Standard casein volume
fractions <p were approximately 0.054, 0.063, 0.076 and 0.089, assuming a
voluminosityof3mlg'1[38]andaskimmilkdensityof 1036kgm"3.
5.4.2Rheometry
Todeterminetherheologicalpropertiesofthegel,the skim milkwas
brought inthegapofaconcentriccylinder,directly after rennetaddition.The
gel was thus formed in the apparatus, at the appropriate temperature (25 or
30°C).The device used was a VOR rheometer (Bohlin Rheology, UK).The
storage modulus (G1) and the loss modulus (G") were determined in a
dynamiclowamplitudeoscillatorymode.Asinusoidally oscillatingstrainwas
applied at a frequency (co) of 0.1 Hz, and the resulting stress (a) was
continuously measured as a function of time. The maximum value of the
strain(ym)waskeptconstantat0.01,exceptduringastrainsweep(seebelow).
The ratio of the maximum stress (o^) over the maximum strain gives the
absolute shear modulus |G\=a^I ym. Using the phase shift S between the
stress and the strain, G' and G" can be calculated. The ratio G"IG\ equals
tan8.
Aconcentric stainless steel cylinder geometry (CI4) was used, with
inner and outer cylinder radii of 14.0 and 15.4 mm, respectively, and a
volume of 2 ml. A 3.60 gf cm torsion bar was used. In the strain sweeps a
strain from 0.0002 up to (maximally) 0.1 was applied. The range of
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frequencies probed during a frequency sweep was 0.001-10 Hz. To prevent
dryingoutofthegelitwascoveredwithsoyoilduringageing.
In a separate set of experiments, renneting was performed at 5°C to
study the effect of continued rennet activity at pH = 6.65. Renneting took
place for 16 hours at 5°C, after which no significant formation of
caseinomacropeptide byrennetaction isexpectedanymore [39,40].Next,the
milkwasputintotheVORrheometerat25°C,after whichrapidgelationtook
placeandthestoragemoduluswasmeasuredintime.
5.4.3Detectionoffreecasein
The presence of free micelles in the whey during in the gel during
ageingwaschecked byanalyzingpermeated whey,using gel electrophoresis.
For this purpose, permeated whey was extracted using a tube method as
describedelsewhere [41,21].Thisimpliesthatthegelshouldbefairly stiff (G'
about 10 Pa), to prevent damaging its structure. In a vessel, 0.5 ml of this
whey,0.25mlwaterand0.25mlofanelectrophoresissolution(10%SDSand
0.04%bromidephenolblue dissolved inwater)weremixed and heated for 10
minutes at 100°C. Next, separation was performed making use of an SDS
homogeneous 20 gel and SDS buffer strips (Pharmacia). Thereafter, the gel
wasdeveloped (i.e. the caseins were stained) making use of a Silverkit from
PharmaciaLKBBiotechnology.Thismethodwillbereferred toasfree casein
detectionmethod 1 (FCD1).
Another experiment with the same purpose involved the following
steps:Gelsofvariousageweregently stirred,centrifuged (1minat 12.000x
g) and the whey obtained was put through a nanofilter (cutoff 400 nm,
Schleicher &Schuell).Theabsorbance ofthewheysampleswasmeasuredat
610nm,inaBiochrom4060spectrometer(Pharmacia)inplasticcuvettes(1x
1 x 4.5 cm). To be able to quantify the amount of micellar casein
correspondingtotheabsorbancy, reference measurements wereperformed on
skimmilk samples diluted withwheytoaknown casein density. In addition,
we measured G'of a system made with milk that had passed the nanofilter.
Making use of relation (5.3), which would allow estimating the volume
fraction from the value of G', the loss of casein through this step was
estimated as at most 40%.Theresults were corrected accordingly (i.e.%of
free micellar casein weremultiplied by 1.6).This method will bereferred to
asfreecaseindetectionmethod2 (FCD2).
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5.4.4Cryo-SEM
Gelsprepared for scanningelectron microscopy (SEM)were agedin
smallaluminiumsampleholdersthatwereheldtogetherbyapairoftweezers.
The tweezers were immersed in the gelling milk at the appropriate
temperature. This setup protects the gel from exhibiting syneresis and
preventsairgettingintothesample.After varioustimes,sampleswerepulled
out of the gel and immediately after this, high pressure freezing was
performed using a Leica EM-HPF #7225-01.Samples were stored in liquid
nitrogen.
The scanning electron microscope used was a JSM-6300F(JEOL
Japan). Samples were placed in a dedicated cryo-preparation chamber (CT
1500HF Oxford Instruments England) and subsequently fractured at -90°C
and freeze dried for 10minutes in high vacuum. The samples were sputter
coated with 5nmplatinum and analysed inthe SEMat -160°C.Micrographs
weredigitallyrecorded.

5.5Resultsanddiscussion
5.5.1Effect ofrearrangementsonrheology
In figure 5.2, the storage modulus, G' (a) and the maximum linear
strain, y0(b),aregivenasafunction oftimeafter rennetaddition.Firstcurves
(1) and (2) in figure 5.2a will be compared, which were both taken at pH=
6.65 and T = 25 °C. Curve (2) is different from all other curves, because
rennetingtookplaceat5 °C(whereK-casein isbeingsplit,butthepara-casein
micellesformed donotaggregate),andgelationwasinducedbyheatingto25
°C at /= 0. In all other cases, rennet was added at t = 0 at the gelation
temperature(25or30°C).
Forcurve(2)infigure 5.2a,rennetingtookplaceat5 °Cfor 16 hours,
which should be a sufficient amount of time to achieve complete cutting of
theK-casein [30].From a comparison of (1)and (2) it follows that themain
characteristicsoftheageingcurvesarethesame:thehighrateofincreaseand
the levelling off of G'. The asymptotic (maximum) values of G' were even
preciselythesame.Itwasshownbefore [15]thattherateof increase ofG'is
notfully determinedbythereactionrateoftherennet.Presumably,thetypical
behaviour of G' is also determined by the rates of various structural
rearrangements.
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Figure5.2a. Storagemodulus,G', ofrennet-induced casein gelsasa function
oftimeafter rennetaddition.pHandTareindicated.Thegelcorrespondingto
curve(2)wasfirst rennetedinthecold,afterwhich(at/=0)itwasbroughtat
25°C.
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Figure 5.2b. maximum linear strain, y0, of rennet-induced casein gels as a
function oftimeafter rennetaddition.pHandTareindicated.
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In figure 5.2a, at T =30 °C and pH = 5.3, the curve ends at the
moment atwhich asteepdecrease inG'wasobserved, indicatingwall slipin
therheometer.
It isclearfromfigures 5.2a and 5.2b that gel ageing is accompanied
bylargechangesinrheology,andthattheratesofchangedependonpHandT
(the effects of pH and T are discussed later). The rate of ageing can be
characterizedbytheinitialrateofincreaseofG',therateofdecreaseofftand
the time at which there is a maximum in G'.These three ageing effects are
discussedbelow,withreferencetotable5.2andfigure 5.1.
The increase in G' in fresh gels can be due to an increased contact
area between the micelles by particle fusion (A) and interparticle
rearrangements (B)dueto bondreversibility, which result inmorebondsper
junction(A)andinmorejunctions(A,B).Thisleadstoanincreaseinthetotal
'junction energy' (especially bending energy) of the system, hence increases
thestoragemodulus.Particlefusion occurs,probablyduetoviscousorliquidlikebehaviour oftheparticles.For interparticle rearrangements (B)to occur,
thereshouldbesufficient freedom for themicellestomovearound.Thismay
bethe case inthe early stagesof gel formation, but some time after gelation
mostofthejunctionsareprobablyfairly stiff ifparticlefusion hasoccurred.
Rearrangements oftypeAandBprobably cause stretchingofstrands
(C).ThisisalsoexpectedtocauseanincreaseofG', becausestretching forces
aregenerallystrongerthanbendingforces.
Themaximum linear strain ft decreased with time for allconditions.
Note that at each given condition, the value of ft seems to be related to the
valueofG'(ft islowerathigher C). Thedecreaseofftcanbeunderstoodby
the formation of straightened strands and large pores; a smaller deformation
would suffice tocausefractureofatleast someofthe straight strands.Strand
fracture is an important mechanism leadingto non-linearity. The increase of
pore size is clear from the observed accompanying increase of the
permeability[21].
Thevalue of G'goingthrough a maximum may bethe most striking
resultofthetemporaryexistenceofrennet-induced caseingelsatlowpH.Itis
a final consequence ofthehigh affinity ofthemicelles for each other,which
willatshorttimescalesleadtoanincrease instiffness (i.e.higherG% but-in
ourview-atlongertimescalestooppositebehaviour.ForG'todecreasewith
time,eitherthenumberofstress-carryingstrandsmustdecreaseorthestrands
themselves become less stiff. In view of particle fusion and straightening of
the strands, the latter explanation can only be true if the straight strands
become thinner. This supposed thinning and fracturing of strands
(rearrangementsoftypeC)issupported byresultsfromconfocal microscopy,
permeametry [21], and electron microscopy [14] of rennet-induced casein
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gels.At even longer ageingtimes(where G'decreases) fewer thin and straight
strandsarepresentandthepermeability continuesto increase.
Interestingly, a re-inspection of the data from ref. [21] (Chapter 3)
suggests that at the time of first decrease in G', called tc, there are constant
valuesofthecompact buildingblocks ofthe gel,Ro ~ 1.5urn,ofD{ ~ 1.8,and
of the permeability coefficient, B * l x 10"12 m2 (independent of pH or 7).
Some time after this, syneresis (D) becomes the dominant process, which
greatly changestherateofongoingrearrangements attheother levels.

5.5.2 Incorporation ofcasein after gelation
Besides rearrangements, incorporation of casein may be responsible
for the observed increase of G' after a gel is formed. This was checked by
performing a time scaling analysis [29] to the data that proceeds from the
assumption of further incorporation of casein. Supposing a constant category
of gels ( a = constant, see later), it follows from the decrease in Dt [21] that
the quantity a I(3- D() changes during gel ageing at low pH, but does hardly
so at physiological pH. If the (universal) time scaling would apply, this
parameter should be constant. This suggests that at low pH, further
incorporation of casein can not be the sole mechanism, but it still may be at
physiological pH.At low pHaggregation takes place at a lower extent of hair
cutting because of the formation of'bare patches' on the micelles (see figure
5.3a and b,taken from ref. [40]).This also suggests that continued or delayed
aggregation doesnotoccur at lowpH.

100-

proteolysis
// modulus

(a)
100-

proteolysis

Figure5.3:The rennetingprocess at (a)
pH = 5.62 and (b) pH=6.74 as a
function of time. 'Proteolysis' = degree
of K-casein cut. 'Modulus' = storage
modulus of the gel (arbitrary scale).
Rennet
concentration
0.01%,
temperature 30°C. Arbitrary scale
readings.Taken from ref. [40].
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Toinvestigatethe incorporation ofcaseinatphysiological pH(6.65),
FCD1(seeMaterialsandMethodssection)hasbeenappliedtothissystem,at
several times during gel ageing. In all cases casein could not be detected in
the SDS gels, except for a small band corresponding to the caseinomacropeptide (which arethe 'hairs' thathavebeencutoff). This impliesthat
ingelswithG'>~ IONm"2, nosinglemicellesorsmallaggregatesofmicelles
arepresentthatcancontributetotheincreaseinG'atlongerageingtimes.
Todeterminetheamountoffreecasein inagelwith G'< appr. 10N
2
m" ,FCD2wasapplied.Theresultsarepresented intable 3.Inthistable itis
shown that about one percent of the total amount of casein appears to be
present as single micelles at G'« 10N m"2. If large aggregates of particles,
which wecannot detect usingthismethod,would incorporate intothematrix
duringgel ageing,this would leadto an early loss offractalcharacter ofthe
gels (and this isnotthe case atphysiological pH).Wecan conclude that for
the major partoftheageingcurve (approx. 10-100Pa),rearrangements must
beresponsiblefortheincreaseinG'.
Time t (ks)
after rennet
addition
0
7.2
8.1
9.3
11.7
86.4

corresponding G'
(Pa)
0
2.5
5
10
20
120

visual aspects

Absorbancy6

free
casein *

milky white
slightly turbid
very slightly turbid
very slightly turbid
asclearas whey
asclearas whey

»1
0.476
0.15
0.097
0.076
0.077

100%
5%
2%
1%
0%
0%

Table 53. Results of FCD2. Absorbancy of whey, extracted using the FM
method at various gel ages (corresponding values of G'given). Also shown
are the corresponding fractions of casein present in the whey solutions,
relative to the amount in milk. Condition: pH=6.65; r=30°C (*estimated
from e&tt> 0andassumingcaseinlossinthefilter=40%).
The results of table 5.3 can be compared to Brownian dynamics
simulations of particle gel formation [12]. Note, however, that the particles
are already 'sticky' at the start of the simulations which is not the case for
rennet-induced aggregation. These simulations show that at the moment of
gelformation,theamountofsingleparticleswouldbeonlyafewpercent.The
small amount of single or free particles followsfromthe cluster-cluster type
ofirreversibleaggregation inthesimulations.
Onelastcommentinfavor ofthetimescalingmodelbyHome[29], is
that rearrangements may be responsible for the incorporation of additional
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particles. 'Incorporation' then means sticking ofdangling ends ofstrandsof
micelles tothepercolating backbone of the gel matrix (a rearrangement of
type BorC).Inthis case,thefunction/in equation (5.2) would changein
time, andtheapplicability ofthe model becomes very complicated. Inother
words, probablythegelcanbeconsidered aclose-packing ofclusters atfgei,
butnotallclustersthatareneighborsarealreadyatthismomentconnected.
5.5.3Applicationoffractalscalingmodel
More information on the ageing of the gels can be obtained by
application ofthefractal scalingmodel.Theparameters a andaeff in relation
(5.3) can be calculated from the linear fits to plots of logG' versus \og<p,
assuming that the characteristics of the structure given by a or ae«are
independent of <p. Examples of such plots are given in ref. [19]. Inthe
analysis,oneoftheparametersaeffor ahastobetaken constant asa function
of time and volume fraction. The fractal dimensionality Df must also be
known. This parameter weobtained from ref. [21],andvaried between 2.6
and 1.7.Thevalue ofae« cannotbeexactly calculated from this equation,
because relation (5.3)only indicatesaproportionality. However, ifother(not
identified) proportionality factors areassumedtobeconstant,adimensionless
parameter, aa , can be calculated. One of these factors represents the
interactionsbetweenthe particles [32,19].These factors canonlybeconstant
if allthecontact areasbetween rigid segmentsofany sizedoequal that ofa
single particle-particle junction with a constant number of bonds (per
junction). Obviously, this isnottrue andwewill return to this point later.
However, ifthisargumentisignored,aaisaninterestingparameterbecauseit
scaleswithcoffin figure 5.4aand5.4btheresults of such calculations based on the
experimental data are presented. It can be seen from figure 5.4a that for
rennet-induced casein gels at physiological pH and room temperature, a
would be about 2.5.This corresponds to a structure of gels intermediate
between 'hinged' and'straight' intable 1, whichwould implythatthestrands
inthenetworkatthe leveloftheclustersarestraightwithintheclusters,with
some minor degree ofbending. Thepresence of straight strands iswhatwe
expected from theresults of the rheometry andfrom confocal andelectron
micrographs.
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T

3
2.5
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4.5
log(f Is)

Figure 5.4a. Scaling parameter a (-), assuming aa to be constant and
calculated by using relation (5.3).Resultspresented asafunction oftime after
rennet addition. Temperature and pHasgiven inthe legend.
At pH = 5.3, a would increase with time to values beyond model
discription (> 4.3).This observation suggests that the structures become more
flexible orcurved intime,which isexactly the opposite to what follows from
the assumed rearrangements and is predicted by confocal microscopy [21].
Therefore, the model appears not applicable to low pH gels at these long
ageing times. From this we conclude that it is more likely that aeff changes in
time and that a stays constant or at least does not increase. The parameter aa
is a measure of aes, the size of the compact building blocks of the gel. If a is
taken constant at 2.5, the value of aa can be calculated. These results are
shown in figure 5.4b. The figure shows that aa would increase in time at low
pH. At long ageing times (about 16ks),the compact building blocks become
so large, that the structures cannot be considered fractal anymore, and the
model is no longer valid. Fractal analysis of confocal micrographs [21] also
showed that at these time stagesthe fractal length scale has greatly decreased
so that the structure cannot be considered fractal anymore.Note that this time
is shorter than the critical time tc(at which e.g. G' is at a maximum), but
approximately equal to the time at which y0 levels off according to figure
5.2b.
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Figure 5.4b. prefactor aa (arbitrary scale) assuming a to be constant and
calculatedbyusingrelation(5.3).Resultspresentedasafunction oftime after
rennetaddition.TemperatureandpHasgiveninthelegend.
There is no further proof that either of the assumptions made in the
calculation of a (aa isconstant)oraa(a isconstant) isentirely correct.This
meansthatinrealitytheincreaseinaaatpH5.3maybelessthanaspresented
infigure 5.4b.Thisisprobablythecase,alsofollowing from the observation
thatthecalculated increaseisstrongerthantheincreaseinsizeofthecompact
buildingblocksascalculated from confocal micrographs,aswell asfrom the
valueofthepermeabilitycoefficient asafunction ofvolumefraction [21].
The increase in aeff in time can be ascribed to particle fusion
(rearrangement of type A), rolling of the particles over each other, thereby
forming closepacked structures(rearrangement oftypeB).Very important is
that strand breakage (rearrangement of type C) will increase the rate of
rearrangement A and thereby also influence aeff. Rearrangement B occurs
most likely only before gelation. Another aspect is that as a result of the
occurrence of these rearrangements the total number of bonds increases. In
viewofthis,thecalculated changes inaefror a at lowpH should notmerely
be seen as a consequence of structural changes. Part of the increase may be
apparent,ifduetoanincreaseintotalbondenergyperjunction.
As a consequence ofthe rapid increase in aeff (or decrease in A) at
low pH, the structures cannot be considered fractal anymore at late time
stages.
Notethatthevalueofa isverysensitivetothevalueofA-used. Most
ofthedeviations infigures 5.4a and boriginate from deviations inD{.Inthe
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previous chapter [19] an average value of Df= 2.3 was used and Oeff was
assumedtobeindependent of <p, whichresulted in a « 2.0atalltimesforpH
=6.0and6.65.
5.5.4Effect ofpHandtemperature
Inthis section,theresultsoftherheometryasafunction ofpHandT
willbeexplained intermsofthepropertiesofthemicelles.
Overthe lastdecade,anumber ofpapershavebeenpublished onthe
effects ofparameters likepHandtemperature onthe properties ofthecasein
micellesduringandafter renneting [42,40,43,44,1].Figure5.5 isbasedonthe
resultsofthesestudies.Thefigure summerizes someimportant aspectsofthe
behaviourofcaseingelsasafunction ofpHandT.
30°C

Figure5.5:Theeffect of
pH(left-hand side)and
temperature(right-hand
side)on

pH=6.6

Vfloc

(a-b)therateof
flocculation ofparacasein
micelles,

0
40
%Cain
micelles

(c-d)percentageofcalcium
inthemicelles,
d\nB/dt
(e-f)rateofchangeofthe
permeability,and

0
tanS
(10"3Hz)
0.5 H

5.0

(g-h)thelosstangent
characterizingthegel
(frequency = 10"3 Hz).
6.0
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30

25

r(°c)
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Themost important linkthatseemstobemissingishowthedynamic
macroscopic gel properties are determined by the properties of the micelles.
The effect of some micellar properties on the fractal structure of rennetinduced casein gels,as a function of pHand T,was briefly discussed before
[21].Inthatpaperitwasmentioned,inshort,thatatlowpHthedissolutionof
CCPseemstohavealargeeffect ontheliquid-likebehaviour(i.e.thevalueof
tan6, see figure 5.5g and 5.6), and consequently micellar fusion processes,
which eventually ledto an increased rate of syneresis. At high Tthe rate of
syneresiswasalsoincreased.However,theeffect waslessintherangestudied
and the underlying mechanism seemed more complicated. At high T
hydrophobic interactions are stronger, which in principle leads to a stronger
drivingforceforparticle fusion.
-pH= 6,65;T=25
•pH= 5.3;T=25
= 30

0.001

0.01

0.1

frequency(Hz)
Figure 5.6: Parameter tanS as a function of frequency for rennet-induced
caseingels.TemperatureandpHasgiveninthelegend.
It can be concluded that the central aspects in the prediction of the
rate of rearrangements are the (adhesion) forces in micellar junctions and,
related tothat,the degree of liquid behaviour ofthe casein. As a function of
pH, the liquid behaviour of the casein depends mainly on the form and
distributionofcalcium.
Interestingly, tanS is independent of the ageing time for rennetinducedcaseingelsatanypHorJ (resultsnotshown;thiswasalsoconcluded
in ref. [43]). This confirms that tan 8 is determined by the structure of the
caseinjunctions orbondsatamolecular scale,andnotbyrearrangements.In
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figure 5.6 tan 8ispresented as a function of frequency, at the conditions (pH,
T ) given in the legend. The figure confirms figure 5.5g [43] that in general
tan 8 is higher at a lower pH and a higher T. Rearrangements will probably
take place at a higher rate at these conditions, because (sub-)particles have a
higher mobility due to lower bond energies. Note that tan 8does not indicate
change,buttheconditionsthat promote it.
At incipient gelation (~/gei)the structural characteristics (a, aa) of the
gels are very similar for all conditions (pH, 7). This is in accordance with
observations by confocal microscopy [21] and means that, although
rearrangements can take place before gelation (esp. type B), there are no
significant differences within therangesofpHand T studied.
At a first glance, the effects of pH and T on the processes after
gelation are as follows: from the rheological datapresented above (figure 5.2)
it is clear that a low pH leads to a faster rate of the ageing during the whole
ageing process.The effect ofa higher Tisthe same,but lesspronounced over
the range studied. There is no significant effect of T on yt>. From the
application ofthe scalingmodel (seefigures 5.4a and b),itwas concluded that
at low pH, a large increase in the size of the compact building blocks with
time occurred. At high T,there was no effect except after long times, when a
significant increaseof a oradecrease ofaa with Twas observed.
Below, adetailed discussion ofthe processesocurring after gelation is
given. The effect of the pH will be discussed first. The parameter tan 8 is
much higher at a lower pH(figure 5.5g) because of calcium phosphate having
left the micelles (figure 5.5c). Consequently, the rate of rearrangements of
type A and/or B would be higher. This is particularly clear from the
considerable increase ofaegat low pH. It leads to a higher rate of increase of
G' and can also lead to a decrease of %, because of the formation of larger
rigid structures. As mentioned earlier, a subsequent effect can be expected
from rearrangement of type C (strand straightening and fracture, increase of
pore size) resulting from these local compactifications. Straightening of
strands will cause G'to increase and /oto decrease. Spontaneous breaking of
strands would explain the rather early occurring decrease in G' at low pH and
makes the observed strong increase inae(fpossible.The considerable increase
in pore size, and hence of permeability (ref.[21] and figure 5.5e), at low pH
and latetime stages isprobably mainly caused by strand breaking, and allows
syneresistooccur(rearrangement oftypeD).
Taking into account that a tenfold lower concentration of rennet was
used at low pH, the effect of pH on the initial rate of increase of G' is much
stronger than that of temperature (in the ranges studied).This is probably due
to a higher affinity ofthe main active component on rennet (chymosin) for the
micelles and greater affinity between the micelles, leading to a higher rate of
flocculation at lowpH(figure 5.5a).
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Wenowdiscusstheeffect ofthetemperatureonageing.Thevalueof
y0did not vary withtemperature in figure 5.2b. This meansthat variation in
tan 8 can not quantitatively explain the results for the range studied. With
respect to /o-there is possibly a combination of factors like tan8 and the
thicknessofthestrands [19].WithrespecttoG'\ becausethe buildingblocks
ofthe gel will be smaller (supported bythe lower value of aa at high T,see
figure 5.4b),the volume fraction ofparticles decreases and G'would alsobe
smaller. However, figure 5.2a shows that as long as the gel has not fully
developed(early stagesofgelageing),G'islargerathighT. Thisisprobably
causedbythestrongerhydrophobicinteractionsathigherT[44]andtherewith
stronger interactions between the casein molecules, which can increase the
drivingforceforrearrangementsoftypeAandB.
From figure 5.5 it is clear that the effects of an increasing T are
similar to decreasing pH, though less pronounced. In order to obtain
measurable changes with T in terms of ft or aeff, it may be necessary to
increase the range of temperatures studied. In the range of 32-40 °C,
Lagoueyteetal.[14]found significant effects oftemperatureonthe structure
of rennet-induced casein gels, as determined by scanning electron
microscopy.At40°C,themicelles fused together faster and clustersbecame
denser,resultinginamoreopenstructurewithincreasedpermeability.
In our data, the clearest effect of the temperature is the decrease or
levelling off of G' occuring earlier at higher T. With confocal microscopy
[45,21], at pH=6.65 straight strands are mostly observed at longer ageing
times,andtheyappeartobemorefrequent andthinneratahigherT.
5.5.5Analysisofcryo-SEMimages
In figures 5.7a en 5.7b electron micrographs are shown of the gel
stucture.Fromacomparison offigure 5.7awithconfocal micrographs [21] we
canconcludethatthe largestwhitishparticulatematerial iscasein.Asaresult
of the high amount of dissolved molecules in the whey, some fine-grained
network isvisible inbetweenthecaseinnetwork.Fromtheminoropenareas
(cracks) closetothecasein network it isclearthat etching(which essentially
involvesadryingprocess)leadstoshrinkageofthecasein.
Figure 5.7b isa small section of a compact area of the gel structure
after considerable ageing. In this image provides further proof for the
occurrenceofpartialparticlefusion: eventhoughtheoriginal positionsofthe
separate particles may still bedistinguished in some cases,the casein matrix
appears very smooth. Interestingly, (especially at low pH) the particles
themselves also appear very smooth. Possibly the limit of resolution is not
goodenoughtoshowsub-micellarstructures.
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f (a)

(b)
Figure 5.7: Cryo-SEM images of freeze-fractured rennet-induced casein gels
at pH 5.3, after 10 min of etching, (a) typical overview of general gel
structure,time after rennet addition = 15ks,and (b) part of a compact section
ofthegel structure,timeafter rennet addition =30ks.
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5.5.6 Tuning of rearrangements
In this paper, the relative importance of all various types of
rearrangements (particularly asafunction ofpH)andtheirmutual relationship
are identified. The newly gained knowledge will make it easier to find more
ways to 'tune' the rate of specific types ofthe rearrangements by other means
than bythepH.
It was shown that by enzymatic crosslinking of milk proteins [46],
high pressure treatment [47], or addition of minor amounts of CaCh [43] or
ethanol [48] to skim milk, the gel strength of rennet-induced casein gels was
increased and syneresis was reduced. In at least three of these cases
(enzymatic crosslinking, calcium and ethanol), this can presumably be
explained by an increased casein-casein affinity without increased particle
fusion. High pressure treatment fragments casein micelles into smaller and
more compact particles that form gels built from structures that are more
cross-linked. Similar (straight-strand) structures are found in acid casein gels
made from preheated milk [49,50].As expected, these gels also have a higher
G'.

5.6Conclusions
The changes in structure and rheology of rennet-induced casein gels
during ageing, can be explained in terms of specific rearrangements. Several
types of rearrangements are distinguished, occurring at different time- and
length scales.
Application of a (fractal) scaling analysis to rheological data
confirmed earlier results from microscopy and permeability: the increase of
the compact building blocks during ageing and the presence of straight
strands.The short-range compactification isprobably caused bytwo sub-types
of rearrangements closely related to each other: micellar fusion and bond
reversibility. In this respect, the particle fusion is greatly enhanced by
breakage of strands. The partial micellar fusion effects were observed by
SEM.These twotypesofrearrangements causean increase ofjunction energy
and, indirectly, some stretching of strands of micelles. In turn, this causes an
increase of G'.
Rearrangements at the level of the pores and the strands can directly
be observed as an increase in permeability and as the formation of straight
strands in the micrographs. This latter observation also follows from the
strong decrease in the value of the maximum linear strain during ageing.
Syneresis is a final result of the 'transient' character of the gel structure. The
prelude to perceptible syneresis is the increase in the size of the compact
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building blocks and large-scale disappearance of strands. Both result in a
disappearance of fractal structures and the latter also results in a decrease in
storage modulus.
All types of rearrangements occur much faster at a low pH (5.3 as
compared to 6.65), and slightly faster at high temperature (30 as compared to
25°C).This can be understood from the change in theproperties ofthe casein
micelles asafunction ofpH andtemperature.The largeeffect ofa low pH can
be explained by dissolution of colloidal calcium phosphate, a subsequent
increase in liquid behaviour of the micellar material, and thereby (due to
yielding/flow) to an increase of micellar fusion and to a decrease in strand
thickness. As a function of pH, there appears to be a correlation between the
value oftan Sand the ratesofthe rearrangements.
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Most gels are elastic or viscoelastic materials that will either break or
flow under large stresses. Their properties can be ascribed to their
microstructure: gels are built of a continuous network (or 'matrix') of
polymers (polymer gel) orparticles (particle gel), interspaced with liquid. The
particles are usually 'colloidal' particles, i.e.largerthan molecules, but smaller
than about 1urn.
This thesis primarily concerns casein gels made of skim milk. Skim
milk is milk without milk fat. Casein gels are built of particles called casein
micelles, and an aqueous solution (whey). Casein micelles consist of casein
molecules, calciumphosphate and water. It is useful to consider casein gels to
be particle gels, albeit that the particles are built of casein -i.e. proteinmolecules, and are therefore not invariable. There are several types of casein
molecules,all ofwhich aretypically non-globular proteins.
The casein micelles give skim milk its white appearance. The
dispersion is stabilized by the special properties of the outer part of the
micelles, which is high in K-casein. The hydrophilic parts of the K-casein
molecules protrude into solution, thereby forming a 'hairy layer'. The hairs
account for the steric and electrostatic repulsion between micelles. Only if the
properties ofthe hairsareaffected, themicelles will aggregate.
The casein gels studied in this thesis have been made by adding
rennet to the skim milk. Rennet contains enzymes from the stomach of a calf,
ofwhich especially chymosin iscapable of cutting the K-casein in such a way
that the hydrophilic hairs are removed. At sufficient calcium ion activity, the
micelles will subsequently aggregate. In other words, the chymosin 'activates'
the micelles. However, the rate ofaggregation that results from this activity is
also influenced bye.g. pH,temperature and calcium ion activity.
Conditions like pH, temperature and calcium activity also affect the
structure of the gel matrix that is formed, and thereby the long-term stability
or ageing behaviour of the gels. Ageing of casein gels eventually leads to
separation of the casein and the whey into separate 'phases', a process called
'syneresis'. During this process the number of micelle-micelle contacts is
increased. Syneresis is an important process, because the resulting firm and
compact casein-rich material (curd) isused inthe manufacture ofcheese.
During ageing, various types of structural changes take place at
various length and time scales. These 'rearrangements' affect the rheological
properties of the casein gels, and also the syneresis. Knowledge of the
rheological properties of foods (e.g. in relation to syneresis), is of general
importance for food industry in relation to processing conditions, and to
stability andeatingquality ofthe food.
Important rheological parameters are the storage modulus, loss
modulus, maximum linear strain and yield stress. The former two parameters
are a measure of the elastic and viscous properties of a material at small
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deformation, respectively. The latter two parameters are a measure of how
weakor brittlethematerial is(large-deformation properties).
Determination of structural properties duringageing of particle gels is
not straightforward. Rearrangements of various types have to be considered.
As a first approximation, a gel is a packing of tenuous aggregates. However,
the particles may fuse or roll over each other, leading to formation of
aggregates that are more compact. As a result, pores in the gel may grow and
strands of particles connecting the aggregates may be stretched. The average
pore sizecan directly bemeasured bypermeability experiments. However, the
presence or size of the other structural elements mentioned can only be
determined indirectly. Application of a fractal approximation in simulations,
oron microscopical orrheological results,then can bevery useful.
Fractals are geometrical structures that are self-similar, independent
of scale. That implies that they look the same when viewed at various
magnifications. This property is called 'scale invariance'. Fractals can be
completely regular (deterministic fractals) orunregular (stochastic fractals), as
long as the scale invariance is maintained. Aggregates of colloidal particles
areoften fractal. This impliesthatthedensity of particles in such an aggregate
is smaller for larger aggregates. In addition, the scaling relation between the
particle number density of the aggregate and the aggregate radius, has a
constant exponent. This exponent is called the 'fractal dimensionality', and is
always smaller than the Euclidian dimensionality of three. Of course, in real
life the scaling does not apply to infinitely small or large aggregates. The socalled fractal 'regime' only applies within certain length scales.This regime is
bounded by a lower and upper cut-off length, called the compact building
block size and the correlation length, respectively. The size of the compact
building blocks can be several particle radii, and the correlation length is
similartotheradiusofthe aggregate.
A gel matrix can also have fractal features. It was shown by Bremer
in 1989that this istrue for casein gels.Ina freshly formed gel,the correlation
length is similar to the average radius of the aggregates that have filled the
available space,i.e.formed acontinuous network.
In the broadest sense, this thesis deals with the changes taking place
in particle dispersions from the onset of aggregation, to the gel formation, to
the visible signs of syneresis. Emphasis is on the structural changes between
gelation and visible signs of syneresis of rennet-induced casein gels. The
purpose of each chapter is to determine what interactions between colloidal
particles lead to structures similar to fresh rennet-induced casein gels (chapter
2), what changes in structure and rheology of rennet-induced casein gels take
place after gelation (chapters 3, 4 and 5), what specific structural properties
affect therheology of particle gels like rennet-induced casein gels(chapter 4),
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and why and how the observed changes in structure and rheology are affected
bypHandtemperature (chapters 3and 5).
In chapter 2 the relation between particle interactions and gel
structure is studied by computer simulations. The specific simulation
technique is called 'Brownian dynamics'. Aggregation resulting from
Brownian motion iscalled perikinetic aggregation.
A typical simulation involves the computer creating a three
dimensional box with an intermediate volume fraction (3-10 vol%) of
spherical particles. The description of the random movement of each particle
and the interactions between the particles is given by an algorithm based on
the Langevin equation for Brownian motion. After definition of specific
parameters (temperature, particle interactions, volume fraction of particles
etc.), the computer will calculate the structure of the aggregates and
subsequently of the gel. This structure is given in terms of particle positions,
which was analysed using fractal theory. This involved determination of the
values ofthefractal dimensionality and thecorrelation length.
The interactions incorporated in our simulation model were as
follows: a weak long-range repulsion combined with a strong short-range
attraction. Thus,upon encountering another particle, a particle can be repelled
bytherepulsive barrier, orcrossthebarrier and bepermanently ('irreversibly')
attached. The rate of particle encounters depends on the volume fraction of
particles in the dispersion. The chance of bonding upon a particle encounter
depends on the strength and width of the repulsive barrier. We found that the
degree ofstickiness can conveniently bequantified bythe'Fuchsratio'.
Simulations performed by Meakin at the end of the 1980s, showed a
systematic relation between stickiness and the value of the fractal
dimensionality of the aggregates eventually formed. This observation was
confirmed and the exact relation was identified. If aggregation is strongly
delayed by a long-range repulsive barrier, a fractal dimensionality of 2.2-2.4
is obtained. In addition, there is a systematic relation between the Fuchs ratio
and the fractal dimensionality and the correlation length (both parameters
increase with a decrease in stickiness). Interestingly, the value of the fractal
dimensionality was little dependent on the shape of the interaction potential
curve, or on the volume fraction of particles. In general, comparison of the
simulation results with experimental data shows that delayed and irreversible
aggregation in the simulation model results in an accurate discription of
rennet-induced aggregation inskim milk.
In chapter 3 results are presented of the application of microscopy
and permeametry to rennet-induced casein gels. The emphasis is on the
determination ofthe fractal structure ofthegel matrixasafunction oftime(025 hours), pH (5.3, 6.0 and 6.65), and temperature (20, 25 and 30°C). Gels
with a lower pH value than the physiological pH (6.65), were obtained by
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addition of minor amounts of HC1to the skim milk, before addition of the
rennet.
The gels were studied by confocal scanning laser microscopy in a
fluorescent mode.It involves labelling of the casein with a fluorescent dye,
and allows to look inside the gel without destroying it. The permeametry
involves formation of a gel in a tube. The rate at which whey flows
('permeates') through the tube filled with the gel (due to gravity), yields a
permeability coefficient. Thiscoefficient gives information onthe sizeofthe
poresinthegel.
To the results of the microscopy and permeametry, fractal analysis
was performed. This involved determination of the values of the fractal
dimensionality, average size of the compact building blocks and the
correlation length.Weobservedthatthesefractal parameters(calculated from
confocal micrographs),greatly depended onthe'gray scalecutoff parameter'.
This parameter is a measure of the degree of 'noise' removed. This noise
probably stemsfroma background signal caused bythe presence of dyethat
is not attached to the casein. The procedure for choosing its value is not
straightforward.
The results of the measurements and the fractal analysis were as
follows. Freshly made gels have an initially constant value of fractal
dimensionality (about 2.4) and compact building block size (about 0.5 urn),
independent of pH or temperature. However, considerable changes were
observed duringageing.Especially at lowpH(=5.3),a strongcoarseningof
the structure was observed; within 6 hours the fractal dimensionality
apparently decreased to 1.7 and the compact building block sizeincreased to
1.5 urn. In the confocal micrographs we saw thin, straight strands of casein
connecting largecompact lumpsofcasein (pH6.65:latetime stages,pH5.3:
early time stages).A strand is a relatively thin chain of micelles. Below we
will explain the importance ofthis observation for the rheological properties
ofthegels.AtlowpHthedisappearanceofthesestrandsmarksthemomentat
which the structure can not be considered fractal anymore, because of the
irrealistically lowvaluesofD{andadrasticdecrease inthe sizeofthe fractal
regime.
Theseobservations alsoapply to gelswith higher pHvalues,though
thechangesaremuchlesspronounced.AthighpH,rearrangementstakeplace
atamuchslowerrate.
The structural differences between gelsaged at different temperature
weremuchsmaller(inthetemperaturerangestudied).
Chapter4isamainlytheoreticalchapter.Fractalscalingrelationsare
presented that can be applied to results of rheometry, leading to further
information aboutthe structureofmodelparticle gels.Use ismadeofresults
of measurements ofthe storage modulus,themaximum linear strain, andthe
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yield stress, as a function of volume fraction of casein particles (in the range
of 5-9 vol%).The pH was 6.0 or 6.65 and the temperature 25°C; hence, only
minor rearrangements would take place.The scalingtheory presented predicts
the relation between these rheological parameters andthe volume fraction. An
essential feature of the model is that the gel is assumed to be built of fractal
aggregates,which meansthere isarelation between theaggregate size (part of
the scalingmodel)andthevolume fraction (known).
The rheological experiments were performed using a concentric
cylinder technique. The gels were formed in the gap between the cylinders.
The outer cylinder was rotated clockwise and anticlockwise in a sinusoidal
fashion. This leads to a well-controlled shear deformation ('strain') of the gel.
Atthe sametime,theresulting stress onthe inner cylinder was measured. The
ratiobetween maximum stressand maximum strain yieldsthe absolute vale of
the modulus, and the phase shift between applied strain and resulting stress
yields the loss tangent; from these parameters, the storage and loss modulus
can be derived. The strain was increased stepwise to see at what strain the
modulus starts to decrease. This strain is the maximum linear strain. To
measure the yield stress a different setup was used. Instead of a known strain,
a known stress was applied to the gel. The stress applied was increased
gradually. The stress corresponding to the maximum value of the apparent
viscosity (=stress/strainrate),would equaltheyield stress.
From our model it appears that one mathematical framework can
suffice to derive the appropriate scaling behaviour of at least five different
types of gel structures (categories I-V). These are the strong and weak-link
types of gel structures by Shih et al. (1990), and the fractal, hinged and
straight strand types of structures by Bremer (1989-1992). In our model, only
two parameters are different between these types of gels. These are the
parameters e(which depends onthedominant typeof deformation of a strand;
stretching or bending) and 8(which isa measure ofthe number of deformable
bonds inastrand).
Application of the scaling model shows that rennet-induced casein
gels contain straight, elastic stress-carrying strands (category IV). The fact
that application to results obtained on allthree rheological parameters leadsto
the same conclusion as to the gel category, shows the validity of the
application of the fractal scaling model to rennet-induced casein gels at or
around physiological pHand room temperature.
Chapter 5 specifically deals with mechanisms of rearrangement in
rennet-induced casein gels. Results of rheometry are presented and compared
to the results by simulations (chapter 2) and microscopy (chapter 3). In
addition, the scaling model of chapter 4 is applied to results on the storage
modulus as a function of pH, temperature, and time. Moreover, a short
literature review on rearrangements and fractal structures is given, and a
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model for rearrangements ispresented. The discussion includes a section on
the effect of pH and temperature on the properties of casein micelles in
relationtotheobservedrearrangements.
The changes in rheological properties of rennet-induced casein gels
after gel formation, include(a)increase,(b) levellingoff, and (c)decreaseof
the storage modulus. Stage (a) is accompanied by a steep decrease of the
maximum linear strain. Stage(c)goesalongwith syneresis.Interestingly,the
ratio of the storage modulus to the loss modulus (the loss tangent) remains
constant during ageing. Because the nature of the primary bonds involved
would not change during ageing (temperature and chemical composition
remainconstant),thissuggeststhatthevalueofthelosstangent isdetermined
bythestructureofthesystematthemolecularlevel.
Bycomparingtheresultstotheconfocal micrographs(chapter 3),and
by application of the scaling model (chapter 4), a general overview of the
relevant structural rearrangements is given. In chronological order: (a) is
initially dueto an increase of the number ofjunctions between particles,but
this soon stops. Subsequently, it is mainly a result of particle fusion, which
causes a strenghtening of thejunctions. Both processes can result in local
compactification and thereby to an increase in compact building block size.
Also, stretching of strands takes place as a result of this local
compactification. Stage (b) is partly because the particle fusion process is
complete or slows down. Stages (b) and (c) are (further) due to the strands
gettingthinner,eventuallybreaking.
All rearrangements proceed substantially faster at low pH (5.3 vs.
6.65). This can be understood from the value of loss tangent being
considerably higher at lower pH. As mentioned, this parameter would be a
measureofthemolecular interactions inthecasein micelles.At lowpH,itis
known that colloidal calcium phosphate (CCP) leaves the micelles and goes
into solution. The CCP is important for the integrity of the casein micelles.
Dissolution of CCP may decrease resistance of the casein micelles against
slowdeformation, andsubsequentlytoahighervalueofthelosstangent(i.e. a
more 'liquid-like' behaviour of the micelles), and to an increased rate of
particle fusion.
The effect of temperature (20-30°C) is less pronounced and more
difficult toexplain. Onthebasisofthechanges in rheological properties,we
would expectaslight increase inrateofalltypesofrearrangements athigher
temperature. This may be due to increased hydrophobic interactions, which
arestrongerathightemperature,leadingtomorecompactmicelles.
In short, this thesis deals with the relation between particle
interactions,structure andrheology ofparticlegels,with special emphasison
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rennet-induced casein gels during ageing. Some important conclusions are
following.
Irreversible aggregation that isstrongly delayed by a repulsive barrier
yields a high value of the fractal dimensionality, about 2.4. This
dimensionality is derived from simulations and it is similar to the values
found for freshly formed rennet-induced casein gels. Additional simulations
showed that this value is almost independent of the shape of the interaction
potential curve,theaggregation rateand thevolume fraction ofparticles.
Ageing of rennet-induced casein gels is accompanied by structal
rearrangements of the gel matrix: compact areas grow larger, and become
connected by thin, straights strands. The fractal dimensionality of the gels
decreases and the compact building block size increases. At low pH all
rearrangements haveahigherrateand leadto anearlydisappearance of fractal
structures and syneresis. Syneresis is preceded by strand breakage, and
probably a final consequence particle fusion. Methods to affect the rate of
syneresis may therefore be alteringthe conditions that determine the structure
atthemolecular level.
Finally, exploratory models on the scaling and on the types of
structural rearrangements of particle gels were developed. They were applied
to results of rheometry, to evaluate the structure of the rennet-induced casein
gels during ageing. However, they also constitute frameworks to describe the
relation between structure and rheology, and the ageing behaviour of particle
gels in general.
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Samenvattingvoorniet-vakgenoten
Dit onderdeel geeft een samenvatting van dit proefschrift, getiteld:
'Schalingsrelaties tussenstructuuren reologie van verouderende caseinedeeltjesgelen'. Allereerst zal de achtergrond van het onderzoek gegeven
worden. Vervolgens wordt in een alinea de inhoud van het proefschrift
omschreven. Ten slotte worden de belangrijkste conclusies per hoofdstuk
gegeven.
Gelen zijn zachte, elastische materialen. Dit betekent dat ze (met de
hand)vervormd kunnen worden,maardatze daarna weer deneiginghebben
hunoudegrootteofvormaantenemen.Afhankelijk vanhettypegeldoethet
dit laatste niet volledig: het vloeit dan een beetje en is dus in zekere mate
'visceus'. De meeste gelen hebben beide eigenschappen, en zijn dus 'viscoelastisch'.
Dehiervoorgenoemdeeigenschappen zijn hetgevolgvandespeciale
'microstructuur' in een gel. Deze microstructuur isvaak een ijl netwerk van
deeltjes door een vloeistof (zie figuur 2.7 op bladzijde 25). De deeltjes zijn
meestal kolloidaledeeltjes. Ditsoortdeeltjes zijn groterdan moleculen,maar
niet of nauwelijks zichtbaar onder een gewone lichtmicroscoop. Dit
proefschrift gaat voornamelijk over gelen gemaakt van melk, zgn.
'case'i'negelen'. Casei'negelen zijn opgebouwd uit een ijl netwerk van
caseihedeeltjes (micellen)dooreen waterige vloeistof (wei). Caseinemicellen
zijnkolloidale deeltjes.
Casei'ne is het belangrijkste melkeiwit; melk bevat ongeveer 10
volume% aan caseinemicellen. Bovendien is het wei is rijk aan melksuiker
(lactose)enwei-eiwitten. Melk isvooral omdezereden een belangrijke bron
vanvoedingvoorjongezoogdieren.
Caseinemicellen zijn ongeveer 1/100.000-ste centimeter groot.
Case'i'nemoleculenzijn nogeenfactor 10a 100kleiner.Deaanwezigheid van
de micellen zorgt ervoor dat magere melk (ondermelk) wit is. Een micel
bestaatuiteenaantalverschillendecaseinemoleculen,calciumfosfaat enwater
(60%). Alle types caseinemoleculen zijn erg lange moleculen (polymeren),
opgebouwd uit aminozuren. Een bepaald type molecuul (K-caseine) bevindt
zichvoornamelijk aanhetoppervlakvandemicellen.DeK-caseTnemoleculen
steken deels in de micel,en deels inde wei.Decaseinemicellen hebben dus
eenharigoppervlak.Indientweeverschillendemicellenelkaarnaderen,zitten
ze de haren elkaar in de weg. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat de micellen elkaar
afstoten. Hierdoor zullen micellen niet aan elkaar plakken, hetgeen nodig is
omeenaaneengesloten netwerktekrijgen. Melkisdusstabielindezindatze
nietspontaaneengelvormt.
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Indien melk instabiel is, plakken de micellen aan elkaar. Er zijn
verschillende manieren om dit te bereiken; daar komen we in de volgende
alinea's op terug. Het aan elkaar plakken van de kolloi'dale deeltjes in het
algemeen (of het klonteren van de oplossing) noemen we 'aggregatie'. Als
aggregatie lang genoeg onverstoord kan voorduren, leidt dit uiteindelijk tot
gelering.
Waarom de casernes in de melk na opheffen van de afstoting (dus in
afwezigheid van de harige laag) aggregeren, is nog een groot raadsel. De
aantrekking tussen de deeltjes heeft waarschijnlijk iets te maken met speciale
aminozuurvolgorde van bepaalde casei'nemoleculen, en de aanwezigheid van
calcium-fosfaat complexen die als een soort 'lijm' werken tussen die
moleculen.
De case'inegelen beschreven in dit proefschrift, zijn gemaakt door
stremsel toe te voegen aan de magere melk. Stremsel wordt gewonnen uit
kalvermagen en bevat een enzym dat dehiervoor genoemde haren afknipt (zie
figuur 1.2 op bladzijde 4).Hierdoor zal melkwaar stremsel aantoegevoegd is,
na enkele minuten tot een uur een gel vormen. Casei'nemicellen in melk
kunnen ook aggregeren door toevoeging van melkzuurbacterien. Dit gebeurt
bijvoorbeeld tijdens de bereiding van yoghurt. Bij de bereiding van kwark
worden zowel stremsel als melkzuurbacterien aan demelk toegevoegd.
De snelheid van de aggregatie en de structuur van het uiteindelijke
gevormde netwerk, hangen sterk af van bepaalde omstandigheden, zoals de
wijze van destabilisatie, de zuurtegraad (pH) en de temperatuur. Dergelijke
omstandigheden bei'nvloeden bovendien de uiteindelijke levensduur van een
gel. Indien case'inegelen verouderen, leidt dit uiteindelijk tot de uitstoot
(synerese) van wei uit het caseinenetwerk, waardoor een stevige klont
(wrongel) overblijft, rijk aan casei'ne. Synerese is een belangrijk proces voor
de zuivelindustrie, omdat de wrongel gebruikt wordt voor het maken van
kaas. Als gevolg van de synerese gaan de paracasei'nemicellen (zo heten de
casei'nemicellen na verwijdering van hun harige laag) zeer dicht tegen elkaar
aan liggen (compactificatie).
Gedurende de veroudering vinden allerlei veranderingen in de
structuur van het netwerk van casei'nemicellen ('gel-matrix') plaats. De
snelheid van dergelijke 'herrangschikkingen' bepaalt de levensduur van het
gel. De herrangschikkingen bepalen echter ook de visco-elastische
eigenschappen van het gel. Alle eigenschappen die iets zeggen iets over het
vervormings- en vloeigedrag (zoalsvisco-elasticiteit), noemen we reologische
eigenschappen. Reologie isvan groot belangvoor de industrie.De reologische
eigenschappen van levensmiddelen bepalen voor een groot deel de
eigenschappen tijdens hetmaken, bewaren en etenvan levensmiddelen.
Ruwweg twee types reologische eigenschappen kunnen
onderscheiden worden: kleine- en grote vervormingseigenschappen.
Voorbeelden van de eerste zijn de eerdergenoemde elasticiteit (maat voor
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stevigheid bij kleine vervorming) en viscositeit (maat voor stroperigheid).
Voorbeelden van de laatste zijn demaximale lineaire vervorming (maat voor
brokkeligheid)endezwichtspanning(maatvoorsterktebijgrotevervorming).
Voor dit proefschrift is bij het meten van de reologische
eigenschappen gebruik gemaaktvanenkele 'reometers'.Eenreometer bestaat
doorgaans uit twee metalen cylinders die verschillen van grootte, waarbij de
kleineindegrotehangt.Inderuimtetussen detweecylinderswordtdemelk
gegoten waaraan stremsel is toegevoegd; de gelering vindt aldus plaats in
deze ruimte. Tijdens de meting wordt de buitenste cylinder langzaam een
beetje heen en weer gedraaid. Hierdoor komt op de binnenste cylinder een
spanningtestaan.Uitderelatietussendeopgelegdedraaiingvandebuitenste
cylinder en de gemeten spanning aan de buitenste cylinder, kunnen de
reologische parameters berekend worden. Bijvoorbeeld: indien de gemeten
spanningvrij groot is,ishetgelstevig.Andervoorbeeld: indien deopgelegde
draaiing langzaam opgevoerd wordt, kan gekeken worden wanneer de
gemeten spanning minder toeneemt dan verwacht. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld
doordat een streng van micellen in de matrix is gebroken. De mate van
opgelegde draaiing diedezebreukteweegbrengt, heet de 'maximale lineaire
vervorming'.
De veranderingen van de reologische eigenschappen tijdens de
veroudering kunnen direct gemeten worden, maar het determineren van de
daarmee gepaard gaande structurele herrangschikkingen is lastiger. Er zijn
namelijk veel verschillende types herrangschikkingen. Sommige komen tot
uiting in de reologische eigenschappen, sommige kunnen zichtbaar gemaakt
worden met geavanceerde miscroscopie, sommige hebben geen direct
meetbaar effect. Een belangrijke vraag voor het onderzoek beschreven in dit
proefschrift was: 'welke herrangschikkingen zijn van belang voor de
reologischeeigenschappenendesnelheidvandesynerese?'.
Eengel isvlaknavormingbij benaderingeenopeenstapelingvan ijle
aggregaten vandeeltjes. Gedurendedeverouderingkunnen (opkleineschaal)
deeltjes overelkaargaanrollen ofsamenvloeien.Opgroteschaalheeft dittot
gevolg dat de matrix op bepaalde plaatsen compacter wordt (compacte
bouwstenen groeien), en op andere plaatsen ijler (gaten groeien). Zolang de
matrixnogeenaaneengeslotennetwerk is,heeft hetcompacterworden vande
bouwstenenooktotgevolgdatopdeverbindingsstukken vancompactedelen,
strengenofketensvandeeltjes dunnerengestrektworden.Hetgroeienvande
gaten isdirect meetbaar metbehulp van 'permeametrie1.De aanwezigheid of
de grootte van de andere types structuren (compacte bouwstenen, rechte
strengen) kan slechts indirect bepaald worden. In dit proefschrift is het
belangrijkste 'gereedschap' vooreendergelijke indirectebepalingde 'fractale
schalingstheorie'. Hierbij wordt het gehele caseinenetwerk beschouwd als
warehetopgebouwduit fractalen.
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Fractalen zijn vormen die er hetzelfde uit blijven zien, als ze vergroot
of verkleind wordt. Dit heet 'schaal-invariantie'. De term 'fractaal' werd
ge'introduceerd door de wiskundige Mandelbrot rond 1980. Fractalen kunnen
zeer mooi regelmatig zijn, maar ook onregelmatig. Dit laatste type fractalen
kan gevormd worden door chaotische processen zoalsaggregatie van deeltjes.
De dichtheid aan deeltjes in een fractaal aggregaat neemt af met de grootte
van het aggregaat. Deze afname kan beschreven worden met een
schalingsvergelijking, waarin de 'fractale dimensionaliteit' staat. Deze
variabele kan gebruikt worden omeen fractaal te karakteriseren.
Een perfecte fractaal bestaat alleen in theorie. De fractale schaling
gaat niet opvoor heel kleine of heel grote aggregaten, maar alleen binnen een
bepaalde range ('regime') aan groottes. In een echt gel wordt het regime
waarbinnen fractale schaling toegepast begrensd door een onder- en
bovengrens. Alle structuren in het deeltjesnetwerk die qua grootte tussen deze
twee lengteschalen invallen worden als fractaal beschouwd. De 'fractale
dimensionaliteit' is een parameter die iets zegt over hoe de dichtheid aan
deeltjes binnen dit regime schaalt met de afstand. Zowel de fractale
dimensionaliteit als de grenzen van het fractale regime kunnen verschillen per
gel.
De fractale theorie is wiskundig vrij ingewikkeld, en het gaat te ver
om deze hier volledig te behandelen. Voor caseTnegelen is een van de
belangrijkste aspecten van de theorie dat de onder- en de bovengrens van
hiervoor genoemde lengteregime ongeveer zijn gelijk aan de grootte van,
respectievelijk, de compacte bouwstenen en de gaten in het gel. Bovendien;
een handig (verbeterd) aspect aan de fractale theorie zoals beschreven in dit
proefschrift, is de incorporate van parameters die iets zeggen over de mate
gestrektheid en flexibiliteit van de strengen.
Dit proefschrift gaat met name over hoe en waarom bepaalde
omstandigheden de structuur en reologie van kolloidale deeltjesgelen
bei'nvloeden. Voor de bepaling hiervan, zijn zowel experimentele
(microscopie, permeametrie en reometrie) als theoretische (computersimulatiesen schalingstheorieen) onderzoeksmethoden ontwikkeld en/of toegepast.
De beschreven resultaten kunnen vooral gebruikt worden bij het ontwikkelen
van methodes om de verouderingseffecten van kolloidale deeltjesgelen onder
controle te krijgen. Opgemerkt moet worden dat vanwege de keuze voor het
gebruik van caseinegelen voor de experimenten, de meeste conclusies
specifiek gelden voordeze gelen.
Hoofdstuk 1is een algemene inleiding, en hoeft hier als zodanig niet
besproken te worden.
In hoofdstuk 2 van het proefschrift is gebruik gemaakt van
computersimulaties waarbij virtuele deeltjes in een virtuele omgeving
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willekeurig bewegen. De simulatietechniek wordt 'Brownse dynamica'
genoemd, omdat de deeltjes elkaar middels Brownse beweging ontmoeten
alvorensze aggregeren enuiteindelijk een gel vormen.Brownse beweging is
de spontane,willekeurige beweging van (kolloidale)deeltjes in een vloeistof
of gas, doordat vloeistof of gasmoleculentegen deze deeltjes aanbotsen. Het
fenomeen is genoemd naar de plantenkundige Brown (fl858), die de
beweging van pollen observeerde onder een microscoop. Wij hebben
(gedeeltelijk zelf ontwikkelde) Brownse dynamica simulaties gebruikt om
erachtertekomenwelkekrachten('interacties') nodigzijn tussen de deeltjes,
om een bepaalde fractale structuur van het gel te verkrijgen. Indien de
interactiesofkrachten sterkattractiefzijn,wordendedeeltjes heel 'plakkerig'
genoemd en zullen ze snel aggregeren. Als ze repulsief, zijn ze dus niet
plakkering. Er blijkt een systematisch verband te zijn tussen de mate van
plakkerigheid endefractale structuurvandeuiteindelijk gevormdegelmatrix.
Uitde resultaten van de simulaties kon afgeleid worden dat de 'echte' gelen
(de melkgelen) waarschijnlijk gevormd zijn door aggregatie waarbij de de
deeltjes elkaar meestal afstoten door de aanwezigheid van een repulsieve
barriere. Met andere woorden: de micellen plakken na een ontmoeting maar
zeldenaanelkaar,maaralszeplakken blijven zeookdefinitief vastzitten.Het
duurt dan wat langer voordat het gel gevormd wordt, maar het is wel vrij
stabiel.
In hoofdstuk 3 is gebruik gemaakt van een modern soort
lichtmicroscopie (confocale laser scanning microscopie), en permeametrie
(waarbijdedoorstroombaarheidvanhetgelmetweibepaaldwordt).Metdeze
technieken konde structuurvandemelkgelen bepaald worden, zonderdatze
kapot gemaakt werden. Het blijkt dat de gelmatrix een fractale
dimensionaliteit heeft van ongeveer 2.3, onafhankelijk van pH en
temperatuur. Destructuurvanhetgelverandertvooral bij lagepHsterk inde
tijd over een periode van 24 uur na stremseltoevoeging. Dit blijkt ook te
gelden voor defractale eigenschappen van degelstructuur. In detijd worden
de gaten in het netwerk groter en de caserne hoopt zich locaal op. De
compactebouwstenen zijn vooralbij lagepHna6uuralzogroot(groterdan
1.5 um), dat het fractale regime zo klein geworden is, dat de matrix nog
nauwelijks als fractaal beschouwd kan worden. Een andere interessante
observatie, die vooral van belang zal blijken te zijn in hoofdstuk 4, is de
aanwezigheidvandunne,rechtestrengen indematrixtijdensveroudering.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt voornamelijk theorie gepresenteerd. Door
enkele bestaande modellen van wetenschappers uit de jaren tachtig te
combineren in een nieuw overkoepelend model, is een eenduidig beeld
verkregen vanallemogelijke structuren diedeeltjesgelen kunnen hebben. Bij
dit model wordt opnieuw uitgegaan van een structuur die gevormd is door
fractale aggregatie.Doorhetmodeltoetepassen opreologische metingen op
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gestremde caseinegelen, blijkt dat deze opgebouwd zijn uit rechte, maar
flexibele strengen. Hiermee wordt duidelijk dat slechts een deel van de
structuur (nl. die van de strengen, ook genoemd in hoofdstuk 3) de reologie
van het systeem bepaalt. Toepassing van het model op verschillende types
reologische metingen op dezelfde caseinegelen, leidt tot dezelfde conclusies
over de structuur, hetgeen de toepasbaarheid van het schalingmodel
ondersteunt.
In hoofdstuk 5wordt opnieuw de theprie uit hoofdstuk 4 toegepast,
maarnuopreologischemetingenalsfunctie vandetijd. Bovendienwordteen
nieuw, exploratief model gepresenteerd over herrangschikkingen in
deeltjesgelen, gevormd door fractale aggregatie. We onderscheiden in het
model vier basistypes herrangschikkingen: deeltjesfusie, rollen van deeltjes
overelkaar,rechttrekkenvanstrengen(engroeienvangaten)ensynerese(zie
figuur 5.1 op bladzijde 98). De modelvorming is ge'inspireerd op eigen
metingen,maarookopbestaandeliteratuuroververgelijkbare systemen.Door
toepassing van het schalingsmodel uit hoofdstuk 4wordt viaeen andereweg
vergelijkbare informatie verkregen over de genoemde structurele
herrangschikkingen. Hetblijkt opnieuw datherrangschikkingen gepaardgaan
met een toename van de grofheid van de matrix (groei van compacte
bouwstenen en gaten = locale verdichting) en dat verlaging van de pH deze
herrangschikkingen versnelt. Deze overeenstemming met de resultaten van
hoofdstuk 3,iseenextraondersteuningvandetoepasbaarheid vanhet fractale
schalingsmodel.Reologische metingen tonen aan dat gestremde caseinegelen
eerst steviger maar wel brokkeliger, en vervolgens slapper worden. Door
analyse van reologische metingen aan de hand van het
herrangschikkingsmodel, blijkt dat een van de belangrijkste types
herrangschikkingen het langzaam samenvloeien van caseinemicellen tot
grotere deeltjes is. Waarschijnlijk is dit een belangrijke oorzaak van het
optreden van twee van de andere drie genoemde herrangschikkingen. Het
verklaart ook detoename in stevigheid en brokkeligheid. De afname van de
stevigheid wordt veroorzaakt door het breken van (rechtgetrokken) strengen.
Ditwordt indirect veroorzaakt door localeverdichting, en misschien dusook
gedeeltelijk door het samenvloeien van micellen. Het samenvloeien komt
waarschijnlijk doordatdecaseinemicellenzelfbijlagepHenigszinsvloeibaar
zijnenduslangzaamkunnenvervormen.
Hoofdstuk 6isde Engelstaligesamenvatting. Deze isuitgebreider en
gaatwatdieperopderesultatenperhoofdstuk indandezesamenvatting.

Dezesamenvattingisgeschrevendoor:
MichelMellema&IvonneAmeliaMoor.
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